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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUC'l'IO!l 
. Pure aluminum baa a relat~vely low strength, and 
its use ia, therefore, ·rather 11m1ted. However, the 
resistance o~ pure a1um1num to the attack or acids and 
many neutral solutions is higher than that ot lese pure 
aluminum or most or the .&lUl111num•base· alloys. For this 
reason, alelad alloy sheets,. are made with a costing of 
pure aluminum on one or both sldea of an· aluminum allo7 
oore. The coating ia metallurgically bonded to the core 
over the_ entir~ area o~ contact • ·Thus the coating 
eleotroohem1cally protects the core r.rom corrosive attack. 
Aluminum ia more negative in the electrochemical 
aeries than most other common metals, hence ita behavior 
in corrosive environments 1a greatly 1nrluenced by contact 
with many other meta1a which either torm an alloy with 
aluminum or are in external contact with.· 1t. 
The ~esistance of pure al.um1num against atmospher1c 
attack, and also to the deatruotJ.ve action of' some acide 
is explained by the presence ot· a surrace oxide ~11m that 
·.forma on aluminum and its alloys upon exposure to the 
atmosphere. The :f'1lm. although thin, 1a adherent,. highly 
protective, and rea1ata corrosive attack under moat eon-
2 
ditione. A thicker a .n\1 more :protective film can be :formed 
by .a chem1osl or eleotrocbem1oal treatment. This r11m ia 
·usually 1nv1sib"le t9 tbe unaided eye. 
The corrosion or aluminum in neutral, or nearly 
neutr-·al solutions is accompanied by the .formation or 
hydrated aluminum oxide, which. usually sticks to the sur-
.face of' the metal, and then protects it :from ru.rther 
att&.J.}(. For tble reason, the attack by some eolutiona 
may- be relatively rapid at first, bu-t as soon as the in-
aolub1e products of the reaction sdherlnt~ to the sur.face 
a:re rormed, a continuous film covers the me.tal reducing 
the contact or the solution with the underlying metal. 
Aa a resu1t, the co~roaion stops or ia reduced to a very 
low rate. In solutions which tend to dissolve the exist-
ing oxide coating or 1n solutions which tend to produce 
highly soluble corrosion producte. the attack would be 
expected to be relat.ively greater than what 1 t would be 
in solutions 1n lfhich the· .film ia spontaneously heeled. 
Tl1ere:rore • in many aolut ions the corro.aion rate will be 
partially controlled by the a.o],ubillty or the corrosion 
products •. 
Extensive research bes been carried out on the rate 
of' dissol·ution o~ aluminum in various ac.ida and baees. 
Many papers have been published resetrding the mechanism 
of attack on aluminum by aqueous solutions. However, 
no work has been done on the meohanism an() rate of 
· dissolution of aluminum 1n hydrofluoric acid. With this 
purpose in mind~ the present study w&s pert'or-med. 
4 
C.HAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The rate of dissolution of aluminum in ve~lous 
aqueous solutions hae been the subject or study and 
discussion for some time, and although a wea~th of ex-
perime-:.lta 1 ·data bas, been acoumulste4, there are many 
details concerning the mechanism which are still unknown 
1) 
or obscure. Brown and Meara , first correlated the lose 
(l) Brown, R. A. and Meara, R• B., Trans. Electroehem. 
Soc., l!tt 495, (1938). 
in weight, calculated from ourrent-time curves .and measured 
loss in weight, and concl.uded ·that the corrosion or alum-
inum in neutral alkali .chloride solutions is largely or 
entirely eleotl•oehemical in nature. This eleotroehemieel 
mechanism h~ a ·also been round in the ease of aeid and 
alkaline solutions, altho2fh• the experimental evidence 
is somewhat contradictory • 
(2) Mears~ R. B •• Corrosion Sympos1~~~ Amer. 3oe. Rerrig. 
Engineers, JW'le 1, {1943). 
The aooelerat1ng etfeot or the rate of dissolution 
of aluminum in alkaline electrolytes due to the activity 
of the local elements hss been observed by ·a number or 
3) 
investigators. Isgarischew and Jordansky and also 
4> 
Maass and Wiederholt round thnt increasing nrnounts o~ 
(3) 
<4> 
Isgariscbew. N. u. Jordansky, w •• Korros1on u. 
Ketallachutz, _l, 54, (1927). 
Maass, E. u. Wiederholt, W., Korrosion u. Meta11-
achuts. i• 26$. (1929). 
copper alloyed with aluminum acce~eratod its dissolution 
· ln both hydrochloric acid and potassium hydroxide. 
5> 
Centnerazwer , working witl1 metn1s o~ dt fferent puri.ty. 
(5) Centnerszwer, M •• z. E1ektrochem., ll• 598, (1931). 
round no di~rerenoes in the reaction ratos obtained 1n 
s 
sodium hydroxide and a1so in ammonium hydroxide. Conse-
quent1y, it wss concluded that the rate or disso1ution or 
aluminum in b~ses 1s independent of the purity o~ the 
metal~ a~cl, the process~ .. is not electrochemical. The same 
6# 7) 
conc1usion was drawn by Schikorr , who indicated that 
the degree or purity of aluminum was or slight ~portance 
during solution in strong ba sea. On t ·he contrary, Muller 
8) 
and Low , working w~th high purity e1uminum, pointed out 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Schikorr, G., z. E1ektrochem.~ ll• 610, (1931). 
Sohikorr, G., "Die Zersetzungsercbein~en der 
Ketallen, p. 76, Barth~ J. A. Leipzig, (1943). 
Xul1er, w. J. ond Low, E., Aluminum, 20. 257, (1938). 
6 
that the locel element= have an errect even in basic 
solutions. Tr.te rinal. oroo.f or MU1ler ane LOw's obser-
. 9~ 10) 
vat1on has been given by Straumsnia _and Brekaa , in-
dicating that the rate or dissolution o.f aluminum in 
(9) Straumenis, M. and Brakss, N •• Korrosion u. •etsll-
schutz, ~. S~ (1939). 
(10) straumanis, M. E. and Brakss, B., J. E1ectrochem. 
Soc., 96, 310, (1949). 
alkaline solutions is accelerated by Lmpurities or low 
hydrogen overvoltage in the metal or in the e1eotrolytes. 
In the case or acids~ the rate or dissolution or sl~num 
is also accelerated by the addition o~ other metals to the 
3. 5, 11) 
system as alloying elements ~ ln tb~ rorm or pow-
12) 
der rubbed on the surrace or tbe ~eta1 _t or in the 
ll~ 13, .14, 15) 
e1ectrolyte in the rorm or sa1ta • Such 
(11) Straumanis, •·~ Korrosion u. Ketsllschutz, lk, 1, 
(1938). 
{12) 
(13) 
(14.) 
(1.5) 
Mylius, F., z. Meta1l~~de, lh~ 233, (1922). 
Hedges, E. s., "Protective Films on Metals"~ D. Van. 
Nostrand Co., Inc., Hew York~ (1932). 
Hedges, E. s. and Myers, J. E., J. Chem. Soc., 125, 
604, ( 1924} • 
Centnerszwer, K., z. physik. Cbem., 131, 214, (1927). 
metals as Ft, Fe, Cu, Ni, Au and Hg in the rorm or sa1ts, 
when added to the solution, are observed to depo~1t on 
th& ~1ssolving aluminum by obemioal d1sp1acement. This 
errect of Lnereasing rate or dissolution is usually 
cons!dered as sn indication or an e1ectrochemical mecb-
anism or dissolution. 
~her evidence indicatLng an electrocbemica1 
mechanism is g1ven by the appearance of the udi~rerence 
efrect" wr..en a metal is made anodic by an external or 
interna1 current. The significance of' th-e so called 
7 
positive and negative dirrerence errects w11l be discussed 
in Seetion P of Chapter III. The "d1.f~erence errect" was 
16) 
rirst fo~ by Thiel snd Ecke11 who- while studying the 
{16) T~el, A. and Ecke11~ J.~ z. Elektrochem., Jl~ 370. 
(1927). 
dissolution or elum1num 1n 0.5 N BaOH, observed t~~t the 
rete or hydrogen evolution rrom dissolving aluminum de-
creased when it wss polarized anodically. Lster~ a number 
or other metals and alloys were studied in regard to tr~ 
d1rrerence erreet during solution 1n acid and bases. 
Among these a positive di.ff'erence errect was observed by 
17) 
Kroeni.g and Uspenskaja on cadmium~ nickel and thei.r 
alloys in 1 N HCl so~ution. A negst1ve airrerence erfect 
18) 
was s1so round by the same authors on elumillum d1ssolv-
(17} Kroenig. w. o. and Uspenskaja, v. N.; Korrosion u. 
Metsllschutz, !!, 10. {193$}. 
(18) Kroenig., w. o. end Uspenskaja, v. N., Korrosionu. 
Metallsohutz, 12, :'..2.3, (1936). · · 
-
ins in o.S I~ HGl (a repetition . o1· Thiel• a experiment in 
more ·detail) J on amalgamated . alum1nunt in 0.1 :tt HCl, and 
on 1nagneslum in 3 % sodium cl1loride solution. 
In England; a negative d1rrerence effect wee ob· 
19) 
served by Fox and Davis 01~ magnesium base alloy·a in 
(19) Fox, F. A. and Davia, T. K., J. Inat. Metals,~~ 
5$3, (19h.7). 
sodium chloride solutions. In this country, a positive 
20) 
di:f.ference wea· investigated by Streicher on the d1s-
6 
eolut~on of al.uminum in 1 R NaOH aolut1on. Recentlyj a 
more thorough atudy or the di.ffe:ren~e e1':fect on titanium 
in hydrorluoric acid was perrormed by straumanis and 
21) 
Chen . • 
Some potential measurements have been studied by 
22) 
·Endo and Kanawaaa on the behavior of aluminum Ln 
(20) Streicher~ M. A •• J. ~lectrochem. Soc •• ~~ 26$ 1 (1948). 
(21) Strauma~a. ~. E. and Chen. P. c.; J. Eleotrochem. 
Soc., ~. 3Sl, (19$1). . . 
(22) .· Endo, B. and Kanawa•a, s., So1. Rep •. 'fohokU Univ., 
Japan. 22, 537, (1933). 
9 
.-·potassium chloride; t-l:ey wrote that the potential 
- . 
"collapses rapidly in n1trogen .or osrbon ·d1ox1de, but was 
ennabled once more by oxygan", tha oxide-film being ro-
rormed. A general investigation on the eleotrochem1cal 
behavior or alu.l()1num in solutions under ox1.dst1on-reduc-
. - 23) 
tion conditions wss perrormed by Pctrooa111 · and that 
the theory or "mixed potential" was suggested to explsln 
the eleotroohomloal behavior of slumin~~. 
There is very little information in the literature 
concerning the dissolution o£ alum1n~~ in hydrofluoric 
24> 
acid. Spacht has compiled some data regarding this 
(23) Petrocelli, J. v., J. Eleotrochem. Soc., 2:/._, 10, · 
(1950); ~. 183, (19$1) and 22• 513, (1952). 
(24) Spacht, R. B., J •. Chem. Eduost1on, _u, 253, (1946). 
subject~ which 1s given in the tabulation bolow. The 
rato or attack in the table is expressed in inches per 
year (lpy). 
:Material - Exoosure condition 1n HF' Corrosion in ipl 
Al (99 % pure) o.l ~ solution 0.7 nt room temp. 
Al (99% pure) 1.0 % solution 1.6 at room temp. 
41 (99% puro) 10.0 % s9lution 8.3 at room temp. 
The data above are rather qua~1tat1ve end era or . l1ttle 
val~o for the prosont !nvestigat~on. Tha source or these 
data was not mentioned by Specht. 
10 
25) 
Holmberg and Prnnge have ststed that when' 
(25) Holmberg, 11. E. and Prange, F. A., Ind. Eng. Chem., 
Jl., 1030 to 10.33, ( 1945) • · 
aluminum end stainless steel are subjected to the a~tion 
or hyd~orluoric acid; e ~11m protects them tor a short 
while. Not until the ~11m has been completely penetrated 
does truo corrosion ocour~ The nature of: the .film was not 
indicated. 
The intention or the present investigation was to 
study the nature and the mechanism or the dissolution or 
alun1inum in hydro.fluoric acid solutions. Since tho di:r-
:feronoo e:ffect gives information about the mechanism or 
rcnct1cn occur1ng on tho surrace or aluminum while dis-
solving in an acid or base, it was necessary to study 
this e:ffect in both hydrorluorio and hydrochloric acids 
for the purpose or comparison. 
None or these experiments are duplications or 
previous ones exoopt the part or the study of the differ-
ence affect or alumin~~ in hydrochloric acid. These ex-
periments were carried out previously only in one concen-
16) 
tration or hydrochloric acid • For a closer study, snd 
for comparison with the results in hydrorluoric acid, it 
was necessary to observe tbe effect in a series of coneen-
trat1ons or both acids. 
11 
• . : • ( . t I f . •••r t·· II! . I ·a 1· . .. .... . . . . It .. I l ....... !I I I 1 t I . • 
(l6) Thiel• A. end Reke111 Loc. elt. (thesis page 7) 
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OliAPrER III 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS 
A. General remarks. 
( 1) 'l'he ma ter1a 1 s used • 
The rate or dissolution of a metal in an acid 
solution is 1Drluenced by a number or factors, among 
wbicb the purity of the metal and that or the aoid are 
especially important. It 1a therefore necesa8 ry to point 
out what grade of aluminum and acid wore used 1n the ex-
periments of this investigation. 
a. Metal. 
The aluminum aample• used throughout this invest-
igation were in the rorm of sheet. which was rrom the 
Aluminum Company or America. The sheet was designated 
H-18 te·mper ·and waa cold rolled to the final thiokne ss of 
one millimeter. The analysis supplied with th1a material 
claimed the :following 1mpur1t1est 
si o.ool51t. Fe o.ooo7~~ cu o.ooo4,C, and Kg o.ooo7%. 
In order to verify the purity or this material and 
to ·compare it with the purity o~ aluminum of previous work 
on the dissolution o:r high purity aluminum (99·998% French 
. - . . ll) 
eltml1num) in h~drocblorio acid by Strauman1s , a dup-
(ll) Stra'Uilan1a- M. • Loc. cit. (theai·s page 6). 
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llcate experiment was made. The Alcoa aluminum sheet 
was first annea1ed at 470°0 in an eleetr1e vacuum fUrnace 
· Cor one hour to relieve stresses caused by cold working, 
and was then cooled ~ the rurnace. A specimen of the 
exact size or one centimeter square was ground. po11abed 
and mounted in Bake11te. The apparatus and procedure 
were made as identical aa possible with those o~ 
Strsuman1a .• s work. The hydroc:hlor1o acid used. was of 
C~ P. grade, the chemical analysis of which. as given b7 · 
the manurecturer, is es followa: 
Ano l::rsi.e of' ,the hydrochloric aoid used 
Nonvolat1le •••••••••••••••• o.o003% 
so4••••••••••••••••••••••••o.oooo8% · 
Free c1 •••••••••••••••••••• o.oooos~ 
so2 •• ~···••••••••••••••••••o.oooo8~ 
Aa ••• ~·············•·······o.oooooo8~ 
Fe ••••••••••••••••••••••••• o.ooool% 
Heavy metals . (Pb) • •• • • • •. • .0.00008% 
The concentration of acid solution prepared was aeter-
mlned by titration with standardized so1ution ot sodium 
carbonate, using methyl oronge · es an indicator. Dis-
tilled water was used for dilutions. In the following 
Table I shows a comparison or: the summarized results of 
11) 
this experiment and those or.- the previous ·1nvest1getion • 
The apparatus. procedure and calculations will be given 
later in seetion B of' this oh£ipter. 
In Table II, tbe data a.how that the ratio of the 
· ave~age rate of dissolution o!' the preaent test to that 
or .the previous work is 33 to 1. It means that the rate 
of diaeolution of the sample used in this investigation 
was 33 t1mee as high as that of the sample used in the 
previous work. Keeping this in mind, the material used 
TABLE I 
Rate of dissolution ott aluminum 1P 2 N HCl 
Water bath temperature: 250 ! O.l°C 
St 1rr1ng spee·d : 100 rpm 
Oorreoted average 
barometer pressure: 74) .6 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 26•$0 0 
'rime 
(hours) 
0 
6 
16 
21 
)0. 40 
44 
*Volume n2 (cm3) 
Volume 
(cm-3) 
0 
o.B$6 
10.880 
7;.625 
1.2.337 
1! .. 165 
5.311 
* Volurne reduced to ·· ·standard c·onditions. 
Bate 
(~ /om.2m1n) 
0 
2.38 
18.13 
25.41 
22.84 
20.27 
22.13 
tfABLE II 
summarized results of present and previous experiments. 
I 
Aluminum source: 
( 
Normality or hydro-
chlor1c acid used: 
. Volume of hy-dro-
chloric acid used: 
Area or the sampl.es 
Previous work Present experiment -
Compagnie Alaia Aluminum Company or 
Froges'et Camar- Amerlca, New Ken-
gue, F.ranoe~ sington, Pennsy1vanio 
U. s. A. 
2 N 2 B 
100 cm3 100 cm3 
2 • .54 cm2 l cm2 
Water bath temperature: 25°c 2.$0 0 ± o.l0 o 
Stirring speed: 100 rpm 100 rpm 
Avarag~ rate in o.5$8 18.6 
mm3/om ·min.: 
!"or this investigation was rar more impure than the 
ll) 
French aluminum which was used by Straumania 1n his 
test. 
b. Chemicals. 
All of tbe other chemicals used in the experiments 
described in this dissertation ·were of C. P. grade unless 
otherwise ·spec1r1ed, and distilled water waa used ~or 
d1lutJ.on in all caaea. The hydro:fluorio acid used in the 
preparation or solutions bad the :rollowins· compoal tion ae 
given by the manufacturer. 
Assay {HF') • 50.89j( • 
Fluosilicic acid (HfS1F6) • o.o6% • 
Residue after ignit ob • 0.0007% • 
Chloride (Cl) • o.ooos~ · • 
Phosphate {P04) : 0.0001~ 
sulfite (S03) • 0 .002~~ . 
Heavy metals (a.s Pb) : 0.001% 
Iron (Fe) • o.oooo.5% • 
The strength of the acid was determined by titration, 
using phenolphthalein as an 1ndiontor, which was pre-
26) 
pared by a method given by Swift • 
(26) Sw1£t, E. H., A System of Chemical Analysis, 99, 
New York Prentice-Hall Inc., New York, (1952). 
(2) The method of attack. 
27) 
Corrosion tests, as mentioned by Evans , may 
16 
heve two difrerent objects. They may serve to gain pure 
scientific understanding of the mechanism of some cor-
rosion process. On ·the other hand, the test may have an 
industrial object, seeking to discover what material or 
what protective process will minimize attaek. The present 
study belonga to the first category. Thererore, the 
(27) Evans, E. R., Metallic Corrosion, Passivity and 
Protection, London, Arnold, 747, (1945). 
problem was to measure the rate of: dissolution or slum1-
num in hydrofluoric acid with or without addition agents; 
a study of the effect of mechanical and heat treatments 
on the rate or dissolution, potential and current mess-
17 
urement and, e etudy of the difference errect. The de-
tailed description of these experiments will be given in 
the rollowing pages under separate headings. 
B. 
-
The rote of d1sso1ut1on of aluminum in d1r£erent 
concentrations of hydrorlUorlo acid --
The determination of the rate o~ dissolution or 
18 
aluminum in hydrorluorie ao1d was based on the collection 
&nd . meaeux•ement of the volume of hydrogen gas liberated. 
(1) Method and apparatus. 
Figure 1 shows the apparatus used ror those ex-
periments consisting or o flask to hold the aluminum 
sample and acid ~or dissolution, a stirring mechanism 
with a mercury seal, a burette to collect the evolved 
hydrogen gas end a oonatant temperature water bath. A 
sketch or the set-up is shown in Figure 2. A variable 
speed motor and an eloctronie motor controller (both the 
products ot' Gerald K. Heller Co.). were used to drive the 
stirrer in the water bath and the flaak agitator (Figure 
2a). The controller eons1sts or two 2050 thyratron tubee 
set up aa hal~-wave reot1r1ers. One oirouit supplies to 
the armature and one to the rleld or the motor. The sp~d 
is controlled by changing the voltage on either the arma-
ture or ~ield. This voltage le changed by varying the 
phase or the grld control on the 2050 tubes. When the 
speed control is turned to the lert, the arr~ture voltage 
is low and the field high, and this makes a slow speed 
and high torque. When the speed control is turned to the 
right, the armature voltage is high and the field weak, 
·, , / 
1 
e 
. -
a - Al sample on foot of stirrer 
•c b - eboni te ioot 
c - \fax lined !1.ask 
d - funnel .:·or in trod ncing · reagents 
e - conf'tant temperature water bath 
f" - merC\ll7 Seftl -..1. th eround glass S t•>pper . 
g - revolution co·m ter 
h - driving pull6y 
i -driving btilt 
j - spring held grou."ld glass join t.s 
k - gas out1'3t· valve 
1 gas burette 
m- levelling bulb ~ull oy system 
p & q - valves 
r - levelling bulb 
s - rubber cup 
·:Figure 1 
A pra r.a t t!.Z for dc'termin~a ti on oJ· ~he rate. d 
disnclution of aluminum -in hyerofluo-ric acid. 
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:rater. bath nth thermo-regulator. 
g 
' - ... ~- __ ____. 
h 
a - .lin.e voltage,. llO V • 
b - mercury thermo-re glua tor 
c - stirrer 
d - heating la'tlp 
o - thermometer 
f - cooling water coil 
g - water bath 
h - relay 
r - resi.stance or rheos~t 
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a - clect~onic controller, b - motor 1 a - flask 1n water bath, d - burette. 
~'igure 2a 
Photograph showing the overall arrange~t tor detormining 
the rate o! dissolution ot al\lllintl11 in h)'drofiuoric acid. 
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and this gives a high speed. The speed of the motor at 
intermediate position is directly proportional to the 
setting or the speed control. The gear sbilrt on the 
motor is set at 90 degrees with respect to the armature 
shart and the gear ratio is 6:1. 
22 
The capacity of' the Erlenmeyer .flask "c" (see Fig. 
l) was two hundred cm3. In order to protect the glass 
rr~n attack by hydrorluoric said, the rlask was coated 
on the inside with a layer of wax. To find out the best 
wax suitable for the experiment, four dirferent kinds or 
wax were tried on test tubes, they were: (1) Sunoco wax* 
1290, (2) sunooo wax 582.5, (3) a 5o:50 mlxture by weight 
o:r the above two, and (4) an ordinary white parafrln. 
The inside of eac.h or the four test tubes was uniformly 
coated with one o:r t .i 1e four dif'.ferent kinds of wax, end 
tl16 same quantity of 2 N HP was poured in end :held for 
six days. At the end of the test. it was found that the 
Sunoco 1290 brown wax was the best both in ita adherence 
to the glass and in its resistance to the atteck of' the 
hydrofluoric acid. In Figure l -is also shown a f'unnel 
ndn (with a stop cook) sealed to one side of the :flask, 
and a hydrocen gas outlet tube eorL.Yiected with the burette 
on the other aide. The runnel was used to introduce the 
ae1d and other necessary reagents into the !'lask. The 
* sun Oil Company, Phila., Pa. 
2.3 
stirring mechanism consiated of a vertical glass rod 
shaft. at the upper end ot' whloh was an aluminum driving 
pul.ley "h", connected with a revolution counter "g'1 , and 
at the lower end tho glass rod wedged 1nto an ebonlte rod. 
An ebon1te root "bu at the and of the rod was inclined 
45° degreea to the vertical ex1s end rotated elookwise. 
It could be attacked and detecbed rrom the bottom of tho 
ebonite rod by metlns of a tongue snd groove connection. 
The aluminum driving pulley was connected by ~ belt to 
the motor. the speed oT which was controlled by the 
electronic controller. The mex•cury seal "~" on the vet~­
tical glass rod made on erfeotlve se&1 to keep the gas 
from escaping, snd at the same tinae permitted a rree ro-
tation within tho hollow shart. A branch glssa tube wae 
made on the right s!de of the flask to connect to the 
burette. The ground glass joint "J", wa!l held tightly by 
a spring and was used to disconnect the rlask rrom the 
burette. The lower end or the burette "1" was filled 
wl th di~ti_lled water. Tbe bulb could be rei sed and lower-
ed by the pul1ey system ''m". The valves "q'' and "k" were 
used in case the gsa in tl1e burette exceeded its m~ximum 
oapeolty of 100 cm3 •• ~o thct lt had to be replaced with 
dlat1lled water. At the moment wben the volume wsa 100 
cm3. the valve "q" was closed to blocl( the evolving gas. 
and tiie valve "k" was opened to adjust the water level to 
zero. Then "k" wns closed and "q" opened, and the 
burette could therefore be used to meaaure the excess 
volume over 100 a~. Below the hollow shaft, A small 
rubber cup "s" was attached on the glass rod to collect 
the glaaa duet, l.f any, !'eault,ing fr.:>m the abrasion be-
tween the rotating rod and the hollow shart. It alao 
eollected any splashed mercury from the mercury seal. 
The :rlaak wea submerged 1n the water bath up to the neck 
as shown in Fig. 1, and the temperature or the beth wa• 
kept automatically controlled at 25°c to an accuracy of 
±o.l0 c. With closed valves. the whole system wae ab-
solutely air-tight. It was rrequently tested ~or any 
possible lecakage, by oloelng tho valves "p" and "k" • 
(Fig. 1), and then lowering the water bulb by a few inch-
es, thereby, creating a reduced pressure 1n the burette 
and apparatus. Ir the water level 1n the burette did not 
change its position a~ter several hours, the eyate~ was 
eons1det•ed air-tight. 
(2) Prooodure. 
A sample of aluminum wae. cut from an Alcoa alum-
inum sheet or H-ltl temper, having an approximate thick-
ness of 1 mm. The cut sample was riled down to exactly 
1 cm2. and waa :nounted 1n Bakelite in a metallographic 
specimen mounting press. The exposed surtaoe of the 
mounted specimen wae 1 cm2 in area. The surface was pre-
25 
pared by :rirst polishing with emery paper and then on a 
polishing wheel with levigated aluminum oxide. After it 
was oleaned and dried- the Bakelite mounting waa glued to 
the horizontal root with "plastic cementn. The ebonite 
foot was then attached to the ebonite bottom or the stir-
ring rod, the stirring mechanism ~ittad into the Erlen-
meyer :f'lask, and the whole submerged in the eonetant tem-
perature water bath. A.rter oonneoting the flask with the 
burette, the te?nperature of' the water bath was then ad-
justed, to 25°c ± 0.100. A Cenoo knife type immersion 
heater was immersed if the temperature wsa below 2S0c, 
and a oooliJ'lz water coil was used, lf it was above 25°C. 
After the temperature or the water bath was adjusted, one 
hundred cm3 of hydrofluoric acid of a predete~mined con-
centration was placed in another wax coated flask, im-
mersed in the some water bath until the temperature or 
the solution reached t5°C. Now by raising or lowering 
· the water level bulb, the water level in the burette was 
kept exactly at the zero read~ng. At the same time, the 
speed of the stirrer 1n tl:te rla.sk was adjusted by 
eleotronlc motor controller to keep a oonstant speed or 
200 rpm. Tllen, the acid solution was immediately trans-
ferred into the flask through funnel "d" (.Fig. 1), the 
valves np" and "k" were closed, and the collection of 
hydrogen gaa could begin. The rate o~ evolution o~ 
26 
hydrogen ga• observed by recording the volume or the ga• 
liberated. 
Tbe purpose o~ stirring the sample in the eo1d 
was t3 help to remove the hydrogen gee as soon as it was 
rormed on the sur1'11oe of the metal. thereby g1"r!ng a more 
unirorm distribution of temperature in the acid, ~nd s 
botter d1rrusion of ~reah acid to the reaction interrace. 
Th~ hydrogen gas evolved from the reaction o~ the alum-
inum metal with the eoid. displaced the water and col-
lected in the burette. The water level in the burette 
was levelled constantly with the water level 1n the water 
bulb. 
The length of' the run depended ..J :.l ~he concentra-
tion of the aaid and the nature or the dissolution. As 
soon as the corrosion waa retarded to lowor end constant 
rate, the run was eons1dor~d to be accomplished. When 
this stage was renchod, the rotating meohnni~m wao c.te-
tsohed, and the ~lssk waa taken o~f and dumped. Then, 
the sample was r1nsod with distilled wat6r and dried. 
Both the solution end the dried sample were examined and 
recorded. 
· (3) Calculation. 
Ti1e caloul.at1on was based on the vo.lume of' the 
collected hydrogen gas reduced to standard conditione. 
Since the h7drogen gas waa collected over water in the 
27 
gea burette, water vapor pressure wae subtracted from the 
barometer reading. Temperature correction ~or the baro-
metric reading was made according to c. D. Hodgman's 
28) 
tables 
• No correction ~or capillary depression of mer-
eury in the barometer was made, as the inside diameter of 
29) 
the barometer tubing used was one centimeter 
• 
(28) Hodgman, C. D., Handbook of Chemistry and Phyeios, 
Chem.1oal Rubber Publishing Company. 18.$2, 1934, 
l782, 31st ed., (1949). · 
(29) Miller, D. c •• Laboratory Phyaioa, Ginn and oo., 
N • ·.:. • , 71, ( 19) 2 ) • 
Baaec.i on the above 8tatementa the Collowing cal-
culatione . were made for each experiment. Aa an example 
data taken from Table VII (P•37 ) are used& 
Average room temperature 25.7°C or 298.7°K 
Average barometer pressure during 717.3 mm Hg 
· the . experiment 
Correction ~or water vapor pressure 
Temperature correction for the barometer 
Pressure arter corrosion 
24.76 mm Bg 
3.00 mm Hg 
717.3 - (24.7 -t-
).00) = 689.5 mm 
Hg 
The volume· or hydrogen gas under standard cond.1t1ons of' 
tompereture and pressure was calculated by applying the 
Gas Law. Using the above sample data for •xemple, the 
correction ~actor for volume under standard conditions 
would be, 
~ x ~~ : 0.829. 
. "70Q.O 
Arter 100 minutes of running the experiment, the volume 
of hydrogen gas collected waa 33.6 omJ. The volume re-
duoed to standard cond1t1ona is then, 
33.6 x 0.829 : 27.86 o~. 
Rete of dissolution or the aluminum in ~ of hydrogen 
gas per cm2 per minute was calculated rrom the following 
expression. 
R : 
x 1.ooo ------·------------(1). 
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Where R. is the d1sso1ut1on rate in mm3 per cm2 per min.; 
A V ia the difference 1n volume of hydrogen gsa at stan-
dard oonditlona between two readings intervals in minutesJ 
At is tbe time interval in minutes. and, A is the area 
of the sample aur!'ace in em2. In the example above cited 
a.fter 100 minutes of' run, L:lV was 2.985 cm3; At wsa 10 
minutes, and A. waa 1 cm2. The rate of dissolution was: 
R : 2.98~ x l,OOO : 298.5 mm3/om2m1n. l X l 
This dissolution rate from cubic millimeters o~ hydrogen 
gas evolved may be converted also to milligrams of alum-
inum lost in the sample. The reaction between alUDlinum 
and hydrogen was assumed to be in the 1'ollow1ng manner 
27) 
according to Evans • 
(27) Evans, E. R., op. cit. p. 125 (thesis page 16). 
I.Al + 6H~ --·-·---+- 2Al ~ -+- 3H2--------- ( 2) 
Accordingly, 2 .x 26.96 grams of aluminum dissolved cor-
responds to 3 x 22.412 liters of H2 evo1ved. That is, 
53.96 grams of alum1n~m dissolved corresponds to 67.236 
litera or H2 evolved, or 67,236,000 mm3 or H2 evolved. 
Therefore, 
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1 mm3 o!' H2 : -'t?~ g l,OOO = 0.0008025 mg. of Al. 
1 3 ,000 
Hence, the rector to oonvert the rate of dissolution from 
mm3 or H2 to mg or aluminum ie 0.0008025. At the point 
in the experiment 100 minutes after .the run, the rate or 
dissolution is, 
R1 = (298.i mm3/cm2m1n) x 0.000802$ : 0.2395 
mg/cm min. : 
The rate o-r these experiments w~l~S:: calculated solely on 
the basis of tbe volume of evolving hydrogen gas per om2 
per minute reduced to standard conditions. 
In the tables accompanying thia Section. the data 
are listed in £our columns: 1) the ttme intervals in 
minutes; 11) volume of hydrog en gas evolved in cm2 reduced 
to standard conditions; 111) A Volume, the volume ot" hy-
drogen gas per period of time in cm3 obtained by sub-
tracting two adjacent ~igurea or column (11), and (1v) 
the rate of dissolution in ~m2m1n. 
Each experiment was per~o~ed within a ~ew or more 
30 
hours d ·urlng the day. The reaction started with an in-
duction period. tben rollowed a flat maximum, apd finally 
declined gradually. Tbe deviation (arithmetic difference 
divided by arithmetic mean) was csleule.ted for any par-
tlcular experiment from the data obtained !'rom two runs. 
(4) Results and conclusions. 
Eight different concentrations of bydrorluorio 
acid were used, and the experiments were run in duplicate. 
The final results of tho rate deterrrrinations are summar-
1zed in Figure ). It osn be seen that the average max-
imum rate of dissolution as plotted against the normality 
o~ hydrofluoric acid 1noreasea at first along a straight 
line, and th3n turns in an upwards curve ae soon as con-
centration exceeds .6 N HF. For the acid or lower eoncen-
trations (O.l · N to 6 N), the rate of dissolution oonforme 
to following empirical equat_1on: 
R : 28 + 275 N---------·-··--------------(3) 
WJ:wre R ia the rate or dissolution in mrn3/om2min., and 
N the concentration of hydrofluoric scid 1n normality. 
At higher concentrations (beyond 6 N), the rate is pro-
portional to the ooncentrat1o~ raised to the 2.35th power. 
H = 20.44 N2 .).$ ---------·--------------- (4.) 
The agreement between the calculated rates . (calculated 
by equations "J" and "4'1 ) and observed r&tes are shown in . 
the following tables (see Tables XVII and XVIII). 
i ; . T··.'.:· ~ ~ · 
\ ; · . . 
• • < ( .,· 
. ;. 
- 4,0001---...-----------'----------~-----
·~ ·. 
-~:-2,000 1------------------::::iilr' 
l: 
. ~ :- .o. . • ·• 
-~. ~ ,, ; ' 
0 1 2 3 4 S· 6 1 d 9 10 
Concentration of H.F in B . 
Hate ' or dissolution of Al in di.fferent concentrations- of H'F • . · 
'\, .. 
TABLE III 
Rate of dissolution ot aluminum in 0.1 N HF 
Average corrected preaaure: 714·9 mm Hg 
Average room temperature.: 22.2°0 
Run No. 1 
Time Volume a2• Vol~e (minutes) (cm3) (c ) 
0 0 0 
' .30 o.87 o.87 ;;o 2.00 l.l.) 
70 2.96 o.96 
90 4.o~ 1.1 '3 110 s.o o.9S 
130 6.o9 1.~ 150 7.~ 1 • . 180 a. 1.)1 
210 9· 1.21 
240 10.87 1.22 
* 
Reduced volume to standard conditions. 
Average~maximum rate for the first run: 51.4 ~/om min. _ 
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Rat I (~/cm . m1n) 
0 
29.0 
~6.5 B.o 
'6.5 I 7.0 # 
so.2 # 
~0.2 il ).6 
4o.J 4o.6 
TA8Lf; III Continued 
Rute of dissolution o~ 6lum1num 1n 0.1 N HP 
Average corrected pressure' 70S.o mm Hg 
Average room tetnperu tut•e: 26. -3°c 
i<.un :No. 2 
T1me Volu~ :n2~ V:>lume (minutes) (em ) (om)) 
0 0 0 
~g o.51 o.~l v l-95 l. 4 
80 3-73 1.78 
llO 5.51 1.78 14o 7.29 ·1.zs 
170 8.99 1. 9 
200 10.69 1.69 
2)0 12 • .38 1.69 
* Reduced volume to standard conditions. 
~veraee3maximum rete tor the aecond run: 
.;)9•4 mra /om min. 
Rete 
<mtJ /om2m1n) 
0 
25.4 
4d.o 
59-l+ i/: 
59·4 /1 $9.~ !J !)6. II 
.$6.6 
S6.6 
#Average maximum rate tor bot-h ~unea SS.4 am&J/om2m1n. 
Deviation from enrage maximum ratea 6.o!C. 
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TABLE IV 
The rete of dissolution o-r aluminum in o.5 
Average corrected pressure: 711.5 mm Hg 
Average room temperature& 22 .4°c 
Run No. 1 
Time Volume H2* Vol~e (minutes) ( om.3) (em ) 
0 0 0 
' 20 1.90 1.90 
ig L..5o 2.6o 6.42 2.42 80 9· a 2.51 100 11.9 2.51 
1~0 14-.53 2.59 liO 17.13 2.60 1 0 2o.ol 2.94 
180 23.3 ).29 
200 26.82 3.46 
220 30·~4 ).72 2~0 3~· 3 ~-89 2 0 3 . -70 .J) 
~80 ~ .2 .91 4.15 
300 ii-6. 72 ).81 
320 50 • .53 3.81 
3~0 .... ) ') ).80 ;..,,~. ~ 3 0 S7.t.62 3.29 
380 60.82 ).20 
* 
Reduced volume to etandard conditions. 
II Aversgq me~imum rate for the . ~1rat run1 
194 ~/em-min. 
N HF 
Rate (mm3fcn,2m1n) 
0 
9.5 
130 
121 
12$ 
125 
129 
130 
ii~ 
173 H 
186 il 
199 if 
216 £t 
2 -3 -· 0 ~ i.~ 
191 .-? 
191 :.-· 
190 ~ ' 
164 
160 
TABLE V 
~he rate of dissolution ot aluminum in o.S N·np 
Average corrected pressures 707.9 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 2$.2°0 
Run No. 2 
T·ime Volu~ H2* Vol~e (minutes) ( c . ) (o ) 
0 0 0 
20 l.g7 1.87 ~g 4. 1 2.7) 7.34 2.7) 
so 10.01 2.73 
100 12.88 2.81 
120 1.$.70 2.81 
~~ 18.4.3 2.~ 20.97 2. 
180 2).71 2~~ 200 26.26 2. 
220 28.82 2.:)6 
* Ra1uoed volume to standard conditions. 
H Averagt maximum rate for _the ae~ond run& 
1)8 ll1ll1-' /om2min. 
Rate 
(mm3/cm2m1n) 
0 9g.a 
1.3 .s II 
136.5 II 
1~6.5 # 
1 o.a # 
l4o.a # 
136.$ II 
127.2 
1)6.5 
127-9 
127.9 
Average maximum rate· !"or both rune: 166 ~ /om2min. 
Deviation from average maximum rate: 16.8~. 
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TABLE VI 
The rate o~ d1Asolut1on o~ aluminum 1n 1 N HF 
AveraBe corrected pre~eure1 711.2 mm Hg 
Average room tempereture: 24.3°0 
Run No. 1 
Time 
(minute a) 
• 
• 
• 25 
30 
~~ 
4S so 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
Mg 
1~0 
-16~ 
170 
180 
* 
Reduced 
Volu1ne H2·:. ( cm.3) 
• 
• 
• ~.61 
.)6 
7..65 
9'·4~ l0e7 
12.20 
15.29 lB.ra 
21. 8 24·f 27. 9 
30.76 
3).68 
.)6.69 
i!j· 70 
.96 
46.06 
48.98 
51.90 
vol~me to at£ndard 
Volume 
(cm3) 
• 
• 
• 
1.)7 
1.54 
1.29 
1.80 
1.29 1.46 
;3.09 
3.26 
2.92 
3.09 
2.92 
3.26 
2·92 
3.01 
3.01 
).26 
).09 
2.92 
2.92 
cond1 tions. 
II Average maximum r -ate f-or the fir211t run: 
303.9 mm3/oa2mtn. 
Rate 
(um3/cm2m1n) 
• 
• 
• 275 
309 II 
257 II 
360 # 
257 li 
~92 II 
309 II 
326 ll 
292 # 
309 il 
292 II )26 # 
292 # 
301 II 
.)Ol If 
326 II 
309 II 
292 
292 
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TABLE VII 
The rate or dissolution ot: aluminum 1n 1 N HF 
Average corrected pressure: 689.$ mm Hg 
Average room temperatures 2$.7°0 
Hun No. 2 
Rate 
(minute a) 
• 
• 
• 
20 
'g 5o 
6o 
70 
ao 
90 
100 
110 
120 Mi) 
0 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
• 
• 
.. 
~:~ 9.1r' 
12.93 
1$.92 
18.90 
2l.B9 24.87 
27.86 )0.9.3 
33.91 
~6.98 
40.1.3 
!~).20 
lt.6.27 
J· () 58 ~J . .I• '· $2.74 
;;;;.8, 
59.0 
f-2.27 
>>5tt.26 
6 :J 6 u.l . 
V'oluqte 
(omJ) 
• 
• 
• 2.65 
2.82 
2.82 
3.1.5 
2.99 
2.98 
2.98 
2.98 
2.98 
).07 
'--98 ).07 
).15 
3- 07 ).07 ) • .32 
J.lS 
).15 
3.15 
3.2) 
2.98 
2.90 
* 
Reduced volume to at&ndard conditions. 
II Aver~ ma11mum 
302 •· /em min. 
rate ror the second run: 
Hate 
<mmlfem2m1n) 
• 
• 
• 265. 
282# 
282 !/ 
315 :/f 
299 ~~ 
29B H-= 
a .~ 29 .T 
29·~) t~ 298 il 
)07 :4b 
298 -/f 
307 71, 
315 ::/-= 
)07 J: 
307 / 
332 ii= 
315 /!= 
315 :1 
.32.3 ·} 
323 ,_/: 
298 
290 
Average me.xitnum rete :ror both runa: 30.3 ~/cm2mi.n. 
Deviation rrQM average maximum rateJ 0.26%. 
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TABLE VIII 
The rate or dissolution or a~uminum in 2 N HF 
Avar~g& corrected l)ressure: 109.5 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 22.2°0 
Run llo. 1 
Time Voliune 
(minutes) Volum~ n2-u. (om ) (am3) 
* 
.J;J. 
1T 
0 0 o. 
5 1.)8 1.38 
10 3·?7 2.59 15 6.6.$ 2.67 
20 9.41 ~.76 
25 12.26 2.85 
30 ~5.02 2.76 
a~ 17.70 2.76 2o.·46 2,67 
4.5 2.3.14 2.6& 5o 2.5.' 0 2.7 
55 28.~9 2.59 
6o )1.08 2.59 65 JJ,B4 2.76 
70 36.3~ 2.51 75 )d.9 2.59 
Reduced volume to standard cond1tiona. 
Average w.&xi~ r.!\te !'or the :first run: 
543.2 mm~/cm min. 
Rate 
(mm3/om2min) 
0 
276.0 
518.2 
535 ·i :ff 552. II 
569.8 II 
552.6 If 
552.6 If 
.535-4 # 535-~ if 552. # 
r'l8 .., ;> . • o If 
518.o II 
552.6 # 
502.0 
518.0 
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TABLE VIII Continued 
The rate of dlsaolut1on or aluminum in 2 N HF 
Average corrected pxiessures 70S.$ mm H& 
Average room temperature: 2$.6°0. 
Run No. 2 
Time Volume Ha* Volume <~i!:amin) (minutes) (cm3) (c-.3) 
0 0 0 
s 1.5~ 1.~.) 10 ~=~ 2.71 15 2.71 20 9·6& 2.71 25 l2 ~5 2.88 
)0 15.27 2•71 
'g 17.99 2.71 20.53 t .• .$4 4S 2).08 2.5S 
Reduced volume to standard conditione. 
Average max~DlWQ :ra.te -ror second run: $49 m.ia3/cm min. 
· Averagt maf1mum rate for both runat 546 ~/em min. 
0 
305.4 543.0 # 54.3 .o II 
.543.0 # 
577.0 II 
543.0 II 543.0 II 
.509.~ 
Slo.o 
Deviation from average maximum rate: 0.5.)%. 
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TABLif; IX 
The rate of dissolution o~ aluminum in 4 N HF 
Average corrected pressure: 714.6 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 22.0°0 
"Run No. 1 
Rate Volu:! B~ v(!~) ~ate (minutes) ( 0 . ) (mm /om2m1n) 
0 0 0 0 
s 4.17 4.1A 83i 10 B.JS 4.1 ~0 15 1).0.$ 4.70 
20 l7.S7 4.52 904 
tS 22.27 4.70 9~0 
.30 27.$8 .5.31 1o a 
'~ 32.88 s.~o 1060 ~.28 s. 0 1080 4.$ .02 $.74 ' 1148 
so .$9.94 S.92 1184 II 
~g SS.6f .$.91 1182 # 61.9 · 6.09 1218 II 65 68.21 6.37 1254 II 
70 74.12 5.91 1182 II 
75 .30.21 6.09 1218 II 
80 86.13 $.92 1184 I 
8$ 9'2.22 6.09 1218 # 
90 98.1.3 $.91 1182 I 
9$ lo4.22 6.09 1218 II 
100 109.79 s.s1 . 1114 loS 115.88 6.o~ 1218 
110 121.62 5.1 1148 
* Reduced volume to stsnd&ttd conditions. 
I Average maximum rate tor· :first run 1 1204 mm3 /cm2m1n. 
TABLE X 
The rete of d1eaolut1on of: aluminum in 4 N HF 
Average corrected pressure: 712.9 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: eo 21. c 
Run No. 2 
Time Volume H2o Volume ~ate (minutes) (cm3) (om3) ( /cm2m1n) 
0 0 0 0 
· s 4-17 4.17 834 , ' 
10 a.11 4.60 920 
15 13.90 5.1) 1026 
20 18.93 5.o~ 1006 as 24.67 5·7 . 1146 
30 )0.~ 5-47 1094 
ag l6.o 5.91 1182 1.87 5.62 1164 
45 48.~ 6.77 . 13~ If so 5:;. , 6.22 10 # 
~g ~9·94 6.08 121 # 6.19 6.2$ 1250 # 65 72.62 6.4.3 1286 7¥ 
70 78-70 6.08 1216 # 
7$ 94.96 6.26 1252 # 
80 91.12 6.16 1232 II 85 97.1.2 6.oo 1200 # 
90 10).28 6.16 12.32 II 
95 109.(.7 6.09 121~ 
100 115 . .. ~5. 6.08 1216 
* Reduced volume to standard conditions. 
(I Average maximum rate for secon-d run: 1228 mm3/cm2m1n. 
Average maximum rate for both runs: 1216 ~/cm2m1n. 
Deviation ~rom average maximum rate: 0.99%. 
TABLE XI 
The rate of dissolution of aluminum in 6 N HP 
Average corrected presaure: 708.$ mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 24.700 
Run lfo. 1 
Rate Volume H2-tt Vol!!!e (minutes) (em3) {om · ) 
0 0 0 
~ 3.42 ~-42 8.20 .78 
9 12.99 4.78 
12 18.12 ~.13 15 2.3.08 .96 
18 2H.o4 4·.96 
21 33.42 5.38 24 G8.47 ~-05 27 3.43 s:~ 30 48.90 
33 54.03 5.1) 
36 5~-16 5.1.3 ~ 6 .29 5.13 64.42 5.13 45 7 .5$ ~-13 4.8 74.08 .$3 Sl 8 · .46 5 • .38 54 8~. 76 . ~-30 $7 9 .o4 .28 
* Reduced volume to standard oond1tions~ 
~ate ( . /cm2ra1n) 
0 
1140 
1.593 
1.596 
1710 
16.5.3 
165) 
1793 
.1683 
1653 
1823 If 
1710 # 
1110 I 
1110 II 
1110 II 
1110 II 
l5lo II 
1793 II 
1766 II 
1426 
I Average maximum rate for rirst run: 1716 mm3/em2m1n. 
TABLE XII 
The rate of d1aaolut1on ot aluminWll 1n 6 N BF 
Average oorreoted . preseu.re z 710.9 mm Hg 
Average room temperature : 24.o0 c 
Run No. 2 
Time Volu:l H2* Volume (minute a) ( c . ) (cm3) 
0 0 0 g ~·12 4.~2 .5~ ij. 7 9 1).2 h:~ 12 17.8 l .S 22 • .$2 
18 27.34 4.82 
21 )2.24 4.90 24 37.31 s.o? 
27 42.)9 ,.oa 
)0 ~7·r .98 ja 2. s s.oa 51· ·· ~ 5.24 ~ 62.9 . 5-2~ 68.1 · $.2 ~ 13-~ 5.211. 78. 7 5.2~ 8).91 $.2 54 8~·3.3 . s.4a S1 9 .sa S.2S ~0 94·7.3 .$.1$ 63 10 .81 .$.08 
* Reduced volume to standard conditions. 
Rate (mm.3/om2m1n) 
0 
1373 
1.390 
1$50 
l.$h6 l54P 
1606 
16)) 
1690 
169) 
1660 
1693 
1746 # 
17$0 II 
1746 II 
1746 II 
17$0 .fl 
1746 II 
18o6 II 
1746 II 
1716 ,. 
1693 
4.3 
1· Average maximum rate t'or second runa l7SS mm3/cm2m1n. 
Average max1mu.ra rete for both runs: 1735 mm.l/cm2aain. 
Deviation .from average ma.xiiJIUm ~ate: 1 .• 1~. 
TABLE XIII 
The rate of d1aao1ut1on ot aluminum in 8 H HP 
Average correcte-d pressure: 702.5 mm Bg 
Average room temperature: 27.000 
Run No. 1 
Rate t.rime 
(minutes) 
VolWlle 
(cm..:S) (mm3 /cm2m1n) 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 72 167 ·90 4-71 2)55 f~ 172.61 4-71 2~5.5 177.60 11.-99 2 9.$ 
78 182.90 S.t)O 2 So II 
60 188.20 .$.)0 26So I 
82 193 • .50 ,S.)O 26So II ~ 198.70 $.20 2600 II 203.90 5.20 26oo I 
68 2~.10 5.20 2600 # 90 2 . • so 5.4o 2700 # 
~ 219.90 S.ij.o 2loo II 22.$.10 5.20 2 oo II 2)0.1.$ s.os 2.S2S 
98 2~.5.45 S.)o 26So lOO 20 • .58 5.1) 256.5 
lOI 245.71 .5.13 2.$65 
* Reduced volume to standard conditions. 
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II Average maximum rate for .first run: 2639 ~/cm2m1n. 
TABLE XIV 
The rate ot dissolution of eluminum in 8 N fiF 
Average corrected pressure: 704.2 mm Rg . 
Average room temperature: 27.7°0 
Run No. 2 
45 
Rate (minutes) Volum. t . H .'* (om.') 2 Volwne (cml) 
Bate 
(-/om2ns1n) 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • . 46 104•77 S·ll 2565 48 ll -~9 .$.22 2610 II so 120. 6 S-47 2&3S # S2 12.5. & .5•21 2 ·os 11 ~ 131.0 . 5 • .39 269$ I ~8 M6·44 $.)8 2690 I 1.99 s.ss 2775 II 
6o 147.36 .5.39 26~5 II 62 152.67 ,5.29 26 5 # 
~ 157.97 5.30 2650 ll 16.).27 5.30 26So I 
68 168.66 5·39 26~5 II 
70 174.04 .$.)8 2690 # 
72 1~-34 $.30 26.$0 # ~i 1 . • 73 5·39 26~5 # 190.02 5.29 26 5 # 
76 195.41 5 • .39 2695 ll 
so 200.71 5·30 265o II 
82 206.09 s.Ja 2690 # 
~ 211.39 .5.30 265o II 8 216.61 .5.22 .. , 2610 II 
88 22l-J4 ~.13 2~5 90 226. 2 .88 2 0 
* 
Reduced volume to atandaJ"d conditions. 
. 
I Average maximum rate for second run~ 2671 m~/em2m1n. 
Ave~age maximum rate f'or both runs: 26$5 ma3/om2min. 
Deviation from average maximum rate: o.6 %. 
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TABLE XV 
The rate of dissolution or aluminum in 10 N HF 
Average corrected pressure: 711.5 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 22.6°0 
Run No. ~ 
Time (mi.nutee) 
• 
• 
• 30 
32 
Si 
l~ 
~ ~ 52 
~i 
sa 
6o 
61 
64 
* 
Reduced 
# Ave~age 
• 
• 
• 
121.22 1Jo.o4 Ma .. &6 1·50 
156.50 
16~.50 17 .so 
183.50 
192 .6o 
201.60 
210.60 · 
219-~0 
228. 0 
2~l·~O 2 • 0 
255.20 
26) •. 90 
272.50 
Volume ( cm.3) 
• 
• 
• r;.A.s 
a. 2 
8.82 
a.64 
9.00 
9.00 
9.00 
9.00 
9.10 
9.00 
9.00 
a.so 
9.20 
8.90 
8.90 
a.ao 
8.70 
8.60 
Rate 
(mm3/cm2min) 
• 
• 
• Mrg 
4410 
!i.J20 4.Soo # 
45oo II 
4.5oo # 
4Soo II 
J+.Soo II 
4Soo If: 
~00 # 00 # 
oo II 
44So I 
44.5o II 
44oo 
~3SO 
4.300 
volume to etandard conditione. 
ma;&imwa ~ate ror .t1rat run a 449S ~ /cm2m.1n. 
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TABLE XVI 
·The rate or dissolution or aluminum in 10 N HF 
Average corrected pressure: 696.8 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 31.oOo 
Run B:o. 2 
T11H Vol~ H2* Volu~ Rate (minutes) (c· ) (em ) (mm.3/om2min) 
0 0 0 0 
2 1&:~ 1·14 ~370 ~ 9.22 610 26.01 • 9.0.5 452.5 
8 ~·07 9.06 4530 
. · 10 
.29 9.22 4610 
12 53 • .51 9-2·2 4610 
~ 62.73 9.22 4610 72.12 9.39 4695 ll 
18 81.34 9.22 46lo II 
20 90.89 9.55 ~77~ II 22 100.28 9.)9 69 # 
!~ 109.49 9.21 4650 # 2 119.05 9.56 4780 II 
28 128.60 9 • .5.5 frJ75 I 
'0 lf.82 9.22 10 II 3~ l 7.04 9.22 46lo II  156.~ 9.38. 46.90 II ) • 16 • . . 9.22 }i6l.O )8 17t8 9.22 4610 
* Reduced volume to standard conditions. 
I Average maximum rate for second runa 4689 lllml/om2min. 
Avera.ge maxiaum rate tor both runaJ 4.S92 mm3/om2m1n. 
Deviation from ave~age maximum rates 2.1-. 
TABLJ? XVII 
Comparison between ealouleted and observed rates of 
dissolution or aluminum 1n hydrofluor1c ee.id or con-
centrations below 6 N {straight line relationship of 
Figure .3) 
Rate in nnn3 /om2m1n. 
concentration 
in !f 
-
Calculated observed Di.fferance D1.rr. 
o.1 ss.s.' 55.4 +0.1 +o.2 
o.$ 16$.5 166.0 -o.5 •0.3 
1.0 JOJ.O )0).0 o.o o.o 
2.0 $78.0 546.1 ~31.9 -t-.5.8 i 0 1128.0 1216.0 .... aa.o -7.2 :o 1678.0 1735.5 -57.5 -3.3 
TABLE XVIII 
in 
Comparison between calculated and observed rate of' dis-
solution of' aluminum in hydro.fluorio acid of oonoentrs-
t1ons above 6 N (Curve part in ?1g. 3) 
A .• o 1988 2100* -112 -.5 • .3 
.o 2740 2655 +8.$ +3.2 
. 9.0 ~600 ~.$00* -;"100 -2.8 10.0 S9o S9.S ·5 -o.a 
* 
Veluee picked up from curve .on Figure 3 .. 
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The deviation ot: the average maximum rate or either 
run from e.verago ratlX1mum rate of dissolution or duplicated 
_;:tlns 11ee wit h in 0.26 % to 16.6 ~t (see· Tab.les III to :&VI). 
\4be reproducibility ta wit:t-J.n the error limit, assuming 
that corrosion rates may scatter up to 30 %. Tho cause 
ot errors may be the irregular d1etr1but1on o:r the mnall 
amounts ot 1mpur1t.1ee in the alum1num, and heterogeneous 
stresa d1atr1but1on set-up from cold work. Other reasons 
are ot m1nor importance. 
The rate or d1esolut1on as shown 1n Tables III to 
X (1n 0.1 ·N, 0.5 N, 1 Nt 2 N, and 4 N HF) increased 
gradually (1nduot1on period) reaohed a maximum and then 
slowly decreased, W1th higher concentration ( 1n 6 N, 
8 N• and 10 N HF, Tables XI to XVI }, the rate or die ... 
solution 1ncr~ased, reached a maximum and then decreased, 
showing at time- rather appreciable fluctuations. 
The ·sample eurraoea after d1ssolut1on were glossy_, 
and oold work fibers were clearly shown. The sur:raoes 
were partially covered w1t.h a wh1t.e precipitate, the 
amount of which dearee,sed with increasing concentration 
or the ac1d. At h1gher acid concentrations (4 N to 10 N) 
the precipitates were accumulated only at .the edges and. 
comers of the s8Jllple. The white precipitate was aluminum. 
tluor1de• formed from the reaot1on or aluminum with hydro• . 
tluor1c a.o1d, 
2Al + 6HF -·-••••a. 2AlF' + :5H2 • • • • • • • ( 5) 
The solub1l1tJ or nlum1num :fluoride 1n aqueous 
aolutlons of hydrofluoric ao1d varies. According to 
. ,a) 
Seidell • thereaot1on products ot aluminUDl f'luor1de 
'tdt.h hydro:rluorlo ao1d are e..s shown in Table XIX. 
(JO) se.1dell. A. • So~ub111ties or Inorganic end Metal 
Organia Cornpounds • .3rd ed. • D. Van :Nostrand co •• 
Inc., N.Y. (1940). 
TABLE XIX 
solubilities of aluminum :fluoride in aqueous solutions 
or hydrorluorio aoia 
Gram or AlF~ per 100 grams or 
s-aturaiied solution 
HF 
Solid phaGe 
n 
" n 
" It 
" 
The solub1l1 ty. ot: AlF) in r.tydrofluoric a o1d 
solution increases as the acid concentration increases 
to a maximum point, then decreases. If tho solubility 
or AlF:; exceeds the satuz•ation limit. deposition or a 
solid phase occurs. This is probab1y the main reason 
why aluminum f'luorlde accumulated on the sample after 
dissolution • . · The thin layer formed ia in physical con-
tact with al'uminum, and sticks loosely on the surface. 
Aa the solubility or aluminum fluoride is higher in the 
So 
5l. 
more concentrated acid, the precipitate layer waa ssawaecS 
to gr~; slow1y and possibly dissolved at rirst. As soon 
as the layer bui1dc up to a certain thickness, a ce~tain 
part of the layer is likely to rall o~r mechanically and 
J 
to stay only at edges and corlners. This breakdown and 
!'ormation of aluminum J•luoride on tlle dissolving aurrace 
may Ell&<> oause fluctuations in t11e rate o.r dissolution 
ob.sorved. 
The e~reo' ot edd1t1on~~ r.eoaen~a - on the rato £! 
dii'ooXuiton .2! caium!nwa tn ni<!tol'luorl()aOTQ. 
Tbe Gitper1t:lenta were oGrr1ed out b:.,. observatlon 
of' the change in tbe rote of dissolution ot nlumtnum 1n 
bydro.tluo~ic acid upon ad~1t1on or o . roa ,:':ont to tho acid. 
The deacr1pt1on or tho re ~ultm ~btained 1z ~ado in throe 
separate parts as follows: (1.) tho pro11r:11n~ry qWt.litat1ve 
testa; (2) tbo cr.rect or addlne a!!SZlonlunt uoltu to tho 
. hydrot-luor1o acid on tho ~p;to of d1ssolut1on, Jlnd (3) 
the er~oot or sdd1~~ smnll s~ount or salta of noble 
metals. such aat PtC14• H"AuClb• AgNo3• ouso4• rr1c12 and 
~03)2 to tbo hydro!"luol"1o ao1d on tho r~te or d1.:lao1u-
t1on ot alU111rtum. 
(1) Prel1:atnan qualitative teats: 
?revlouc exportm.enta showod that ovon pureat 
aluminum dtaoolveo quickly 1n hydrofluoric ao1d. .FUrther 
exper1ment;a ahowod alao that tho a£Arao aluminum d1aaolvoa 
alowl7 in llydrochlor1c no1d (aco ·p.l$) but r .ot u.s slowl,-
Ji'· 
•• the aluminum uoed by tho oarl1er 1nvest1g~tor - • It 
(U) Stratnanls• N •• Loo. Cit • . (thou1s pQ.ge 6). 
••• 1mport.ment to know how tb1a slwa1num under 1nveat1-
gat1on would rocat with other ao1da. It 1~ cloar that 
hydrobromic ao1d and bydr1od1c ao1d woul~ ·bohavo l1ko 
bydrochlor1o aald. In ordor to know tl:te behavior ot 
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other oonimon aoida, in th1a aspect and the e£:tect ot 
adding ammonium Cluor1do and other reagents to the acid, 
a series ot prelimina%7 qualitative testa were made. A 
sample o~ aluminum sheet was cut into emall pieoea and 
dropped Loto aolut1o~a · or _ approx1~tely known acid con-
oentrottone. !n the .rollow1ng desorlption, the desig-
nation o~ (lal) acid means that one part or concentrated 
acid 1a m1xed with one .pert of woterJ and, in the aame 
way. a (ls2) acid meane one part ot concentrated ec1d is 
mixed with two parte of w8 ter, etc~ All the testa were 
oarr1ed out in teat tubes ~t room temperature. 
The reaulta or these teats are . ae rollOW81 
a. Su1tur1o acid~ 
·Alumlnum showed no reaction with 2 B s2so4 in the f1rat 
)0 lllinutee; a · alo• reaction was observed after .that 
period. However., when a small' amount or .&nMonium fluoride 
··••·• added,. the ·~mple waa attacked 1mmed1ate.ly •tt it •a• 31) . 
1n the caee or titanium • Evidently, ammonium ~luo~lde 
()l) Strauman1e. U. E. snd ·G111, C. D., J. Electrochem. 
soc •• 10;J., 11, (19$4). . . 
added to the sulfuric ao1d torms hydro~luoric aoid which 
e.ttacke the aluminum. 
R2s04 . -t 2!fB4F 
or • H2so4 t NH4F 
----~ 
_____ .., 
2HF -t .(NH4)aso4-----(6) 
~, + (N~)H304~----(7) 
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b~ Nitric acid~ 
There · we~e no apparent reaotions of aluminum with n1tr1c 
acid, ·aa already known from the literature. It was also 
· round that there waa no reaction even when ammonium 
rluor1de wae added to the concentrated n1t~1o acid • . 
~ ~ 
However.- ' a slight reaction was observed when ammonium 
.. ~ . 
... 
fluoride was adde4 to (1•1) ·ao1d, and a moderate one 
when the same wae added -t·o the (112) ac1d. The reaction 
in these. oe•e• can be explained by ~he ~1berat1on ~r 
hydrofluoric ao1d. 
c. Phosphoric ac1d. · 
.concentrated phosphoria acid reacted al1ghtl~ with al~­
nun1 and the rate or reaction inoreaaed steadily with the 
dilution ~r the acid. ~bus, the dilute (la2) phosphoria 
aoid was ~lightly more reactive than ~be. (1:1) acid and 
the concentrated phosphoric a-cid • When a small amount 
o~ emmont·um fluoride wse added, the aluminum was attacked 
aligbtl7 b7 conoentrated ac1d. but as the aoid was dilut-
ed. the ·rate o~ the roaotion ino~eaaed gradually. 
d. Aoet1c acid. 
Concentrated acetic aoid had ·no reaction with a1UDdnum 
e1ther with or without the addition of ammonium rluoride. 
Dilute acetic acid ah·owed no positive signs or reaction. 
Wh~n a :..aon1-pa· :fluoride was added to the test. tubea, re-
aotlon waa only alight w!.th dilute (1:1) acetic acid• 
but moderate with the (1:2) acetic acid. The same 
previous explanation is applicable in this caae. 
e • . Formic ao.td. 
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Aga1n. a1um1num showed no eigne or being attacked when 
lett in formio acid alone. Upon add1ng ·a small amount of 
ammonium .fluoride, a ver-r s1ow reaotion was observed with 
concentrated rormic acid, and a little ~aster one in the 
diluted rorm1c acids. 
Tho reeults o~ the qualitative tests are summarized 
in the Table ·.xx. on page S6. In general, it was found 
that aluminum, when exposed to the ·acid alone~ did not 
react at all. Ir e small amount or ammonium 1'luor1de 
wae added to the aolut1on, an immediate reaction started 
which in all 1natanaes continued steadily for a conaid-
e·rable l.ongth or time. Thus. ammonium :fluoride, when 
added to the acid liberated hydrofluoric acid• and in• 
creaaed the rate .ot d1saolut1on or aluminum ~n the re-
apect1 ve acid. · 
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'-l'ABL!: -XX 
8es.ul.ta·-of prelim.ina2:7 quaUtative . testa or aluminum in 
co•on acid• 
0()ncentx-at1on 
au 
concent-rated 
Diluted ·( lal) 
D1lute4 (la2) 
Concentrated 
Diluted (ltl) 
Diluted (1:2) 
Concentrated · 
D1lute4 (111) 
Diluted (li2) 
Iteaotion 
Alone · WitE JU4F Added 
lfone 
Hone 
None 
Bone 
Very alight 
Slight 
Slight . 
None. 
Bone 
Bone 
Strong 
None 
Slight 
Moderate 
Slight 
Moderate 
·Moderate 
Very slight 
Slight 
Mode.,.ate 
(2) *the er:rect or add1ns ammonium salta to the aoid 
on the rate o~ d1aaolut1on of aluminWD in hydro~ 
tluor1c ac1.4. 
· 'fhe apparatu•, method and caloulat1ona foP th1a 
part ot the experiments we~e the ttame ea those in Section 
8 of' th1a Chapter whe~e the rate of dissolution of alumi• 
.num 1n dlfterent - conce~trationa o'£ hydrorluor1o acid waa 
studied. '.rhe procedure was· also simtla:r to that as de-
aor1~e4 1n Section s. exce_pt that ammonium tluoride or 
ammoni.UJD chloride wae now addea to the acid used. In 
orde~ to obtain a certain con·centration ot ei_the·r aalt 
1n 1 N HP• an: acid twice aa strong and halt or the volume 
. 
needed waa uaed. 'the · caleuteted &Dlount of ammonium 
fluoride or amaton1wa chloride was added to t~ acid, - and 
then the whole was diluted . with water ao that the -solution 
beoaJDe 1 'Jt w1 tb reepeo~ to the C\01d. 
Ae mont1onod ~•vtoualJ-; tbe wetor batt:. tempera• 
ture ro~ tb1e exper-1ment waa edjuated to .aSOo and waa 
oontz-o11o4 w1tb1D :t o.l0o. The apoe4 or the atJ11'T811 ln 
tbe neak ·••• kept oonetant at 200 rpm. Tbe aul'.taoe or 
the &a ~ l• eapoaed ••• one certtimo·ter square. 
rt•sulte and oonc1ua1ona: 
1 M, o.S •• o.aS M, 0.1 m a.nd o.oS If RU4P were 
made. 1n b7drotluor1c eotd wl1ose con~entra·b1on waa main• 
ta1n•d ot 1 w. The ettoct ot the aalt add.1t1one on the 
rate or 41a•olut1on 1a given in T•bles XXII to XXVI. 
In oroex- to · ooapare the rate or d1oso1u,t1on or 1 Jt JrF 
•1tb _yer-1oua oonoentrati1ona or aalt ad4it1ona, the rate 
. ""''! ' ·. 
or d1saolut1on or clu.m1mD:I 1n l N ln" without selt edd1• 
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t1on ~~ obae~ve4, the reault or wh1Cb 1• tabulated in 
Table XXI. 1' •••· round tb.at·· the average JlllilXitw~a rate 
ot: tb1a dttp11catod expe~taent wQa 344 ..l/o~m1n. wh1ob 
••• a 13.$ ~ incs-eaae rrom the prev1oue ono o.r 303 
aol/oa2mlb. (p. 37). Aa mant1onod betore .. th1a 1a wS.th-
1n the error lit:d.t tor o corrosion atud7t and the data 
are oona1dered 1n tair- as~e~nt. 
F1gu.ra 4 sbowa tho cveraae maximum ~ate or d1a .. 
solution or alUrA1num 1n 1 M f~ •ith dtf.re~ent conoen- · 
trat1ons or ammon.tum fluor1do. It can be aeon that the 
.-.te or d1aao1ut1on or aluminum in 1 !f n~ w1tb avaon1um 
• 
c: 
·g 
N 
s 
0 
............ 
~ 
a 
~ 
•rl 
C1l 
...., 
~ 
~l:!. 
JOO 
,_,.I .... 1~1 · 4 r 
2QO 
' 
' 
' 
100~----~~------~-------r------~----~~ 
o~------~--------._------~--------~--------~----~~ 0 o.s 1.0 1.5 2.0 . . 2.5 
C. once n t:r a ti on . of anunoni um salts in . ~ · 
J.O 
FigU.re .  4 · . 
Rate o! d~ssolution of aluminum in. 1·· N. HF ·plus :Varying amounts o:t .. ammon1um: ..salts~ 
. . ' . .. 
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TABLE XXX 
ft.ate of' dissolution or alwt1num 1n 1 l{ !IF Without salt 
addition 
Average oorrec t•d pre a sure: · 700.0 mm Hg 
Average t-oom temperatu~ei 26 • .300 
'f1me volums Ha* Vol~e (m1nitte·a) (em ) .. . (c.m ) 
0 0 o · 
10 1.68 1.66 
ao s.o4 ).)6 
~0 8.4o .; • .;6 0 1·2.01 ) .• 61 
·gg 15 • .37 3.36 18.7~ 5:~ 70 22.1 ' 80 25.62 ). 
90 28.90 ).28 
100 )2.09 ).19 
110 3.$.11 ).02 
120 37·47 .2.36 
• Reduced v.oluae to etandara cond1t1ona • 
. I Av.e:rage raa_x.1mu.ta rates 344.4 nua3/C:u•2m1n. 
.J•te ( /oa2min) 
0 i68 
336 
336 )61 fl 
336 II 
E6$ i~' 
319 )02 
236 
S9 
6o· 
'tABLE XXII 
·E:ffect of ad41t:lon or 1 M lili4F on the rate of' d1aaolut1on 
ot aluminum in 1 I BF 
Average corrected pree•ures 70S•S mm Bs 
Average room temperature; 24.7°C 
Time (minute a) 
0 
10 
20 
~g 
50 
60 
70 
eo 
90 
100 
llO 
120 
l .) · .. 0.· 140 150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
Vol.umt Bt* (cm.J) 
0 
o.oas 
o.2S6 
0.427 
o.S98 
0.769 
0.940 
l.lll 
1.282 
1.5)8 . 
1.709 
1.860 
2.0.$1 
2.222 
==~ 2.7JS 2.906 ).077 
3.162 
0 
o.o8S 
0•171 
0.171 
0.171 
0.171 
o.111 
0.171 
0.171 
0.256 
0.171 
0.171 
0.171 
0.171 
0.171 
0.171 
0·171 
0.171 
0.171 . 
o.oa.s 
* Reduoed volu...'Ue to standard· condi tiona. 
I. AvePage maximum ratet 17.6 mm3/cm2min. 
Rate (am.3/cm2m1n) 
TABLE XXIII . 
Effect · or addition .ot' o.S M NHhF on the rate of 
dissolution ot aluminum in 1 Jr"HF 
Average corrected pressure: 709.9 mm Hg 
Average room tempePature: 25°0 
Time 
61 
Volume H2* Volume mJate (1;D1.nutea) (cml) ( cm.3) ( /cm2min) 
0 0 0 0 
10 o.68 o.68 68 II 
20 1·37 o~69 69 II 
~g 1~ o.6o 6o II 2:5 o~S9 59 II ).08 o.52 52 II 
6o ,.68 o.6o 6o· # 10 .1.9 o • .$1 51 
80 4·70 o.,l ~i 90 S.l.J o. 2 
,100 s.s6 o.44 44 
0 Reduced voluaae to etandard conditione. 
# Average maximum rate: 61 • .3 mm3/om2m1n. 
TABLE XXIV 
Effect of aadition of 0.2$ K NBI~ . on the rate o~ 
dissolution o!' aluminum 1n 1 B . P 
Average corrected pressure: 714.7 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 24°o 
Time 
(minutes) 
0 
l.O 
20 
.30 
40 50 
60 
70 
80 
Volume H~~ (cm3) G 
0 
3.28 
7.60 
12.44 
17wll 
2·1. . •. 4·)· 2.$.24 
28.!)2 
31.63 
Volume 
(em3) 
* Reduced volUNe to standard oono1t1ons. 
II Average maximum rate* 4S3. 7 mm.3/om2m1n. 
Rate (mm3/om2min) 
0 
)28 
432 II 4e4 # 
467 # 
432 II 
. 38:!. 
. 328 . 
311 
62 
'!'ABLE XXV 
E:f:feot o~ addition ot 0.1 14 WH~P on the rat• of" 
d1seo1ut1on of aluminum in l a SF 
Average corr-ected pressurez 714.7 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 24°c 
Time 
(minute a.) Vol. ume H~* (cm3) • 
Volume 
(oml) 
'* Reduced vo,lume to stan<lard · cond1t1ona .. 
-II Average maximum rate; 431·7 ll!ll/om2min. 
Rate ( mm3 /cm2m1n) 
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TABl"..F.! X~XVI . 
Ef'teot of add1t1on ot: o.oS •. NliJ,F on the rate ot 
d1eaolut1on ot aluminum 1n l B ~ 
Average oor:rected pressure: 711.8 1l'Dl Rg 
Average roo• ternperaturea 2,$00 
T1me VolumJ B2* Vol:J Bete (minutes) (om ) . (c ) ( l'alll3 I oia2m.1n) 
0 0 0 0 
10 1.887 1.887; .. 186.7 
20 s.Jl9 3-~~ 3M·2 ag 8.923 3 • . .3 o.J&, I 12.527 ).6oij. .;6o.li I so 16.1)0 ).60' )6o.~ IJ 6o 19.734 ).60 )6o. I 
70 23.~7 .).6~ 360.~ I eo 26 • . 1 ).6 . )60. # 
90 )0.54.5 . J.Qo4 36o.4 II 
100 34.148 ).6o) )60.) # 
110 f·580 >·tt32 343.2 120 . 1.012 
-'• 32 343.2 
* Volume reduced to standard conditione. 
(i Avera.ge maximum rate: 360.4 mzn3/oa2mtn. 
~luoride 1ncreeeed et_eeaily at_ low o·onoentrationa of 
o.oS ·- 0.1. N and o.aS·. li NB4F·, but decreased sharply 
• .• . soon 88 the· aumtonium . ~·luor1de Qoncentration exceeded 
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o.as •· The curve. a·howed .al.s<> tbat the ra\e ot dia-
aolution ~t aluminum in l N HF with o.oS M NH4P (Table 
XXVI) wa~ approximate.ly close to the rate ·or dissolution 
of aluminum in 1 B HF w1tbout eult additions. 
The corrosion products 1n tbeee exp$r1ments were 
hydrogen and a White precipitate. About one half or the 
surtace attacked b~ 1 N HF· w1th ~-2$ M NH4F~ solution wae 
covered with the white product. The ooverib.g became 
denser aa the concentration o~ ammonium ~luor1de in 1 H 
HF waa 1noreased. This White material atuok to the sur-
~aoe ~:f the sample and could not be waabed awa,.. The 
sampl$8 were also examined under the microscope, and 
they revealed that there were more pores on the aur~aoe 
. attacked by l H HF wi~h O.•$ M NH4P .than ·there were on the 
surfaoe attacked by the acid with l Jl 'NB4~· Clean aa·m-
plea ~urrseea without precip1tate.s were t~und. in the aoid 
~ith o.l •• o.oS M NH4F solut·1ona &$ well aa 1n the ~ H 
R.F solutions. All of the aolut1one remained .clear· &£ter 
use• No prec1p1tato waa found on the bottom or the 
veaael. 
Four different concentret1ons of ammonium chlo~ide 
were p~epared in 1 N HF solution, they were: ) M, ·2 M, 
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l 14 anCI 0 • .$ II 1m401.. The ·results of: these . e.xperimenta 
a~e ta~lated in Tables XXVII to XXX. F :igure 4 also 
ebowe the average maximum x-ate or dissolution plotted 
agaj.nst different concentrations o~ ammonium chloride. in 
l. N HP'.. Unlike the erfect of ammonium fluoride additions. 
the mrax.inntm rates of dissolution were reached at a · molar• 
it7 or o.-S f'or anmon1~ chl.or1de as compared to a maximum 
at 0.2.5 K 'Por the ammonium rluoride addition. Also the 
maximum rate or dissolution wsa less ror ·the ammoniUDl 
chloride additions (see Figure 4>• 
it can be concluded tba.t the ma.ximwn rate of' dis• 
solution approaches tbe rate without salt addition if 
the oOl'lcentration ot ammomum Chloride ie lese than that . 
of' o.~ t4. on the other hand., if the concentration of' 
ammoniu.n,l chloridf! 1e higher than ,3 M,. the rate decreases 
further. 
A olean aurt'aoe wae obser·ved on the s&mple arter 
removing it .from o.5 Jl NH40l in l H JIF solution. The 
corrosion product ot' ammoni.wn chloride eddit1ona (e·x-
oeeding 0.5 M N!I4Cl in 1 N BF) was a white pree1p1tate. 
Usually the edgett and corners of the sur.tace were covered 
w1tb the white- preo1p1tate. Thia precipitate wa1 denser 
and more widespread on _the aluminum sur:face when the eon.-
eentrat.to·n of ammonium chloride traa 1ncx-oaaed. 
TABLE ·XXVIl 
· Er£ec'fj ·of addition ot 3 .)1 NB401 on the rate o.f 
dissolution or al.uminum in l N HF 
Avex-ag_e correcte4 pressure 1 711.6 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 21oc 
Ti-me Volume H2* v(!:r,' (minutes) (cm3) 
0 0 0 
10 1.217 1.217 
20 2.087 0.870 
~g 2.869 - 0.782 a-476 0.609 50 .oa6 o·.6o8 
6o 4.608 .().522 
70 5.1)0 o.$"23 
80 5.6$2 o • .$22 
* Volume redueed . to standard conditions. 
I Average maximum rate: 81.7 nua3/cm2mtn. 
Rate . (mm.3 / cm2m1n) 
0 
121.7 II 
87.0 * 78.2 If 
60.9 I 
60.9 # 
52.2 
52.2 
$2.2 
TABLE XXVIII 
Et.re-ct · o£ addition of' t Jt NliJaCl on t -he rate ot 
dis.s-olution. of alum1nlL.--n 1n 1.,.. BF . · 
Average c-orrected pre a sure; 711.3 mm Hg 
Average room temperature a 22o.c 
Time Vot~)H2• Volume (minutes) (cm3) 
0 0 0 
10 1.645 1.64.5 
20 ~:~i~ 0.780 . ~~ o.69.3 .).984 o.a66 
50 $.023 1•0J9 60 6.236 l-213 
70 7·53-S 1.:299 eo 8.834 1.299 
90 10·.)9) . 1.559 
100 11.693 1.299 
110 1~·076 l.J86 
120 1 ·377 1.299 Mg 1.5.590 1.2lg 16.716 1.12· 
·* Volume reduced to •tandard condition•• 
· II Average maximum rate: 135,7 ~/ca2mtn. 
Rate (mm3/cm2m1n) 
0 
l6i.5 7 .o 
69.0 
86.6 
103.9 
121..) 
129.9 ;; 
. . 
129.9 I . 
155.9 I 
129.9 ·# 
138.6 I 
129.9 II 
121 .• .3 ll• , · -~ . J 
·· , 
68· 
TABLE · XXIX . 
Ef~ect ot addition o£ 1 !I NH401 on the rate or 
dissolution at aluminum in 1 B HF 
Average aorx-ected pressure: 713.9 mm Hg 
Average roo~ tempe~ature: 21.soc 
Time Volum3 Ba* Volume (minutes) (em ) (om3) 
0 0 · o 
10 2.48 2 ·4.38 
s.il1 20 ) • .309 
'0 9·~l 3.)96 . 0 12.3 s ).222 so 1$.~00 3.13S 60 18 • . 61 2.961 
70 21.2~1 a.Aso 80 2).8 0 2. :lp 
o Volume reduced to standa~d conditions :. 
II A vex-age maxintum rate: 326 • .$ ~/cm2m1n. 
Rate 
(mm3 /ctD2m1n) . 
0 
243.8 _:1. .... li ' 
3.30.9 fl 
339.6 (I 
322.2 II 
.313 • .$ 
296.1 
I 
-zAa.o 2 1.9 
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TABLE XXX . 
Ettect of addition or O·S. K •:1~. ·on the rate ot: dlaaolutlon or aluminum in l ·.· .· 
Ave~age corrected pressure: 711.2 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 22.$00 
Time Vol~ Ba* Vol~e (minutes) (em ) .( 0 ) 
0 0 0 
10 .).198 ).198 
20 6.483 ).265 
~g 9·~ 3·~ lJ. 3· 0 17.117 3.631 
60 2o.S7S J.~sa 70 24.206 3·m 
·. 80 27-750 3· . 
. ' 90 3.1.381 ).631 
.· .. lGO ~-83~ ).~8 110 ~ .)8 .3. 6 
.120 1.842 .J. sa go 45 • .300 .3.~$8 
, 0 48.7.$8 .3 .ij.SB 
* Volume reduced to atandard conditional. 
# Average maximum rate: 357.3 mm3/cm2mtn. 
Rate 
(mm3/cm2min) 
0 
319.8 
J28.S 
34~-~ 35 • # 
363.1 # 
JiS.8# 
3 a·l# 3.5 .4# 
363.1# 
34~.8 # 
3' .8# 3 s.a 
34.5.8 
34.5.8 
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·Both. eorttoa1on _ product• (precipitates) :from am-
. . . . . 
mon1um fluoride and ammonium chloride were exam1ned 
qualitatively, · and it wa• ·round that both contained tm4 
re·dteela s -- evidenced by evol.ut1on or &ID1lon1a when the7 
wex-e heated w1 th potaa·a1um hydroxide. The ·products were 
·~, 
never th1ck enough to- be oollected ·ror comp~ete chemical 
1dent1f1oat1on. A 1'urther .diaeusa1on of these reaults 
will rol1ow leter. 
(3) The e£:tect or addition o~ ·sa-lts or noble:r 
metals to the acid on the rate ot dissolution 
The apparatus. method _ and calculations were simi-
lar to those described in pre•ious testa 1n .Seot1on B or 
this Chapter. The only d1ttorenee was that the addition 
agent was. added when the dissolution rate or aluminum 
with hydrofluoric ecid alone had ju•t p&sscd the maximum. 
A 2 II iir' was used throughout. Be.fore the addition agent 
waa added• the valve •~t" (see Figure 1 •. page 19) was 
opened, and the water level was brought to a zero reading 
in the burette. The addition agent was premixed w1 th the 
eame volume or 4 N HP in :tunnel "d" • and the· final con-
Qentrat1on or the acid ot' the ·agent waa, therefore, 2 w. 
After the· rea~ent waa 1ntro4uoed into the flask by open• 
ing the vslve ttp", all the vslvea ·were cl.osed immediately-. 
The et1rr·ing meohani.am was working constantly during the · 
reagent addition operation. 
· In order to study the dissolution r .ate and its 
re·lat1onah1p to tho impurities. six solutions ot . salta 
were used. '!'hey were ousoq., BAU0l4.- H10~, P\t_Noj1 
AgNo3 and PtOl4• In the case or the tiret 1'1•& salts. 
each experiment was duplicated or triplicated if neces-
sary, with and without disp:laoement of air in the rlaak 
by nitrogen. For the runs · with. Ptc14 addition, both 
~tt1als were made 1n nitrogen. The purpose ott this wa• 
to avo:td sny possible catalytic reaction ·in the for-
mation of water from OX)"gen and liberated h:ydrogen, 
which might have alteMJd the experimental reaulta. 
The ·nitrogen gaa waa introduced ~rom a oylinder 
or oomp~essed gas and was. washed through a gaa. washer 
contain-ing a eolution or 20 grams of p,.rogallol and Soo 
32) 
cml of potaeaium hydroxide (1:2), a .s given by Lunge 
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(32.) Lunge, G•- tt'echn1cal MethOd$ of' O~emioal Anel7s1s, 
Vol. 1 1 Part 1~ 109, D. Van Woatrand and ao.- Hew 
York, (1908). 
to remove the oxygen :fl'om the commercial nitrogen ga•• 
T.he pur1t'1ed nitrogen gae waa ·introduced into the flask 
(Figure 1, P• 19) through -the :funnel "drt by s greased 
, rubber stoppor and a rubber tubing connection. W1t·h 
valves "p" and "k" opened, a steady stream of n1 trogen 
gae was passed during a period of at least ten minut.ea. 
'fb-6 ai~ between the valve "k" and the water level in 
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bu~ette wa• also d1splaeed by ·n1tro(ten gas ..• Th1a was 
e.ccompllahed by first oloatns the valve "k" • then lo••~-­
ing the levelling bulb to drew nitrogen tnto the burette, 
end then opening the va1vo "k" e·nd ra1a1.ng tho levelling 
bulb to expel the mixture or air and n1 trog·en in the 
burette. The operation was . repeated a.t least :throe ·t .im•• . 
to be eure all of ~be air wae d1aplaoed. 
Results and concluaiona. 
'rhe reaulta obtained are tabulated in -Tablea XX.XI 
to XXXVII acoo~paeying t~t• pert of tho experiments. 
These rea·ulta showed that ; the rate or d1aaolut1on in• 
creaeed with. the add ·1t1onil of N1Cl2 (Table XXXIII) both 
1n nitrogen and 1n air·• the attacked sample had a b~1gl:lt. 
surf'ace ooeting. Under magn1rtcat1on, the coBtt.ns ap-
·pea.red tightly adhex-ent · ·to the sur~ace, but had a rough 
a 'ppeerance. Tb1s unevenl.y niokel coated eurface or 
alum.inum ev1dont1y acted as a loca..l cathode, therebT 
S·CCele;rg ting tlle J'ate Of d1euolut1on or aluminum. 
The surfaces or the .e.pecimena, atter the experi-
ments on the addition o~ ous04, HAUCl4, and Ptc14 (Te.blea 
XXXI, XXXII, end XXX'Vl) we~e gloe17 1 clearly -showing tlut 
cold work · t1bera o~ the aluminum.. Some white pree1p1tates 
could be seen under tb.e microscope J they were scattered 
on tb~ sur.faaes o£ tbe samplea 1 end posa1bl;r ·oaue·•d . some 
blanket.1ng et1'ects with a consequent deoreaee ot tbe rate 
of dissolution·. No met81 depot;1ts were t ·ouno on the 
specimen surfaces with these addition$~ 
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'.Ph& effects_ of additions of" Pb(No3 ) 2 snd Ag}IO.) 
(Tables XXXIV sndXXXV) also gave e deereaaing rate. 
With Pb(N-03 ) 2 addition, a tb1n leyor o-r black material 
appeared on the aluminum aurf'aee, whereas with the AgNO) 
ad,di tion a dark gra.y preo'1p1 tote cov8red the epeoim.en. 
· T_he distribution or both 'layers was uneven and tho layers 
could not be washed aw$y. 
!fono of the precipitates were ever thick enough 
to be collected fo_r chemical analysis; and it waa 1m• 
possible to 1dent1:fy th.eir cbetn1oal ·composi t1on. 
Reviewing the above results, which are aUl'l'.lttl8r1zed . 
in Table XXXVII., it een be seen that the rate obtained 
. \.lith nitrogen is apparently d1.f~&rent :from that obtained 
.in e1r. As the rate of" d1aaolut1on fluctuates · greatly, 
the · only conclus!Qn that .can be drawn .from the Tables · 1a 
that lf1012 added to the aoi<!, increases the rate or d1$• 
solutio·n or aluminum. Since the rate ot corr.oaion is 
. closely connected w1tb the potential behav·1or or the 
.motel in the so1ut1on, :further explanation w111 be given 
in the potential measurement section. 
TABLE XXXI 
'.rhe ettect o1.' addition of cu_SOJ. on the rate ot 
dissolution or aluminum in 2 Jr'HF 
· ·Average corrected pressure: 690.6 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 33.6°0 
Time 
. (minutes)_ 
• 
• 
• 70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
l2Q 
130 
II o 
10 
20 
30 
Volumt H2* 
(om-') . 
• 
• 
• 34.63 
a9·97 5.15 5o.oa 
55.18 
60.19 
6S •. o.s 
0 
4-~ 9· . 
1.3 • .$1 
Volume 
(cm3") 
• 
.. 
• · s~Jk 
S.·J~ ~.18 
·93 
5.10 
~-01 
.86 
0 
4.5) 
4.61 
4-31 
* Volume t-ecl~ed to atandm·rd conditions. 
·Rate 
(mm.3/cm2min) 
• 
• S34 
SJ4 
.$18 
493 
SlO 
'~ 
0 
4.53 ~61 
4.37 
7S -
Bema.-ks; 1 • . II Ad_d_1.·t.·1on or 2 cm3 0.1 · M ous04 plus. 2 crn3 4 N HF. . 
2. Rate decreased from 486 to 45.3 Dlt2l3/cm.2m1n 
for first ~un. · 
Percent~e ot decpease ot first rUl'l lil 
rate .. 4 4~ x 100~ • 6 .. 8%. 
Percentage ofdecreaae in rate or 
second run • 22.8%. 
Average_ perc_ entage . ot ~eerea se in both 
runs = ]4.~. 
) • . The same experiment w1tb air displaced by 
nitrogen,% or d•cres·ee in rat•· = 4o.6%. 
TADL8 XXXII 
The orreot or addition ot.' BAUClJ, on tlle rate or 
dissolution o~ aluminum in 2 N ~F 
Average corrected preeaure: 687.9 mm Hg 
Average room temperatura: 3J.4°c 
Tlme Volume }12* VolW11e (minutes) (cm3) (om3) 
0 0 0 
10 4.59 t •• $9 
20 10.)2 ~:&~ ~g 14.92 19.52 1~ .• 60 50 23.71 4.19 
H o 0 0 
lO 5.2~ ~·2l1 20 lO.l .92 
.30 14.92 4.76 
* 
Volume reduced to atanda~d conditions. 
Rate (mm3/om2mtn) 
0 
459 
~&~ 
1.60 
1-1-19 
0 
~24 
492 
476 
76 
Remarks: 1. # Addition of' 2 cm3 or 0.1 K BAuCl.4 plua 
2 om3 4 H HP. 
2. Ra~e 1noreaaad rrom 419 to . 524 mm3/cm2m:n. 
Percentage or increase 1n rate : 
5~12 X lOO~ ~ 25.1~. 
3. The a~me experiment with air displaced b7 
nitr~en, percentage o~ decrea•• in rate = 
40.8!'. 
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TABLE X'.XXIII 
The etteot or U1C12 on tho rate o£ d1aaolut1on o~ 
aluminum 1n 2 ll liP 
Average corrected preasure: 700.6 mm Hg 
l~voraga room temperature: )1°C 
Time (minute a) 
• 
• 
• ll.S 
12.$ 
13$ 
;; 0 
10 
20 
)0 
~ Volume 
Volumt u2"" (o-') 
• 
• 
• 6).S7 
*t~ 
0 
12.25 
2$.00 
37.S8 
reduced to atsnda~d 
Vol~ 
. (c-') 
• 
• 
• 5.79 
~·i1 s. 2 
o · 
12.25 
12.7$ 
12.58 
oond1t1ona. 
Rate (mm3/cia2m1n) 
• 
• S19 ~7 SV2 
0 
1225 
1275 
12$8 
ftem·~rkaa 1. 1J Addition ot 2 cm.3 0.1 M lllCl2 . p1ua 2 om3 
o~ 4 N l1F. ·. . 
2. Rate 1noreaeed from $62 · to 122S ......l/ora2rdn.· 
Percentage o~ increase in rate = 
122~6~ X 100~ =116~. 
3· Tl1e aomo experiJaont. but with · air d1sploced 
by nitrogen, pe-rcentage o~ 1noreaae 1n rate 
• 72.2%. 
TABLE XXXIV 
The erreot at addition of ?b(No3 ~ on the rate or dis-solution of aluminum in 2 N llF 
Average corrected pressure: 704.6 DD Fig 
Aver~ge room temperature: 27.4°c 
Time Volume a2* Vol~e Rate \m~ nutes) (cm3) (em ) (mm3/cm2m1n) 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 100 62.00 6.40 64o 
110 68.08 6.06 6o6 
120 74.o~ 5.98 598 130 eo.o 5.99 599 
II o 0 0 0 
10 1.68 1.68 168 
20 ~.ao 1.32 132 30 ·10 1.52 152 
0 Volume reduced to standard conditions. 
Remarks: l. I Ad~1t1on or 2 cm3 o.l M Pb(N03)2 plus 
2· cm.3 4 N HF. 
2. Rate d-ecreaaed .from S99 to 168 mm3/cm2m1n. 
Percentage of deoreese tn rste • 
2~~§66 X 100% • 72%o 
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3. The same experiment, but with air displaced 
by nitrogen, p~roentage o~ decrease in rate 
• 47.oS~. . 
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TABLa lt.XXV 
Tl.lft effect of add1t1qn of A&H01 oa tho rate ot 
<11.eeolut1on ot . aluminum in 2 trliP 
· AWF&ge co.JJ-rectoa p:reeaure: 705.2 .mm Hg 
Average room tem;,ez-ature.: 2800 
Time Voltt.n1e a2~ Volume Rete (m1nutes) (om3) (em)) (mesJ I cnt2m1n) 
:~-.: 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 160 98.71 6.39 639 
170 l0.$.,02 6.)1 631 
180 111.25 6.23 62) 
190 117.47 6.2J 62) 
II 0 0 0 0 
10 .3.87 >·U )~ 20 7-53 ) . . l . 
30 ' 9!-70. 2.2) 22.3 
• Volume reduced to atandard cond~~1ona. 
. · Reaarkaa 1 • I .A<'-d .. 1. t.·1on of a cm3 o.l M AgltO) pl.ua 2 cal 4 B HP. · 
2. Rate decreaaed .from 62.) to )87 mm3/cm2min 
tor the f1~at run. Percentage or <Jecrea•e 
1n rate = 6-3--357 - ,..7. nfL ·· · 
3· 
' 5~] .. .;I . • 771• 
Percentage or d•erease in rate r-or- the 
eecono ,run = 29.5"· 
AVe!a~e . pe~oent4§G ot decrease in rate !'Ott 
both runa • 28.7,.,. . 
The same exper.tment, but w1tb &1~ displaced 
bT, nitrogen, percentage or oecreaae in rate 
: 41.6,C. . 
TABLE XXXVI 
tfbe ef. :teat cr addiui. on of P~Olh on the rate of 
dissolution of alum.1ntmt in 2 !r'RP. 
·Av-erage corrected pressure 1 · 699.3 mm Hg 
A verq_ge r ·oom tempera t u:re : 26oc 
Ttme 
(minutes) 
(it'\ 0 
lO 
ao 
)0 
40 
so 
# 0 
lO 
20 
30 
Volumt Ra* (omJ) . 
0 
1·89 
14.2.8 
20.33 
26.12 
31.92 
o · 
).61 
8-.l.S 
12.10 
Voltllltt 
· (oV) Rate (nmt3/om2mln) 
* Volume roduoed to standard conditions. 
1. <ttJ Air waa d1aplaeed. b:r nitrogen .trom the 
whole .appar.tus. toJ:t 20 minutes before the 
experiment oommenctd • · · 
2. I ,Add·,·1 .. tion or 2 omJ . or Ptc14 plus .. 2 cm3 4 N HF. · . 
). The t-ate decreaaed f't-om .$80 tG )61 mm.3/cm2 
min •. 
Per•cetltsge decrease in rate = 
$80-361 . . ... 
586 · x 1oo% - 37.7~. 
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'!'ABLE XXXVII 
A summarization of results of tho efreot of the addition 
agent• on the rate of dissolution of a1unt1num With and 
without air displaced by n~trogen 
Metallic ions in the 
addition agents 
cu++ 
AU_._.._. 
Ni+-+-
Pb-t-t 
Ag+ 
Pt1'Ht 
Change in rate ~ 
Air . di apiacH'd 
by 112 
~4o.6 
-4o.s · 
+72.2 
-.47.0 
-41.6 
-31·1 
Without · air 
displacement 
-14.8 
-t-2.$.1 
(average) 
-tll8.o 
~72.0 
-28.7 (average) 
--
-the eff'eot · or mech$.n1oal and · het~t treatment of alwa1-
·1lum .2!! the Tate Qf · 3!asolm~n l.n htdrofluorTC acld ~ 
:tt was indicated previously · (page 12' ) that the 
alua1nlllll sheet used for tb1a 1tud7 was designated aa n-18 
te111per. 'l'hia material waa fabricated f'rom a 2•S X 12" 
ingot which was scalped, heated to 204°c and rolled to 
-0.)1.5" slab. The latter waa annealed tor two boure at 
343°c and then cold rolled to the :t1nal thickness of 
o.o4" (approximately 1 mns). 
The inte~al atresa aet•up by cold-working may not 
·only contribute to the planes or -alip, but also to any 
portion or the specimen au_bJect to plastic deformation. 
Dia•olut1on or this l1Ulter1al may rel.ieve the stress and 
intl.uence the rate ot resotion with acids. 
Furthermore. tho boundaey o-r the grains 1a a 
J'e:g1on w111ah 1a heterogeneous compared with ibe body of 
the grain. It ia not certain whether t .be small amount 
or 1~puz-it1ea . r•ma1.n1ng in tbe metal and possibly pre-
oipl.tated •electively at the grain boundaries contributes 
to the ttintergranular corrosion etteot" or whether the 
·erteot or oold working has an effect on the rate ot d1s-
•olut1on of _aluminum. 
Attempt•• therefore. were made to . atudy the e~tect 
.of various conditione or mechanics+. and beet treatment on 
the aluminum on the rate of' dissolution in l lf HP. · 
(l) The prepax-attion of" apecimena 1 
'fhe specimens tor this atud7 were prepared under 
different oond1t1ona. Prom the aluminum sheet. H•l6 
temper, a wide etr1p WC\8 cut and etched with 1 H BF to 
reveal the direction o~ rolling. Arter the direction waa . 
etatedt the specimens were prepared as tollows (see 
Figure .$). 
a. '!'he specimen was prep.ared by the aame techni-
que as was described in section B (page 24) • and was 
m~ted 1n Bakelite having an exposed sur~ace or exactly 
one square centimeter. The sur~ace of the mounted speci ... 
men waa.smoothed witb emery papeJ- and then polished with 
·. levigated aluminum oxide (see Figure $). 
b. A strip b or al~num. 3 mm wide; wae cut in 
a aeot1on (Figure 5) perpendicular to the rolling d1reo-
t1on. and •a• filed down to a unirorm width o~ 2 mm. 
t'hta atr1p waa out to . a length of: So mm., .folded end 
t!tOunted in Sake11te as ehown 1n Figure S and 6-b. The 
area or the aluminum strip exposed to the ae1d was 50 
mm2. The . 8\lrf~Q$ JJ.~ .. Il _,.:_smootbed and polished. 
c. 'the epecimen c was prepered aa described 
under b• except t~a.t the . strip of" aluminum waa ao cut 
that the croea section or the strip was perpendicular to 
the rolling plane and parallel to the rol:Ling direction 
Perpendicular 'to rollins . direction t 
surface sub.1P.cted to dissolution. ; · 
-
Par,., 1·A" : ·t ·o ··:r·o·l·l1n,... ~{ ~e··c· +.t ~,., . ~nd : ·.;..,er~ndic .. u1~,.., ·~ t'o 
.......... ~ .. -~. -~-...:.~~ .... ·· •, ~~ .. ·;a, ~~: -. .tJ..L.'-4£1 QJ..4 .. .t! ... :. 4 , • a:·· -~ 
t?lli;"l£. elane.~.,.eurfacs ...:.t;tibjected to dissolution. · · 
Figur~ S 
$ketCh sb~$ .inethoc} p£ _s~~4:onihg: ~~- r_r:c81Ved~ altm1f~um to obtairi;ed .. ~ri_~ri~ ' Spaeimen~.•. _ 
\. 
(n) (b) 
Figure 6. 
l'hotocraphs show in~ aluminum samples before corrosion in 1 lJ lilt'. 
fi&gnificntion llX. 
as 
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as shown in Figure S. Th~ apeelmen was 5o mm long, 2 
mm wide and l mm th1ok, end 1t waa rolded (Figure 6-b) 
and mounted in Bakelite with the So by 1 mm. ~eee exposed. 
d. From the aluminum sheet. a epeclmen d (pre-
pared s1m11arly as a) was eut and was filed down to the 
exact size of one square eent1meter. This specimen waa 
placed in s crucible and eovered with another smaller one 
but.w1th the bottom up, nesting inside the r1rst, and the 
whole put into a vacuum furnace. After the mercury gauge 
was levelled, the furnace was heated to 4oo0 c and was he~ 
at this temperature ~or one hour. Arter heating. the 
specimen waa cooled in the vacuum rurnece. No change o~ 
dimension or deformation or the specimen wa• round after 
heating. Finally, the specimen waa mounted in the Bake• 
lite, smoothed and polished totbe rtnal shape (Figure 
6-a). 
e. The heat treating procedure ror thia specimen 
was the same ae described in ''4" except that the tempera-
ture was maintained at 515°c !"or one hour. The mounted 
and polished specimen also had an area o~ one square 
centimeter. 
f. The preparation oE this specimen wastbe same 
as that described in "d" and "e", exoept that the one 
square centimeter ares or el~num was etched with 1 N 
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SF betotte bei.ng placed in the vaeuum..rurna~e. 
g. '!he one. squa_re centimeter a 1um1nu.m sample waa 
treated in the same way as that in "e" and "-.t"'. In 
addition ot this. an electrolytic copper wire ring waa 
plaoe4 1n the same _oruc1ble and was ao arranged that the 
alum1n~ plate and the coppe~ wire were not in contact 
with each other during the heat treating operation. The 
e~per1ment waa made to aee bow the small etr1ount of' copper 
yq_por would 1ntluenoe the rate o£ dissolution o:r alwd.num. 
'!he apparatue. method and calculations used for 
th1a aeries o-r experinMtnte W$re tho atu" aa tholfe pre-
vloual,- des~~ibed in Section B f'or the determination of 
t~e rate ot dissolution of aluminum 1n d1rrerent concen• 
tratlona of hydro:r.luoric acid. The prooedures followed 
· •ere also similar to tboae · described in seot1on B except 
that only 1 N IfF waa cho11en t'o~ this atud7. .Alt the ex.-
_perimenta were made ·..tnd4r -tht» aame conditions in tho eame 
wate~ bath at a · oons.tant temporature o~ 2S0o w1 th an 
eocu~aoy of xo.ol0 c. The speed or the stirrer in the 
t:Laak waa adJusted to 200 rpm. 
(2) Reeultsand conolue1ons: 
The experimental reaulta or this series of experi• 
menta are tabulated tn the accompen,-ing Ta'bles XXXIX to 
XLIX. In order to compare the results of the· rate or 
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d1esolut1on of aluminum under various oonditions or 
mechanloal and heat trestrnent, a .further determination 
or the rate or dissolution or e ~resh eluminum plate in · 
1 N HF was aleo made. It waa ~ound that the average 
maximum rate obtained wes 319 mm3/cm2m1n which wea i ·n 
good agreement w1 th the previ_ous one of 303 mm3 /cm2m1n. 
(see Tab1e VII). 
The data of rate or dissolution of aluminum per• 
pendieular to the rolling d1reotlon (ape~lmen b) 1n 1 N 
!l.P are tabulated in Tables XL and XLI.. In this case~ the 
average ma~imum rate for both ru.."la was J46.7mm3/cm2rn1n. 
Comparing the rate or dissolution or the heot treated 
specimen with the rate or dissolution ~~ the untreated 
aluminum plate, a percentage 1ncrea•e o~ 8.7 % in the 
rate of the ~1rst apeoimen was found. some white pre~ 
c1pitetee were scattered on the attacked _ aurf'ace, and 
the rolling slipa wore clearly visible (see Figure 7-a). 
The results or the rate or dissolution or alumi-
num, specimen c. are shown in Tables XLII and XLIII. 
From th1s. tbG average maximum rate for the two was 
363.5 mm.3/em2min. 'l'he deviation or thie result :from the 
rete ·or dissolution of the untreated aluminum plate 1n 
1 N HF was an 1noreaae or 13.9 % 1n the heat treated 
specimens. Agaln. fllum1num Tluor1de preclpitatee covered 
(a) (b) (c) 
?1gure 1· 
Photoppbe ahowi·og aluminum aamploa arter corrosion 1n l I HF. 
Ua~nification 4x. 
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most of the attacked surrace especially on the edges 
and corners. Rolling slips were seen on the uncovered 
sur.t'ace. 
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There were no apparent differences between the 
nversgo maximum rates or the heat treated aluminum· 
speolmens at 4oo0 c (specimen d, rate : 331 mm3/cm2rnin., 
Toble XLIV, difference as compared with the ~resh speci-
mo.n, 3.9 cfo increase) • and, a pre-etched sample heated at 
57S0 c (specl"l'len -r, rata = 337 mm3/om2min., Table XLVI, 
_ difference -5.7 % increase). However, a little lower 
rate was obtained on the unetahod sample (specimen e, 
rat~ = 29.5 mm3fcm2min., Table XLV, di·:f:ference -7.5 % 
decrease) ~hich also was hosted at 575oc. In every case, 
the attacked specimens· (specimens d, e, and tt) showed a 
clear grain structure (Figure 7-b). 
The effect of copper vapor on the rate or dis-
solution of aluminum was also studied 1n two runs. The 
tverage maximum rste for both runs was 364 • .5 mm.3/cm2min. 
(Tables XLVII nnd XLVIII) • The d i:Cference between this 
roault and the rate of dissolut"ion of the untreated 
aluminum was 14.3 ~ increase. As before, the grain 
structure of the attacked sur~ace was olearl~ seen 
(Figure 7-c). 
The summarized results of the er~eot of dirferent 
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oond1t1on.s of mechanical treatment aDd heat.t~•~t~nt 
em the rate of d1a•olut1on of' aluminum in 1 M HP are 
aha.n in Tnble XLIX. As mentioned previouslY', even 
though the oorroaion eXperimental conditione are closely 
controlled, tbe reproduc'ib111ty of .the rate or dis• 
solution may ebolt a eoatter ~P to 30 " (the maxirnu.m de-
v1et1on in the oaee o£ dissolution or aluminum in hydro• 
tluorlc acid es shown 1n section B, page 35, was 16.6,C) • 
·Therefore, the deviations obtained here · are within the 
experimental e,_.x-ora. Henoe. no d~ . rln1te conolua1ona can 
be made oanoern1ng the· influence of th$ rolling direction 
on the J"nte or d1saolut1on. lt eeems to be that th1a 
rate 1s 1nd-pendent of the orig1n of the plane subject 
to d1aeolut1on. · Aleo. the i.nfluence or small amount• 
o~ 1mp\U'!S.t1ea at the gra1n ·boun4ar1ea waa ins1an1f1cant. 
The 1n.fluence ot copper dftpoa1ted on aluminum at S7SOc· 
·in vacuum waa also negligible with1n the error l1m1ta. · 
Ito 1ntergxaanular corrosion (at the grain boundaries) was 
t'ound under m1oroscop1c examination at a magnification 
of tb'irty six. 
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TABLE XXXIX 
Rate or dissolution o'£ aluminum, H•l8 temper, in 1 N In' ( spec1.men a) 
Average corrected p~teasure a 698 mm Bg 
Average room tempo~aturo: 26°0 
Speoimen exposed surfaoe: 1 cm2 
'f1me Volu:J Ha* V(!:!) (minutes) (o .) 
• • It 
• • • 
. 
• • 220 S8-.o2 J: ·a~ =~g 6l.oS 64.23 3.18 
2$-0 67.~ ).19 . 260 70. 0 ).18 
270 73·70 3.1o 
280 7o.98 ).!8 -
290 so.o8 J~_ lo 
300 8,3.27 3.19 
.310 86.62 3.35 
320 89.89 ).27 
3~0 9).08 ).19 
.3 0 -96.18 ).-10 
3SO 99·~ 3·21 360 102. 3·19 
370 1os.1G 3·09 )80 108.8 ).11 
* 
Volume reduced to atandar4 oonc11-t1ona. 
# Average · max1111WD rate a 319 aaa3/ca2mtn. 
mJ•t• ( _ /am2m1n) 
• 
• 
• )10 
303 )18 u 
3191 
318 I 
)10 # 
328 II 
.310 II 
319' 33S II 
.327 #· 
319# 
.310 II 
327 # 
319 # 
.)09 )11 _ 
TABLE XL 
Rate or dissolutJ.on in l N HF of aluminum surt'ace. pet-• 
pend1oular to the rol.l1ng direction (specimen b) 
Average corrected pressure: 709•7 ·tmit Bg 
Average room temperature: 24°C 
Specimen exp·osed sur.face: S-o mm2 
1st run: 
Tlme 
(minutes) 
0 
10 
20 
)0 
40 gg 
70 
·so 
90 
100 
110 
120 
Mg 
Vo1ume 
(om3) 
o VQlume reduced to standard conditione. 
Average maxie, rate ~or _ the 1*1~at run: 
322.7 lmn3/om min. . 
0 0 
Rate , 
( mm.3 / cm2m1n) 
9.3 
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TABLE XLI 
Rate or dissolution in 1 N BF or aluminum aurfa.ee per-
pendicular to the rollins d1s-ect1on (specimen b) 
Average corrected pressure: 105 mm ·Hg 
Average room tempe~aturez 22°0 
Specimen exposed sur~ace: 5o mm2 
2nd run a 
Time Volum~ H2* Voliune · (miJ?.ute s) (em ) (em3) 
0 0 0 
10 0.77 0.72 
ao ~:~~ l-72 ~g . 2.i4 
.61 1.98 
so 8.41 1.80 
60 .10 • .30 1~89 
70 12.10 1.80 
ao 1.3.82 1.A2 90 "15.62 l. t· 0 
100 .17 .. 42 1.80 
110 .19.].4 , l. 7"2 
120 ~~:~ 1.80 Mg l.J2 24.29 1. 3 
• • • 
.. • • 
• .. • 
* VolUllle reduced to standard conditione. 
H .Average maximum rate ror the second runt 
370.6 ~/c~m1n. 
Rate 
(mm3/cm2m1n) 
0 
144 G44 28 II 
396 li 
)6o li 
396 II 
360 # 3ii I 3 o I 
J6o II 
3~ II 3 I 5~ 
• 
• 
• 
Average maximum rate tor both runs; 346.7 mm3/om2m1n. 
TABLE XLII 
Rate or dissolution in 1 If HF of aluminum sur1'ace per• 
pendioular to the rolling plane and parallel ·to the 
rolling 41reot1on (epeoimen c) 
Average corrected pressure: -709 mnt Hg 
Average room temperature: 2.) •. 7°0 
Specimon exposed . sur:f'ace: 5o mm2 
l.st runa 
9S 
Time (minute a) Volume (cm.3) Rate (mm3/cm2m1n) 
0 
10 . 
20 
ag 
5o 
oo 
!g 
90 
100 
110 
120 
l'O i4o 
l.$0 
* Volume reduoed ·to at·andard conditions • 
. I Ave.-rage uaax1~ rate ~or the 1'1ret run: 
3.70.8 mm.J/om2mih. . 
0 
~~ 
394 
378 J4Y. ~~ ~ill! 
.378 II 
360 II 
.378 I} 
.360 I 
.378 II 344 . 
'l'ABLB XLIII 
Rate of dissolution in 1 B HP of alus1num surtace per• 
pendicular to rolling plane and parallel to the rolling 
direction (specimen c) 
Ave :rage corrected pressure: 7o6•4 mm Bg 
Average room temperatur-e 1 21°0 
Specimen expoaed surfaces So mm2 
2nd run1 
Time 
(minutes) 
• 
• 
• ~00 4lo 
ij.ao 
~0 0 
4o 
460 4Ao 4 0 
490 
soo Slo 
520 5,0 
50 
• 
• 
• 
Volume .Bz* (cm3) 
• 
• 
• 6o.54 
62 • .3.5 
~.15 65.96 
67.68 
69.49 
71.21 
7~·01 7 .82 
7.-54 
78.34 
ao.1s 
81.96 
8).76 
8$.48 
• 
• 
• 
VolUU~e 
(cmJ) 
• 
• 
• 1.~2 
l. 1 
1.80 
1.81 
1.72 
1.81 1.3a 1 • . o 
1~81 
1·72 
1.80 
1.81 
1.81 
1.80 
1.72 
• 
• 
• 
* 
Volume reduced to standard oondit1one. 
# Averag:.Jax!C rate tor 
)$6.) /om min. 
the second run. a 
Bate 
( urm-'/o~min) 
• 
• 
• ~~ # 
)60 # 
362 II 
~~ 3 2 II 
3~ H 
.3 o II )82 f} 
3~ H J o II 
362 I )62 II 
)60' 344 
• 
• 
• 
Average maximum rate ror both runes .)6.3 • .5 mm3 /cm2mi.n. 
TABLE XLIV 
Bate o'F diaaolution 1n 1 B BF ofA alum1nulll whieh was· 
ennea·l•d at 4oo0 o (specimen d) · 
Average corrected pressure t 696 · mm lig 
A ve~qge. room temperature: . 21. 7°C 
Speo1me·n exposed eur~aoe: 1 o•1 
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'fime . 
(m1n\ltee) Bate (._., /cm2m1n) 
• 
• 
• 4o gg 
70 
60 
90 
100 -
110 
12.0 
. ~~g 
Uo 
160 
170 
180 
190 
·too 
• 
• 
.. • 
• 
• 
• a.97 
3•30 
3.)1 
3.56· 3·u ,. 
3·)0 
3·.31 
_3.31 3.S6 
.3.)1 
3.2a 3~06 
.3·22 
.3·48 
:;.)9 ).os 
• 
• 
• 
o Vol\lile raduc•4 to atandard. cond1tione. 
II Average ma.ximum rater · .).)1.) llD3/cm2m1n. 
• 
• 
• 297 
330 I 
331 .# 
3$6 I 
Jf~ II # 
330 II 
.331 # 
3.31 (f 
356 fl 
331 II 
.322 II 
.306 I 
. .322 # 
348 II 
339 # 
.305 
• 
• 
• 
TABLE XLV 
Rate or dissolution in 1 N HF o~ eluminum which was 
annealed nt 575°C (specimen e) 
· Average corrected proaaure: 714.5 mm Ug 
Average room temperature: 23~4°c 
Specimen exposed surface: 1 cm2 
Time 
98 
(minutes) Volum~ B2-st (om ) Vol~e (om ) ~ate (mm. /om2mtn) 
0 0 0 0 
s 0.78 0.78 1.56 
10 1.90 1.12 224 15 ~·29 1.39 . 278 20 .66 1.~9 278 25 ~1.5 1. 7 294 ti 
.)0 7.62 1.47 294 II 
~~ 9.01 1.39 278 # 10.~ 1.$6 312 # 11. 1.39 278 50 1.3 .35 1.39 ~78 \ 
0 Volume reduced to standard conditions. 
II Average maximum rateJ 29.5 mm3/om2min. 
TABLE XLVI 
Rate of d1eeolut1on in l H HF' of aluminum which was 
etobed. and then annealed at 51SOO (apeo1men .f) 
Average corrected preaaurea 
Average room temperature: 
Specimen exposed surfacer 
713.5 mm Bg 
22°0 . 
1 om2 (etched with 1 B BF 
berore annealing) 
99 
Time Vol:J a2• Vol \11M .J te · (minute a) ( . · . ) (c.3) ( loDltmin) 
• • • • 
-. '!t • • 
• • • 
., 
·2oo 58.89 ).12 )12 
210 62.)7 .3.48 348 fJ 
220 6.$.67 .3·30 330 II 2ao 6a.9z ).)0 330 fJ 2 0 72.3_ 3·39 339 fl 
250 7S.7S 3.39 339 I 
260 79.oS 3.30 330 f) 
2~0 sa.JS 3.i!o 3i!o II 2 0 85.82 ~:J 541 $ 290 89.30 
300 92.6o- · - ~ - 3o .3.30 I 
-· 310 96.16 ).$6 356 , . 
.320 99.5S 3.)9 339 I 3,0 102.8$ J.JO .330 ;; 
.3 0 106.~ J.Jo J)O I 3f' 109. ) • .39 )39 u l 0 112.93 3 • .39 339 I 
l~ 116.2) -).30 330 I 119.53 ) • .)0 3)0 fl 
,90 122.6$ ).12 312 
00 12$.77 ).21 )12 
* 
Volume reduced to etandard oondit1ona. 
Average l'D8Ximum rate1 33 7 ~ /cm2~~ain. 
, ioo 
TABLE XLVII 
Rate o:r d1sso1ution in 1 N HF of aluminum wb1oh was 
· heated under vacuum with oopper vapor present at S75°o 
(specimen g) 
Average corrected presaure: 716.8 DUll Hg 
Averego room temperature: 22.7°0 
St;>ec1men exposed sur:race: l om2 
lst runt 
Time (m:Lnut.es) 
• 
• 
• 
120 
Mg 
l$0 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
2~0 2 0 
2 0 
260 
270 
280 
290 
• 
• 
• 31·35 40.83 
J:m.49 
48.o6 $1.54 
55-l.l 
56~11 
6-2•43 66.oo 
6?.57 
73 .22· ; 
76.79 80.54 
~~ l, 11 
-...... .~.,-t". 
87.94 
91.59 
95.08 -
98.56 ' 
VolU!.lle (cmJ) 
• 
* Volume reduced to •tanderd oond!tiona. 
Bate (m~/om2min) 
• 
• 
• 
348 
Jli.8 
366 II 
3.51 # 
348 # 
357 II 
)66 # 
366 # 
3$7 II 
357 11-
365 II 
357 II 
. 37$ # 
357 II -
38.3 II 
363 # 
349 -_-> 
349 
II Average maximum rate ror rirst runa 362.5 mm3/cm2m1n, 
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TABLE . XLVIII 
Rete ot dissolution in 1· N nF ot aluminum wb1ch was heated 
under vaeuurn with copper vapor present at $7S0 c (epeo1men g) . 
Average corrected pressure: .7lO.,S. mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 22· • .$0 0 
Specimen exposed surtace: ·i cm2 
2nd ·run: 
Time Volume u2n Volume (minutes) (om3) (om3) 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 100 27.89 3.10 
110 31.18 3.2~ 120 34-72 3·5 Mg . a8.52 3.80 2.23 3.71 
150 45.95 ).&2 160 49.57 ). 2 
170 $).20. ).63 
180 ,56.83 .).6.) 
190 . 60.28 
.3·45 
200 . 63. 7lt- '. 3.46 
210 67 .11 . ).)7 
220 70.48. 3·31 
* Volumo re4ueed to tsta:n4ard conditione. 
Rate (mm3/cm2min) 
• 
• 
• 310 
.329 . 
3.54 f) 
380 II 
)71 # 
372 # 
362 II 
363 # 
363 II 
.345 # 
346 II 
.337 
337 
II . Average maximum rate for second run:· )66.4 mm3/cm2m.1nit 
· Average maxbnlm rate ror both rune a 364.S mm.3/cnalntin. 
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TABLE XLIX 
The summarized resu1ts of the e£feot o~ meehanicel treat-
ment and heat treatment of aluminum on the r s te o:f dis-
solution in l N BF 
Speeimen 
number 
b 
c 
e 
g 
Type of treatment Maximum avtrage 
rate in ~/cm'a 
B-18 temper 
Specimen surface 
perpen.diculal" to 
the rolling direc-
tion. 
Specimen sur:race 
perpendicular to 
the rolling plane 
and parsllel to the 
rolling direction. 
Specimen ·a" was an-
nealed st 4oo 0 c ror 
one hour in vacuum 
1'urnace. 
min. 
331 • .3 
Specimen ··a·· was an• . 29.5.0 
nealed at 575°o· f-or 
one hour in vacuum 
~urnaoe. 
Specimen ''a'' was e tohed 3.3 7. 0 
with 1 N HF before an-
nea~ed at 575°c ror one 
hour in vacuum furnaoe. 
·Specimen ''a.'l was annealed 364.5 
at 57S0 o for one hour 
with copper vapor pre-
sent in vacuum furnace. 
Difference 
1n f, (bases 
on H-18 
temper Al) 
o.o 
+14 • .3 
Remarks: A (-r) sign indicates tncrease in rate in percent• 
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TABLE · XLIX (Continued_) 
s. ge; ''bile 
a (-) sign indicates decrease in rate in percentage 
E. 
Po"tent1a1 and cuwent measurements have been :found 
repeatedly to be the moat uaetu1 tools 1n helping to 
33) . 
unde.-etand corrosion pr-ocesses • Th1e 1s quite natural · 
(.3.3) Uhlig, H. s •• The Corrosion Handbook. John W11ey 
It Sons, Inc •• New York, 980 • 981, 985, (1948). 
becauae 'it ha.a been ebown that cor~oa1on of metals in an 
aqueous environment is general1y eleotrochemical in na-
ture. Attempts were tberet'ore made here to correlate 
the relatione between 1) the rate of 41saolut1on or alum-
inum in hydrorluor1c ae1d• 11) the electrode potential ot 
aluminum in hydrofluoric acid 1 111) the current developed 
by the Al-P't cell 1n hydro:tluo·r1c acid, 1v) the general 
bohsvior or tho cell Al•pt• and, •) the etrect or addition 
agents on the potential of aluminum in hydrofluoric aoid. 
There£ore, the method ·or attack 1n theee oxper1• 
mente wae by meana ·ot tbe 1'ollow1ng measurements: 
(l) electrode potential meaeuz-ementa or aluminum 1n 
di.f.ferent concentrations or hydro.fluorio acid; (2) cur• 
rent as produced by Al-P\ cell in di:ftorent concentrations 
or h~dr.ofluoric acid; (3) beha.vior of the Al•Pt cell 1n 
dttrerent ooncentrat1ona of" hydro.tluor1c acid, and (4) 
the ettect or addition egente on th• potential or_ the 
al~num e1eotrode in hydrofluoric said. 
(l} Electrode potential meaaurementa or alu~num 
in dif:rerent concentr~_tiona ot hydrofluoric 
acid. 
a. Apparatus and method: 
The overall arrangement ror the potential ·and 
current meosuremonta 1s &howr. in Figure 8. 
loS 
The electrode potential measurements were made 
with a potentiometer. Th~ - potential ditrerence oi the 
cell o~ Al/HF/1 N KCl. Hg2cl2/Hg waa dete~ned. A l N 
calomel half cell was prepared following Palmer•a apeoi• 
J4l 
fica tiona • The Weston cell as compared with standard 
(34) Palmer, w. G., Experimental Physical Chemistry, 
Cambridge University Press, 202 - 20.5, 214 - 215, (1941). . 
cell aho~ed 1.0181 volta et 25°0, or 1.0183 volta at 20°C, 
and waa ~ound to be sati&recto~. 
The ca1omel hal~ cell was ohecked with a pure zinc 
electrode in equ111br1um with 1 M mine sulfate •olution. 
The arrangement and the details for this comparison were 
the same as those used for the potential aeasurement or 
tl1e aluminum electrode and will be described later. 
As an average results of rive measurements at 20°0, 
tho emf o~ the ce11 Zn/1 M znso4/l N KCl, B~Cl2/Bg was 
found to be 
Ecell = 1.0183 x 682•1 • 1.0743 volts. 
6So 
I 
tt~1 
d~ 
a 
•• 
I 
:_i-: -i _: 
·~-
~.Oo 
K 
r 
B 
.------------~llt-------------__J 
a - acid 
b - capillary tube 
c - 1 N Calomel cell 
d - ?~lyethylene· container 
e - Al electrode 
G - galvan~eter 
r - rheostat 
Jt~vure 8 
·- ~ -' ---
I - · tappi!lg key 
s.c. • ~tandard cell 
B - battery 
f.( - meter stick 
S - sliding switch 
"- switch 
lo6 
Values in the quotient are sl1dew1re readings in m1111• 
' 35) 
meters. From the :formula given by Milller • the· po• 
().$) Mlller, p. and Reuther I a. t z. Fur Elektrochemie., !t.2; 497·9. (194.3). 
tentia~ of th~ calome1 .ha1:f cell was; 
Eu calomel = 0.2807 - 0.000·28 (temp. 0 o - 25°0) 
:: 0.2807 + o.ool4 
= 0.2821 volts on hydrogen scale. 
Where the observations (temp.°C in the formula)' were made 
at 20°0. Now 1 
Ecell • Eoalomel .. Ezn. 
'l'here.fore, 
Ezn = Ecalomel - Doell 
• 0.2821 - 1.0743 
:1-0.7922 volta at aooo. 
The value obtained abov4 is tbe potential or zinc in 1 
M znso4• To compare tb1i .potential with the well ac-
cepted value, it was neo•e•ary to recalculate the po• 
tent1al tor the zn 1ol!ll ~t tmit act1v1t,- and to a tem-
peratUre o~ aSOo. 
Thue, 
(.36) Prutton,. o. F. and Maron. s. N •• Ph,-a1cal Cbem1etry. 
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N. Y~, McW.llan, $24 • S, (1948) • . 
The aot 1v1ty coeff1oient, '(' for 1 M Znso4 at 2S0c waa 
. . 37) 
given by Macinnes as o,o44. 
(37) llaoinneeJ D. A., Principles of Eleetrochettt. N. Y~, 
Reinhold, 167, (19.39) • .· 
Bence, 
a = 'Y M : o.o44 x 1 :: o.o44. 
By substituting tho numerical values in the equation, 
sin : .. o. 7922 t 0 •<1°!4 log 144 . o.o 
= - 0.7922 + o.o4oS 
:; - 0.7$17 volte in hydrogen scale. 
The normal sine potential obtained by thie arrangement 
was ·0-7517 volta, as compared with the value •0.7620 
27) 
volta ae given by Evans , so that· the· difference be• 
{27) Evans, u. R., ·o'O.• o1t., p. xxiv, (thesis pa ge 16). 
t•oen the · two values was -o.ol volt•• 
The aluminum electrode was ot sn exact eiz.a of 
a. 2om. with 8 small handle about · 2· mm wido and 10. 1'!111 
long projecting from one aide of the e.lect~ode (Figure 9)• 
At the middle or ·tho small handle, a small hole was 
drilled through whioh a .~opper lead wire waa introduced, 
( 
fastened to the small handle, and twiste.d tightly . on ·the 
f 
e 
d 
b 
a - Al elect.rode surf:lee (2 x 2( em) 
b - ~e Khotins~ ~e~~t coating 
c - connect1on joint on the small. handle 
d - · ~ealing (with rle Khotinsky cement) 
e - in~ulating glass tube 
r - copper wire 
~gure 9 
Aluminum el5etrode used for potantial 
measurements 
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wire itsal~ near the U9per end or the small handle 
(furthest rrom the aluminum sample). To &8&ure a good 
contact between the aluminum e1ectrode and the copper 
lead wlr~~ a rine eort copper wire (number 24> was coiled 
tightly on the copper lead w1re and on the small handle 
to the very end or the handle, and to the end of the two 
twiated copper leod wlrea. As the solder did not adhere 
to the aluminum vary well. the surrsce or the copper coil 
was covered with solder to give a secure contact. The 
handle or the eleetrode was ~ltted into one end of a 
piece or short glase tubing with the copper lead wtre 
passing through and out the other end or the tube. The 
upper end o~ the glass tube was closed by a amall split 
rubber stopper, and, the lower end or the tube was sealed 
by another zmall split rubber stopper and "de Khotlnslcy 
cement"• In order to res1at any atteek by hydrofluoric 
aeid, the outside of th~ glaas tubing up to 2 em. from 
the lower end or the emall handle wae also coated with 
"de Khotinsky cement"'. The same cement waa also used to 
cover one stde of the ~l~~trQde and 1ts edges. Only the 
other side or the eleotrode was exposed ror potential 
measurement. Th1a e.xpoaed aur.taoe waa smoothed aa be• 
rore. No cleaning wau done when the electrode wae 
changed from a lower oonoentration o~ electrolyte to a 
111 
higher one. 
b. Procedure~ 
The procedures for measuring the potential or the 
aluminum electrode were ae follows: 
i) The connections were made as shown in Figure 8. 
11) One hundred cubic centimeters or hydrorluor1c 
ao1d or predetermined concentration were poured into the 
Polyethylene beaker. Then the aluminum electrode was 
immersed in the solution, snd the tip o~ the wax pre-
coated capillary tube was preseed against the electrode 
surrsae. 
111) When the switch was closed toward the standard 
oell circuit, the r-es1etanoe "r" was properly adjusted, 
and a reading on the meter stick was recorded with 
galvenometer pointer exactly at zero. 
iv) When the switch waa closed toward the cell or 
Al/HF/1 H KCl, Hg2cl2 /Bg, another reading was recorded 
on the meter stick or the setting. 
Based on these readings and the known e~ o~ the 
Weston etanderd cell. the potential or aluminum electrode 
in hydrofluoric acid solution or known concentration 
could be calculated. The calculation was the same ae 
that just described ror the potential calculation o~ the 
sine electrode. All the potentials were reduced to the 
hydrogen acale ~ 
c. Resulta end conclus1onet 
The potential measurements were made with the 
1'ollow1ng :rive concentrations o~ by-dro1'luor1o ao1da 
112 
0.1 u, o.$ N. 1 N. 2 H, and 4 B. For acid concentra• 
tiona ot more than 4 N, the a1um1num electrode (1 mm 
al~num sheet) were dissolved completely rar before 
reaching the rinal stage of the experiment. because the 
heat deve1oped on the electrode melted the protective 
cement and consequent1y the specimen d1s$olved in a 
very abort time. However. baaed on the experimental 
reeults (Figure LO), the potent1a1 developed between the 
aluminum eleotrode and the acid or concentrations higher 
than 4 H would be expected to show the aame trend ae 
was obtaLned rrom the lower ooncentratione of bydro-
t1uoric ncid. 
Figure 10 shows a eeries or ourvea plotted with 
electrode potentials ot aluminum ~ various concen-
trations or hydro~luoric aoid against t~e. From these 
curves it can be seen that ror each partioular ooncen-
trat.ion, the potent1a1 dropa suddenly at 1'1Pst (atab1li• 
zation period), and then becomes slowly leas ne~at1ve 1n 
the course ot time. In moat cases, there was a steady 
potential at the end or the experimental per1oa. It 1a 
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a:l .. so vorthy of' notice that the h1gber the concentra tlon 
o! the eoidt the more negative the potential becomes. 
The curves reveal f'urther thnt the lower the ooncentrf1-
tlon or the acid, the longer is the stabilisation period. 
The relation between the average msximum electrode po• 
tentials or aluminum ( ordi.na te) in dirrerent concen-
trations or bydrorluor1c ac1d · (nbae1aaa) 1_s shown in 
Figure ll.. The curves show that the more concentrated 
the acid, the more negative potent!ala were obtained. 
(2) Current as produce(! by Al•Pt cell 1n dlf"f'erent 
concentrations of b ·ydrorluorlo a c1d. 
The purpose or thia part of experimenta was to 
study the dif'f"erence due to aurt'aoe oond1t1ons on the 
aluminum el.eotrode in h7d-rot'luor1c acid as a constituent 
or the eell Al/HF/Ft. 
Tl1e ar~angement ot: apparatue for this experiment 
1s ahown schematically in Figure 12. A .D. c. Weston 
milliammeter (model 931, No. 1697. mo.x1mum range, 150 
m.s.). with a variable reaiatance box 1n •~ries waa 
connected with the cell oonta1nJ.ng the a1uminu.m anode 
and the plet1n1zod platinmn cathode dipped in hydro• 
fluoric ac1d. Both aluminum and platinum electrodes bad 
the same exposed area or 2 x 2 em. The aide and edges or 
the aluminum eleotrof.e not to he expoeed ••re protected 
w1tb the "de Khotinsky cement" eoat1nga. The electrodes 
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Figure 11 
Electrode potential oi" alunairlUI'l in different 
concentzat:\.ons of hydro11 uoric acid. 
L 
r 
m.a. 
C · 
a - Al elecb!Qde (2 x 2 em) 
b .. . pt elee'trode C 2 ~- 2 em) 
o ;..;. ·Polye-t.eyl.ene coo·tain:er 
r: ..... variabl.e ·-resistance 
k : - ·switCh 
wi.a~ - mlliazmneter 
l:igwe.-12 
~etup .. .fpr ·\!~&&suring· ·tthe eurtent ··produc~ by 
~- •1-JJI!l1n.~ ~ec:t.tode in eydroflu~ric . acid~ 
U6 
were ono oent~meter apart with their exposed surfaces 
Cecing each other. 
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Immed1ste1y otter the electrodes were immersed 
into the solution (100 cmJ hydro~luor1c acid), the cir-
cuit was closed • ond the c·lz:rent was read on the milli-
ammeter. The current was recorded at small intervals, 
.from one min·uto to .five minutes, depending on the speed 
at which the current decreased in each exporiment. 
Results &nd conclusions: 
A ser~es or measurements or the ourront as pro-
duced by an Al-Pt cell with hydrofluoric aeid solutions 
ranginG ~rom 0.0125 to 1 K was studied. Sinoe the maxi-
mum range of the milliammeter used was lSO m.a., in acid 
concentrations higher than l N the current exceeded the 
scale of the milliammeter and could not be o.bserved. 
The results are shown grsph1cal1y in Figure 13, 
whioh demonstrates that the averaGe current 1n m.a. 1n• 
creases with the acid concentration. In the case of 1 N 
end 0.75 N HF, the current was ~ound to increase gradual1y 
trJI-oughout the experiment, whereas ·in the esse of' acid 
concentrnt:!.ons lower than 0.75 N. the current greduel1y 
beceme steady in the course of the experiment. 
P1lm rormation on the aluminum e~eetrode waa ob-
served 1n 0.4 K HP. When~e aluminum surfeoe ~aa 
cr. 
4l 
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Cur.ftnt produced. by Al-Pt. eell in __ HF .vs. u.e. 
sc~atchod with a broken slass rod, the cu.~ent vent up 
18.1.;)4~atel7• Ae aoon aa tho glaaa rod Wtla •1th4ra•n• 
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tbo current dropped back to l.te or1tt1nal poa1t1on. Th1a 
showod that a proteat1vo r1tmwaa ~ormed an th8 elootrode 
e~ace. end thet t~a t1lm ro1~t1on roduoed tho current. 
Th1• 1n41catee that 1~ tho r11m on the eloot~ode 1a ro-
$10VOd• a h1gbor current can be e.xpooted. 
()) Dehav1o~ o~ tho Al~Pt cell 1n d1tr•rent con. 
oentrat1ona or hydrotluor1~ ao1d. 
?ho appa:aatua and motl1od uaed 1n thta st.udy were 
tl1o aame aa those uaod in ?arts (1) and (2) or th1e 
!5ect1on. 'rhe aot•up waa a comb1nat!on or tho set .. up 
or Parts (l) end (2) wh1ob 1Q ahcwn ochemat1oell~ in 
l~1gure 14. ?rca thia er-rongomont, two detoruJ.nat1ona 
oould bo mado o1multaneoual.7• Tho so 4eterminot1ona wex-e: 
1) the potent1a1 or tho aluadnua e1ootrodo Ln hJ~ro­
rluo~1o acid• and 11) tho ot~rent density at 1ntorvals 
du:r1ng a per1od ot time. 
,, 
~1.bon all the appgratua waa 1n plaoo, tbe c1rou1t 
toward tho standard cell was oloaod• and the read1ns on 
the potenttometor' waa recorded. The cap1llct7 tip woa 
thon p:roa•od agBlnat tho al•.am!muas cloct.rodo. The plot1-
n1aed plsttnua o1eot~ode waa sot about one cent1~tor 
:rrom tthe t'aoe or tho aluminwa oleatrode. Aa aoon aa tho 
oloctrodea wore hzleraed !ntho b7drotluor1o o·c!.d aolu ... 
r · 
a 
a acid 
b capillary tube 
c J N Calo~l oel1 
d - PolYethylene container 
e Al electrode 
f - Pt electrode 
r - rheostat 
k -tapping key 
rn.a. - milli~~eter 
Figure 14 
To . pot~ntiomater 
ScheMAtic dia~ram ro~ potential and current 
l"lea.s'.lr~nbs of Al. e, ectrode. 
. ~ 
tion. the current was immodiatoly adjusted to 1 or 5 
m.a. per em2 • by varying the resistance "r"• and . was 
held ~or a ten minute interval. Then, the potential 
was measured. The same procedure was repeated by 
measuring potential at increasing current densities 
until the maximum current that could be derived rrom 
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the cell was reached. The potentla1 culculations were 
the same as in Part (1) of this Section. 
Resulta and conolusionst 
Six concentrations or hydrorl.uoric a ·cld were 
studied: narne1y: 0.01 N, o.os N, o.l m. 0.3· H, o.5 N end 
1 N HF. For eaeb particular concentration or the acid, 
the ;>otent1a1 developed between the aluminum e~ectrode 
and the acid 1n question waa measured using a derinite 
cu~rent density for a period or time. In the curves in 
Figuro 1~ are the summar~zed results ahowing the re-
1ationsh1p between the current den•ity and the anodic po-
tential o~ a1um1num 1n hydrorluoric acid so1ut1ona. From 
these curves- it can be seen that in each esse the 1n-
creaa1ng potential towards the more. positive value (~r 
more noble va1ue) is sssoeiatod with increasing current 
densities. A a~ilar trend or this relation is exPec~ed 
ror higher than 1 N acid concentrations, although such 
acid conoentrationa were not investigated. However, bbe 
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Electrode potential of Al vs. current densit,y in various concentrations of HFo 
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rate of dissolution or tho al~~1num electrode itself 
(selr-d1ssolut1on) 1s not included in these dat2. 
By reviewing the results in Section B wl1ere the 
• rate of dlaaclution of a1uminum in bydrof1uor1c &cia or 
var1oua concentrations was observed. a correlation Le-
tween the potential developed and the rate or dissolu-
tion in di~rerent concentrations or hydrorluor1c acid csn 
be seon to exist. The higher the .acid conoentrsti ·..:•n, the 
more negative the potential developed and the highe~ the 
rate o~ d1aao1ut1on obtained. Further. the maximum 
current density deve1oped wae higher in the concentrated 
acid in which a higher rete o~ dissolution ot aluminum 
waa oboerved. At higher current densities. the ourrent 
showed r1uctuations. probably due to rllm breakdown 
~ol1owed by repair. 
(4) The efreot or addition agente on tt~ potential 
o~ the aluminum electrode 1n hydrorluo~ic acid. 
The apparetue and methode uaed ln thia 1nveat1-
gation were the same as those Just described in Pert (1) 
in whloh the potential nteasurementa of' the aluminum 
electrode in hydrofluoric acid were mentioned. The pro-
cedures were also s1m1lar to those employed in Part (1), 
except that the potential readings ror the etrect o~ ad-
dition agents were taken just bef'ore and immediately 
a£ter the addition ogent wea introduced into the solution. 
Four di~f'erent kinds of met&1s ealts were chosen on the 
basis or prcvi.oua experimental r~sults (p.81 ) ns 
addit~on ogenta, they wore: 0.1 U Nicl2 , 0.1 M Ptc14, 
o.~ M HAuc14 and 0.1 M cuso4. A o.S N HF was used 
throughout this aeries o£ experiments. One cub1o centi• 
meter or the addition agent together with one cubic 
centimeter or 1 N H~ (in order to avoid any dilution of 
the ae~d) were added to observe tho crt'ect on the po-
tential bohavior of the a1a~num electrode. 
Results and conclusions: 
The rest1lts obtained !'rom theae experiments showed 
that there was considerable change ln the potential or 
the alumlntim electrode arter one o~ the addition sg~nta 
was added to the 0.5 N HF .solution. '.rhese potent1a1 
ohanees nrc summarized in the curves or Figures 16 and 
17. whero the ·potent1gl or the aluminum electrode 1a 
plotted against the elapsed time in minutes. 
Curve 16a shows the potential changea or the 
aluminum eleatrode arter N1Cl2 was added. The potential 
becomes more positive (more noble)~ by about 0~16 volts 
1mmod1ately a1'ter the addition or aelt, and then re.~1aln• 
ateady. · The attacked specimen had a mirror-11ke surrnce 
end was rough-Bppearinn undor the microscope • . It wae 
tested qualitatively and 1t wos. round that n1ekel waa 
12S 
~resent on the apeo1men. ~he n1cke1 part1c1es were ad-
hering to the aurraoe of the e~eoimen actins as 1ooal 
eathodes and thereby 1ncreaa1D3 the rate or attack. 
Curve b (~lgure 16) shows the e~rect o~ Pt~14 
addition on the potential o~ the alum1num in o.S N KP. 
The potential was obaervod l~~d1ate1y arter the salt 
addition. and was ~ore positive by 0.27 vo1ts. The 
potential. then' increased gradually and was sl1ght1y 
lowered a~terwa~ds. Fower bubb1ea were observed on the 
attacked sur~aoe arter the sa1t was introduced into the 
aolut1on. No part1cles of p1at1num were round on the 
a1um1num aur~ace. A black precipitate waa obtained on 
the bottom or the container indicating that ~ina part-
icles o~ pla~1num had acoumulated and sett1ed down. 
Curve c (Figure 17) ahowa the erteot o-r adding 
HAUCl4 on the-potential o~ tho aluminum e~ectrode in the 
acid. The po~ent1a1 increased by o.54 volta toward the 
positive direction after the addition or HAuC14• . The 
d1ap1aoed gold appeared in the ~orm or rtne particles 
whloh d1d not contaminate the aurrao• o~ the electrode 
but aett1ed on the bottom o~ the container. Some gold 
particle• ware round on the surrounding Bakelite. The 
rate or dleaolution •a• observed to deoreaae Q8 the 
number or bubblea developed on the electrode eurtace de• 
creased. 
Time · in~ min:1tes 
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Figure 17 
Effect of ar:idi tional agents on aluminmn ~lectr<Xie potential in 0.5 N HF· 
Aa waa the case with the other reagents. tho 
addition or cuso4 increased the electrode potential 1n 
a positive direction to a maximum potential or o.52 
volta (curve d• Figur~ 17). A tarnished electrode was 
obtained. No contamination or copper on the aluminum 
was found. 
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A correlation between the rate or dissolution and 
the po.tential behavior o~ slum1num electrode 1n hydro-
rluor1c acid can be seen Trom Table L below. The data 
ror rnte or dissolution may be round in section c or 
this Chapter (see Table XXXVII, page 81 ) • 
TABLE L 
The effect or &dd1t1on agents on the rate o~ dissolution 
end electrode potential or Al in hydrorluorio acid. 
Addition Chs.nge in rate Increase in Al Al electrode 
agent % (air dis- e1ectrode po- potenti~~l in 
placed by N2) tential in vo1ts 
volts 
N1Cl2 +72.2 (increase) 0.16 (more -1.0~ positive) 
Ptc14 -37-7 (decrease) 0.27 (more -o.ao 
positive) 
HAuCl4 -4o.a (decrease) 0 • .54 (more -o.58 
positive) 
cuso4 -4o.6 (decrease) o.52 (more -o.64 
positive) 
As mentioned previously. altho~h the potential 
or aluminum d1sso1v1ng in hydrorluoric ecid solution 
la in gener-al leea noble for a greater rate of attack, 
e relatively noble potential may be aaaoc_1ated with a 
relatively great rat;e ot attack, 11' tbflre 1e a greate~ 
number of' active cathodic points. In thie serie.s ot 
experiment•• nickel adhered to the e1uminum producing 
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e greet number o-r local cathodes, by means of which the 
..-ate or d1aaolut.1on waa 1nereaeed. On the other hand. 
the metala auoh aa Pt. Au and Ou did not adhere well 
to the surtaoe or the aluminum electrode; therefore, the 
number of' local cathodes was limited. The inoreaeed 
potential 1n theae oaaea is d1frlou1t to explain. 1t 
may be due to aome film rormation under the changed con.-
d1t1ons. 
1)0 
F. The di:fference af'1'ect on slwdnum dissolvins 1n 
iii(Jro?iuoric ~ hJdroCh1oJ!'IlC aolds. · -
(1) The dirrerence er~ect: 
When sine is placed in diluted aul:furio or hydro-
ehlor1e acid in which it is d1aaolv1ng, and is connected 
to e more noble metal (such as a platinized platinum 
electrode) i~P::ad ln the same solution to ~orm a cell, 
the hydrogen evolution at the zinc electrode decreases 
while hydrogen is also evolved at the platinum electrode. 
16) 
This phenomenon was first observed by Thiel and Eckell 
and is known ss the "dir~erence e:rrect". 
(16) Thiel, 4• end Ecke11, J., Loc clt•(·thesis pa g e 7). 
suppose that v1 , is the rete o-r not'mal or selr-
diseolution (rate or dissolution without :flowing of" 
ourrent) of s metal which is measured by :hydrogen evolu-
tion over a ·given period of time at a given tempe·rature 
and a given concentration or electrolyte. v2 1a the rate 
of dissolution of the metal alone but connected with a 
more noble metal electrode immersed in the same electro-
lyte. Tb.en. V2 is less than Vl• . The total volume or 
hydrogen evolution from anode and cathode is V3 1 and V3 
is greater than v1 or v2 • The volume or hydrogen evolved 
resulting rrom the current rlowing in the metal-Pt oouple 
is V4• Then. 
• 
v3 - v4 = v2 •••••••••••••••••••••••• <a>. 
v1 - v2 • ~ ••••••••••••••••••••····<9). 
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where A is the "dif~erence errect". Cuatomarily, a 
"positive d1~terence ertectn 1• de~ined as the rate of 
normal d1sao1ut1on o~ a metal aa reduced by the external 
anodic current (Vl > V2) • and• on the contrary, a "negative 
difference errect" is defined aa an increase in rete or 
dissolution at the anode as a result of sn external anodic 
. 17) 
current (V2 > V1) • 
(17) Kroen1e, w.o. u. Uspenekaja, v. N., Loc cit. 
( thesis !')~: r;e 7) • 
38) 
16, 
Tl1e e.ffect, A • is accor•ding tu Thiel titnd Eckell 
• proportional to the current as measured in the ex-
terna1 circuit. 
~ = KI•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••(lO) 
Equation (8·) and (9) may aleo btl expressed in terms o~ 
)9) 
current density • 
(16), Thiel- A. ~nd Eckell, J., Loc cit. 
(thesis page 7). 
(38) 
(.39) 
Thiel. A. and ~ekell1 J •• Korros1on u. Uetellschutz, 11, 121. ( 1928) I li• 145, ( 1928) • 
MUller. w. J. and Lo•• E., z. Elektroch~m., h£ 
789, (1.936). 
I3 - 14 • I2••••••••••••••••••••••••(ll)J 
1)2 
l1- I2 ·~ •••••••••••••••••••••••(12). 
The volume of gae evolved under rroely dissolving condi-
tion.& ia a meeeure o~ the total current rlowing ln all 
local cells. When the d1aso1ut1on is accelerated by an 
external anod1o current, the 1ocal cell reaction 1a re-
duced. It has also been round that the presence of the 
"difrerenee effect" during the dissolution ot e metal can 
11. 4o) 
be explained by the theory or "locol elements" • 
(11) Strsumen1s, M., Ope elt.(thesis paee 6). 
(40) Streumanla, u •• z. Phyaik. Chem., A!k~, 349. (1930). 
In the caae o~ al~num dissolving in hydrorluorio 
acid, three ~actors &I•e oono6rned: 1) v1 • the rate o~ 
hydrogen evolution rrom aelf-diaaolution or aluminumJ 
11) v3, the total volume of hydronen evolution rrom Al-pt 
couple. observed, and 111) v4. the volume of hydrogen 
evolution resultlng and calculated rrom tl1e current flow~ 
1ng in the Al-Pt couple. 
Then V4 1s expressed• 
v4 • ki•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<l3). 
v3 • v2 + v4••••••••·•••••••••••••••(8a). 
Then, from equations (9) and (13), we have. 
~ • v1 - v3 + ki ••••••••••••••••••• <14>· 
The positive. va.lue show• V1 ...- ki > v3 1nd1catea a 
"positive dit':ferenoe efreet". It hal!' been nhown that 
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the rate of hydrogen evoluti~n on aluminum is decreased 
when it 1a po1ar1zed anodically in hydrofluoric acid. 
Since one milliampere minute produces 6.97 mm3 hydrogen 
at standard conditions, equation (14) may be expressed as-
~ • v1 - v3 + 6.97I •••••••••••••••• (l5) 
From equations (10) and (15). the slope constant K o~ 
equation (10) oen b~ derived, 
v1 - v"t K II: ! I -' t 6 •. 97 •••••••••••••••••••• ( 16) • 
(2) The d1£ference eftect of aluminum in d1rferent 
concentratlona or hydrofluoric acid. 
a.. Apparatus and method a: 
shown in Figure 18. It included the same thermoregulated 
water bath, stirring mechanism. and burette to measure 
the evolving h,-drogen gaa, as used bef'ore ln . Section B 
or this Chapter (pegel9-21). However. a 200 om3 Erlen-. 
moyer £laak (Figure 18) wa• apeoial1y blown with two 
opening•• through one oc which the .aluminum electrode 
could be inserted, and through the other, a plat1n1zed 
platinum el.eetrod,..., o'£' the same aize was fixed. The 1n• 
side wall ot the tlaek waa coated with wax to .prevent it 
rrom bo1ng attacked by the hydrorluoric acid. and, on the 
k 
a .~ ·Al e.lec trode· ( 1 clfil-) 
b - :Pt ·electrode (1 c~) 
c ~ stirring mochanism 
d - 1"1-:ask ~ th wax lining 
k - swi -t;.ch 
r - variable · r~·sistance 
m.a. - nd.lliammete.~ 
Figure 18 
. .. 
r 
Appar·atus ror the study of the dU·!·crcnce effect• 
top vie_w o£ ~e lorre.J· . part of the .flask. · 
outside or the lower part electrode glass holders were 
coated with •de Khotinsky eement". The flask also had 
13S 
a funnel end valve connected to it vertically. When all 
the valves were closed, and the rubber stoppers support-
ing the two electrodes were in place. the flask was air 
tight. 
The a 1um1num sample 1n the r orm o~ an e leo trode 
was prepared with the same technique as described in 
Section 8 o:f this Chapter (page 24). The sample was 
embedded in Bake11te with an exposed surrace one equare 
centimeter. The platinized pla.tinum electrode having 
the same surraoe area as the aluminum was prepared by 
. 41) 
method given by Daniel, ll&thewa and Williams • The 
(41) Daniels, 11., Mathews, J. I-I. and Yl1111ams, J. W. • 
Experimental Phl'sical Chemistry. McGraw-Hill Book 
Co •• Inc., P• 368, (1941). 
surrsee of the two e1eotrodea were set about £1ve m1ll1-
metera apart as shown 1n "a" and "b" in Figure 18. The 
arrangement was such the t t·,v..o det~rminatlons could be 
made simultaneously: 1) the rate or dissolution of 
aluminum in hydrofluoric acid as measured by the volume 
o~ the hydrogen gas evo1ved, and 11) the current pro-
duced by the Al-Pt couple. The overall arrangement is 
shown by a sketch in Figure 18 and by a photograph 1n 
Figure 19. 
a - AlUJdnum electrode (1 cm2) 
b- Platinum electrode (1 c~) 
c ... s ·tirring mechanism 
d - flask with wax lining 
e - tube to gas burette 
t- stirrer with mercur,y·closure 
g - funnel tor introducing the acid 
Figure 19 
Apparatus for the stuqy ot the difference e~tect (in photograph). 
. 1.37 
b. Procedure : 
The electrodes were checked first to make sure 
that they were in the proper position and were rive 
millimeters apart. This was done by adjusting the glass 
electrode ho1ders and their rubber stoppers. The dia-
tance between the parel1el electrodes was measured by a 
sharp divider. Then. the outside part or the rubber 
atopp~ra and their joints between glaas and rubber wer~ 
sealed by wax. After the assembly had been_ completed• 
the etirr1ng mechanism was put 1n plece. The whole flask 
was then immersed in the thermoreguleted water bath ot 
25°c. ond the outlet connected with the burette. The 
connection o~ the electrodes and other auxiliary apparatus 
is slso shown in Figure 18. 
The determination or the rate o~ dissolution was 
the aame as described on page24 to26 with some minor 
alterations. The aluminum electrode remained stationary, 
while the solution wea atirred. The stirring mechanism 
was run beside the electrodes. without disturbing them 
snd was rotated at 200 rpm. Arter the water level in the 
·burette was brought to zero mark• 150 cubic centimeters 
of hydro~luorlc acid or known concentration and at bath 
temperature were poured into rlask through the runnel so 
that the two eleotrodes were completely immersed in the 
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acid. Then all the valves were closed, and the rate or 
dissolution was observed by measuring the volume of the 
evolved hydrogen gas in a certain period of' time. V/hen 
the rate of dissolution or aluminum was determined, the 
switch "k" (Figure 18) was closed, ~nd the current .flow-
ing through the series was adjusted as soon as possible 
to 2.5 or 5 m1111ampers per square centimeter by varying 
the resistance "r". With the circuit closed, the rate 
of dissolution was observed ror two consecutive regular 
time intervals. The switch "k" was then opened and the 
rate or normal or "sel£-dissolution" or aluminum was 
determined. At the end of" this interval the circuit waa 
closed again and a stronger current was set by decreasing 
the resistance "r". The same procedure was repeated 
until the maximum current that could be derived rrom the 
Al-Pt cell was reached. This current was not steady but 
showed some :rluetuations. 
c. Calculetlonsr 
The oaloulat1ons or the d1rrerenee e~~ect were 
bssed on Faraday's law that one coulomb or 96,500 ampere 
seconds of electricity liberates one gram equivalent or 
hydrogen gas, which occupies a volume of 11.207 cubic 
centimeters at standard conditions. Thus, 
96,Soo ~mp. sec. • 11,207 cm3 hydrogen gas, 
heneo, 
1 milliamp. min. • 11,201 x 60 96,5oo x 1,ooo 
= o. Oo697 cm3 of' hydrogen 
or = 6.97 mmJ or hydro3en. 
On the boa1s of the above result. a sample oelculation 
rrom the accompanying Table LII ror 0.1 N lW was as 
rollows: 
At a ourrent density of 2.5 m.a. per cm2. the rate v4 
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or hydrogen liberated at the platinum electrode should be. 
6.97 x 2.5 = 17.4 mm3/em2m1n. 
Tbe rate of self-dissolution (without a current rlowing) 
at the 30th minute was 49.91 mm3/om2min. while the same 
rate after that current or 2.5 m.a. was orr (at the 6oth 
minute) was 58.23 mm3/cm2m1n. The average or the rate or 
selr-dissolution wos. thererore. 54.07 mm3/cm2mln. end 
this wa~ vl. 
Then. the expected rate at a current or 2.5 ~.o./ 
cm2 (which adds to the average rate of selr-d1ssolut1on 
as calculated above) should be: 
v4 + v1 • 17.4 + S4.o7 
• 71.47 mmJ/om2m1n. 
However. such a rate wos never obtDined. but a lower one 
v3 wl1ich was observed when the current was at 2.5 m.a. 
pvr cm2: 
at 4oth min. - 49.92 mmJ/om2m1u. 
at .50th min. - 66.55 mm3/cm2m1n. 
and. ~or the average rate • 58.23 mm3/om2m1n. • 
1nsteec:i or 71.47 mm3/cm2min. 
Hence. the di.fterence e:r:reot at the current .densities in 
question was: 
A • vl - v2 • (Vl v4> - v3 
= 71.47 • .58.23 • 13.24 mmJ/cm2m1n. 
The result indicated that the rate or selr-dia-
solution of aluminum in 0.1 N lW with an anodic current 
density or 2.5 m.a. was reduoed by 13.24 mmJ/cm2min. 
The calculations ror higher current densities and 
ror dirterent concent rationa of the ao1d were mad~ in the 
same way. The results are tabulated in Tables LI to 
LVII. The current densities. I, in column 2 of the tables 
were obtained by direct measurements. V1 and V3 of 
columns 3 and 4, are the rates or se1£•dissolution and 
of total dissolution (including the action or the Al-pt 
couple). Both values were reduced to standard conditions. 
In column 5. v4 (or 6.971) is the rate added by current 
as mentioned previous1y, (equation 13). A shows the 
difference etreot calculated. and the last column in the 
tables show the relationship between the di:f.fel'ence effect 
and the ourrent density, the alope constant K ~rom A • KI. 
These slope constants (K values) with respect to current 
densities measured in acid solutions or dirrerent eon-
centrotions ere listed in Table LVIII. 
d. Results and conclusions: 
The experiments on tho dlrrerence ef'.fect were 
msde in the rollowing seven d1rrerent concentrations or 
hydrorluoric acid. namelya o.o$ N. o.l N. 0.25 N. 0.5 N. 
0.75 N, 1 N snd 2 N. The graph in Figure 20 shows a plot 
or d1~ference erreot in mm3 per cm2 per minute against 
the current density in m.a. per cm2. The line drawn 
through the average o~ the points, passes the origin or 
coordinates and is practically a straight line. At 
higher current densities the rluctust1on of' current was 
most apparent. The straight line (Figure 20) shows that 
the dirferenoe er~ect seems to be independent or the con-
centrations o~ the acid• but it 1e dependent on the cur-
rent density involved. 
Table LVIII shows that the average slope constant 
K of equation 10 (page 131) is 5.73 mmJ/a.s. min. It 
appears that the K-valuea are slightly smaller · in the 
0.1 N acid than the average or 5.73 noted ror other 
concentrations. The values enclosed in parentheses in 
Table LVIII were not used for average evaluation because 
they were either larger than 6.97 or smaller than ).oo. 
The reason why K should not exceed 6. 97 will be disouaaed 
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Di.fference effect on aluminum in 0.05 If Bl' at 25°C 
Average corrected pressure: 692.4 mm Bg 
Average . room temperature : 34 .l. •c 
Time I V:t Vs v.; = (6.97I) Vi+ v~ A (min) rra/ Cf'JP 
Unit in iii'/~n. 
0 
--- ---
...... ... ., . ._ 
10 0 a~a.., ..... 
-·-
0 
20 0 4o.s 
---
---- ---
0 
30 0 40.4 ...... . ... 0 
l4o 0 4o., 
--- ---
0 
50 0 32.4 
--- ---
0 
60 0 32.4 
--- -·- ---
0 
70 0 (1.)32.4 
-·-- -·-
0 
80 a., f~~ ~Jo.5 17.42 53.87 1.3.37 90 2.5 5 4o.; 
l.OO 0 (2)40.5 
--· 
........ 
-4111!t- 0 
110 '·1 f6) 4o.5 25.09 65.54 20.99 120 
'·' 
7) t.a.6 
~30 0 (3)40.4 
---
....... 0 
Averaae val.ues : 
11) and 12) - ~.45 2) and 3~ • la.o.45 
4) am '5 a 40.~5 
6) and 7) • ~·55 
k 
mm.3/ma 
min. 
---0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5·35 
0 
s.a, 
0 
Dift'erenee eftect on aluminum 1n 0.1 N HP at 25•c 
Average corrected pressure: 698., 1!ID Bg 
Averese room temperature t 28. 5°C 
Time I vl ·va v~ • (6.97I) (min)ma/cJI. 
Untt ·s.n ·~7~n. 
0 0 
---
lO 0 
''·27 20 0 ,,. 8
30 0 (1) 49.91 
t.o 2.5 
---50 2.5 
6o 0 (2)58.23 
70 ;.2 
8o ,.a 
---90 0 (3)58.a4 
100 7-0 
ll.O 1·0 
120 0 f4~74.87 130 0 5 58.2, 
Aver8f3e val.ues: 
~) and 2) • 54.07 
2) and 3) = 58.24 
---
._, ... 
...... 
~6)49.92 
7)66.55 
·--laF4.98 9 s,.19 
---ll0~74.87 
ll 91.51 
---
---
'. ~ an4 4) and. (5.) • 60.99 6 · ana. 7) • ;e.a, 
8 and 9) • 79.0, 
l.O) and (ll.) • 82.19 
---
-·-
---
1.7 .40 
---
36.20 
---
48.8o 
---
---
v.: • v~ 
---
---
__ .,. 
71·47 
---
94.4, . 
---
1.09. 79 
---
---
K 
mr.r{!l/ma 
min. 
--- ---
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1:5.24 5·29 
0 0 
15.40 2.96 
0 0 
26.60 3.80 
0 0 
0 0 
/ 
TABLE un 
»Uference ettect on al\Dld.num in 0.25 H Br at 25•c 
Average corrected pressure: 695.7 u.m Bs 
Average room temperature: ~.s•c 
Ti.me l: vl. Va V6 ~ (6.971) v• + v1 (min) ma/t:J' 
Unit in Dlf'/cm2min. 
0 0 
--- --- ---
--- ---lO 0 82.~ 
---
......... 
---
0 
20 . Q us.e:-, 
--- --- ---
0 
30 0 l.a3·51 
--- -·-
0 
4o 0 (1) 1.07·05 
--- ---
..... 0 
50 2.5 (6) 115.27 17.4 128.56 13.29 6o 2.5 (7) ll5.28 
70 0 (2) 115·27 
--- --- ---
0 
eo 5.0 ~8) 107.05 34.8 145.95 .34.79 90 5·0 9) 1.15.27 
100 0 (3) 107.04 
--- --- ·--
0 
110 1·5 ~10)115.28 52.2 163.,5 48.07 120 7·5 --- ll)ll5.28 
1.30 0 (~) 115·27 
--- --- ---
0 
14o 10.0 ~1.2~131.75 69.7 . 189.09 57.35 150 10.0 l.' 131..74 l6o 0 ' (5) 123-5l. 
--- --- ---
0 
170 l.4.o --- f1~~172o9l 97.6 229·34 56.4' l.8o l.~.o 15 172.91 
190 0 . ' . : 139·98 
--- ---
0 
Average \fa1uea: 
1J and 2~ • lll..l6 (6) and (7) .. 115.9? 2 8Dd 
' • ll.l..l5 [8) aDd (9) • lll.16 3) and ~~ ... lll.15 10 and ll • ll5.28 It-~ aDd 5 . • ll.9. 12~ aDd 11,~ • 131.74 5 and 6 • 131.~ 14 and 15 • 172.91 
lC 
mrrl'/ma 
min. 
---
0 
0 
0 
0 
5.31 
0 
6.96 
0 
6.41 
0 
5·73 
0 
4.0:5 
0 
Difference efrect on aluminum in 0.5 R BF at 2;•c 
Average corrected pressure: 699.97 mm Bg 
Avera.ge .room temperature: 29.,•c 
Time I vl Va v• • (6.97I) V4 + v1 (min) ma/ crr/1 
Unit in ~7cm2m1n. 
0 0 0 
---10 0 ll6.4 
--- --- ---20 0 1.74·7 
30 0 .1.82.9 
-·- ---40 0 (l) 2<Yf.9 
---
50 5 ~5) 2:52·9 34.85 259.40 60 5 
---
6) 257·9 
70 0 (2) 241.2 
---8o 9·7 
---
249.5 62.76 312.26 90 9·5 ...... 249.5 
100 0 (3) 249.5 
--- ---l.l.O 15 
-·-
257.8 1<>4.55 345·75 120 15 
---
257.8 
130 0 (4) 232.9 
--- --- ---
Aversge va1ues: r! 804 r) = 224.55 2 and '} • 245.}5 
' and 4 • 241..20 
5 and 6 a 245.4o 
A K ~/ma 
miD. 
--- ---0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
J.4.4o 2.88 
0 0 
62.76 6.53 
0 0 
87.95 s.a6 
0 0 
T.ABIE LV 
Difference effect on altmlinum in 0.75 N HP at 25•c 
Average corrected pressure: 698.8 ll'ID Bg 
Average . room temperature: }(). 4 •c 
Time I VJ. Vs V;ft = (6.971) V4 + v1 A (min) ma/ c.m.2 
t1n1 t 1n f11l11J / c::ahdn. 
0 0 
--- --- ---
---
10 0 ~1~ 215.1 --- 0 20 0 2 264.7 
--- ---
0 
30 0 (; 231.6 
---
0 
4o 5·1 
--- (9~ 273.1 35.54 294.74 13.44 50 5.1 (10 289.5 
00 0 (4) 281.3 
-·--
0 
70 10.5 (ll) 264.7 73.18 358.63 69.08 8o 10.5 (12) 314.4 
90 0 (5) 289.6 
---
---· 
...... 0 
100 15.5 ~13) :5<)6.1 lo8.0:5 ~01.78 91.58 l.l.O 15.5 ~4) ~].~., 
1.20 - 0 (6) 297·9 
--- --- ---
0 
1.:50 2"(.0 f15) }30.9 195.16 49,.o6 153-91 1~ 29.0 16) 311-7.11. 
150 0 (7) 297·9 0 
16o · ;o.o (17~ 2l!.7.4 506-95 506·95 151.20 170 3().0 
---
(18 ~64.1 
18o 0 (8) 297.8 
--- ---
0 
Average values: 
~1~, (2) .. ,.(,) and (4) ., 259.2 (ll) and ll.2) . 289· 5 
4 and ~5) "' 885.4 (1.5) and 14) • '~0.2 
(5) and 6) • 29'·7 (lS) and 16) • 339.1 
(9) and (10) = 291.5 (17) and (18) = 355·7 
K 
~/ma 
min. 
0 
0 
0 
2.63 
0 
~.58 
0 
5-91 
0 
5-49 
0 
5·04 
0 
TA1lLE LVI 
l>ifference effect on al.uminum in 1 B HP at 25•c 
Average corrected pressure : 7o6 .1 nm Bs 
Average room temperature : 28°C 
Time 1 vl Va V6 • (6.971) v• + v1 .A (min) rs/ asr/l 
Un1 t in rtJ1IIJ / CJ1.1!min. 
0 0 0 ..... 
--- --- ·--
1.0 0 211·9 --- --- 0 20 0 ~~) :562.1 ...... --- --- 0 30 0 2) ,20.0 
--- --- ··-
0 
4o 5 }28.4 ~~-~5 373.75 45.35 gg 5 328.4 0 (') ,36.8 
·-· 
0 
70 9·9 
---
(9) 328.5 69.00 1J.26.85 77·35 8o 9·9 ..... (10) 370.5 
90 0 (4) '78.9 
--- ---
--- . 0 
100 1.5.0 
---
fll.) :570-5 106.29 48(). 99 l.02.04 llO 15.5 
---
12) 387.4 
120 0 (5) 370·5 ...... 0 
130 21..5 
··-
(15) 387.4 ]J~9.85 516.15 1.32.95 l.ll.o 21.5 --- (14) 379·0 
150 0 (6) 362.1 . --- --- --- 0 l.6o 32.0 --- l~') 412.6 233·"'9 557.69 124. o4 170 35.0 --- 16) ~;4.7 
180 0 (7) 286.3 --- --- ..... 0 
190 37.0 --- (17) 463.2 257.89 565. 214- 106.79 200 37.0 --- (18) 45,·7 
210 0 (8) 328.4 --- 0 
Average values: 
ll), (2) and (3) a ,38.9 3) and 4) • 357.8 4) and 5) • 374.7 
1
5) and 6) • 366.3 
6) aDd 7) • 324.2 
7) aDd 8) • S07·3 
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K 
DttJ/ma 
min 
0 
0 
0 
9·07 
0 
7.81 
0 
6.69 
0 
6.l.8 
0 
,.70 
0 
a.aa 
0 
TAmE LVII 
Difference effect on aluminum in 2 N HF at 25°C 
Average corrected pressure : 697.7 nun Hg 
Average .room tcmpers.ttlre; 32.3°C 
Tim I vl V3 v.,; a (6.97I) V4 + v1 A (min) ma/cm2 Un1 t in mm9 7 ciiii'iiiiin. 
0 
---- --· -·- --- ·--5 0 262.6 
---
........ 0 
l.O 0 377·5 
---
...... 0 
15 0 ~l~ 443.2 0 
20 0 2 492.4 
---
0 
25 5·~ 525.4 35. S'+ 548.44 23.<>4 30 5·1 ....... 525.4 
'5 0 (') 558.0 .... ·- 0 40 10.2 ~l..8 71.09 629.09 87.29 45 10.2 .... 541.8 
50 0 558.0 
-- --
0 
55 1.5.0 
-- l8~ 525.4 l.04.55 6C2.55 104.35 60 15.0 9 59~.0 
65 0 558.0 
-- --
0 
70 20.0 558-2 139.40 697 ·50 139.30 75 20.0 558.2. 
80 0 (4) 558.2 --
·- ·-
0 
85 :55.0 ·- flO) 6c'r(.4 254.1&.0 8o4.30 188.70 90 }8.0 -- ll) 72:5.8 
95 o · (5) 541.6 -- -""' 0 
l.OO !)8.0 -· fl2) 689.6 }90.32 956.6a 267.12 105 54.0 
-- 13) 689.4 
110 0 (6) 591.0 0 
115 58.0 ~14~ 623.8 4o4.26 1011.66 31,.96 120 58.0 .... 15 771.6 
125 0 (7) 6a3.a 
-- --
0 
Average val.ues ; 
r~· (2) and. (3) .. 512.9 {8) and (9) .. 558.2 4 and t5) • 549.9 10~ and fll) • 615.6 
5) &D4 6~ • 566.3 12 and 13) a 689.5 
6) and (7 • 607.4 (14) and (15) .• 697·7 
K 
mm3/rrsa 
m:l.n. 
---
0 
0 
0 
0 
4.51 
0 
8.55 
0 
6.95 
0 
6.96 
0 
5.17 
0 
4.TI 
0 
5.41 
0 
1.50 
S.lope aonste.nt K of tbe equation A • K~.I obtaJ ned in various . con-
centrations ~ 111 at dift'erent current ·densities 
I Coneentratf~n .. at ~e acid in !!01~ K avg rrrcP/ 
m.a./t:ttl! o.os . 0.1 o.as 0.5 0.75 i.o a~o m.a. min • 
•. , 5.35 5·29 s.:51 --- ..... ..... . ...... 5·31 3.6 5.8} 
-- --
....... ...... 
__ .,. 
---
.. .. 
5·0 (2.9!)) 6.96 (2.89)(2.63) (9.07) 4.5:l 5·'13 
1·0 
--
3.8o 6.41. ...... 
-- --
5.10 
l.O.O 
-- ··- 5·7' 6.53 6.;8 (7.81)(8.55) 6.28 1;.o 
-- --
4.0, 5·86 5-91 6.69 6.95 5·89 21.5 .... 
--
.... 
·- --
6.1.8 6.96 6.57 
aa.o 
-- -- -- --
5-49 ... .. ... 
--3().0 
-- --
... 
-· 
,.04 
-- -- --
''·5 -- -- ....... ,.70 ·- --,.7.0 
-- -- -- -- --
(2.88) 5·17 .... 
;6.0 
-- --- -- -- --
.. : ... 4.TT ..... 
sa.o 
-- -- -- -· 
... 
--
!).41 
--Ave'J:BI!P 
K 5·59 4.;4 5·69 6.l.9 5·75 5·52 5·6' ;.81 
1.51 
next. However, K-values larger than 6 .• 97 evidently 
were caused by experimental errors or by some changes 
on the surface or aluminum during the dissolution. Very 
low valuea were discarded for the same reasons. 
The real K values are between the following two 
extremes, assuming that no secondary prooesees, such as 
rormat1on and breakdown of protective layers, occur 
during the anodic polarization on the anodez 1) when 
K : k• the equation (16) becomes V1 = V3 1 which shows 
the rate caused by the current is completely suppressed 
by the difference erreot. In this case, the highest 
K•value is 6.97, 11) 1r K • o, there will be no dir-
f'erenee effect. 
The meaning of the slope constant K has been fully 
21) 
explained by straurnanis and Chen • In terms of their 
explanation, the average K-value ·is 5.73 in themee or 
(21) straumanis, M. E •• and Chen, P. c., Loc oit. 
( t he s i s p a~-~ e 8 ) • 
aluminum dissolving in hydrorluorio sold, wh1oh means 
that the rate of hydrogen evolution on aluminum is re-
tarded by s·. 73 ~/cm2m1n. ror each m1ll1am~ure or the 
current discharged through the platinum electrode. 
Hence. the current necessary to suppress the hydrogen 
evolution on aluminum can be calculated: 
A a 5.73 1•••••••••••••••••••••••••(17). 
This equation 1s valid in ell concentrations or hydro-
fluoric ao1d for almost all current densities. rr a 
1$2 
su:C:f1ciently high external current is applied anodically 
to the aluminum. complete suppression or hydrogen evolu-
tion csn be reached at e current density as expressed by 
vl 
I: 5.7j ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••(17&). 
Where V1 is the rato of dissolution of aluminum, and is 
equal to A at the :moment of complete suppression. For 
instance, if the dissolution rste of aluminum in 0.1 N HF 
Y1 is 54.07 mm3 /om2m1n. (see Table LII) 1 the current 
density required to suppress the hydrogen evolution ia 
as f"ollowa: 
This shows that the complete suppression of the hydrogen 
evolution could not be reached by the current produced 
by the Al•Pt couple because the maximum current obtained 
was only 7.0 m.a. in 0.1 N HF. 
By comb~n1ng equations (10) and (14) on pages 131 
and 132 • 1 t .follows that 
KI : V 1 t ki • V .3 •• • •• • • • • •• • • • • • ., , • \.18 ) • 
Rearranging equation (18). the following equation ls 
obtained I 
v3 - v1 = (k- K)I •••••••••••••••••• (l9). 
1.$) 
S1noe we know K • 5.73 ~/m.a.min., end k = 6.97 mm3/m.a. 
min., then: 
v3 - v1 :: (6.97 - 5.73) r 
: 1.24 I. 
This equation indicates that about .four-:fi.fths o~ the 
ourrent produced by Al-Pt couple is used to overcome the 
dif:rerenoe effect, and only one-:ri:rths (1.24 I) is used 
to increase the total rate or dissolution. 
All these exper1ment&l results confirm that the 
dissolution or aluminum in hydrofluoric ao1d has a ~os-
1t1ve dirrerenoe e~fect"; and according to the opinions 
or authorities, this is a proo.f that the process 1s 
electrochemical in nature • 
. (3) The difference e.frect of aluminum in dif:rerent 
concentrations of hydrochloric acid. 
As mentioned previously, the dif:ference e:rfect 
16) 
of aluminum 5-~· " o.S li llCl was .found by Thiel and Eokell • 
17) . 
Later, Kroenig and Uspenkaja ropeetcd Thiel's experi-
(16) Th1el, A., and Eokell, J;,, Loo. cl:t. (thesis page 7). 
(17) Kroen1g1 w. o •• and Uspenskaja, v. N., Loc cit. (thesis pa;3e 7). 
ment in more detail. These investigations were limited 
to one concentration only. However. in this present 
study, the erreot in a series or concentrations waa ob-
served, and comparisons were made with the action of 
hydrorluorio acid (Part 2 o~ this Section). 
The method and apparatus for this investigation 
were similar to those described in Part 2 where the 
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dif~erence errect or aluminum in dirferent concentrations 
of hydrofluoric acid was studied. In this $et or exper1• 
ments the inside of the Erlenmeyer flask was not wax -
ooated because h~drochlor1o acid was used as electrolyte. 
The proc~dure snd calculations used were also 
similar to· those or Part 2. Six different concentrations 
. 
o:r hydrochloric acid were used: 0.1 N, 0.25 ll, 0 • .5 N, 
0.1$ N, 1 N and 2 N. Tbe results f'or eaoh experiment 
ere shown in Tables LIX to LXIV. Tho slope constant, or 
K-valuea, with their respective current densities at 
di:r.ferent concentre tiona are listed in Table LXV. 
Results and conclusions: 
From the experimental results (Tables LIX to LXIV) 
it . oan be seen that the rate or · ael.f-dissolution v1 of 
aluminum 1n hydrochloric acid solutions was increased by 
the anodic current which is contrary to the .experiments 
in hydrofluoric acid where s positive di!'rerence efreot 
was observed. Hence, upon dissolving aluminu~ in hydro-
chloric acid• a negative dirferenoe effect appeared. 
Since v2 > V1 in this case. then, 
6 = v1 ~ v2 •••••••••••••••••••••••• (9a) 
h&& a negative value. 
Referring -to equations (D), (10), (13) and (9a), we have 
Ll 
- vl 
-
v ... ki•••••••••••••••••••<l4a) - 3 
OJ-, KI = vl - v3 t kl, 
ttJ.en, 
It • vl v3 
-
-
'r - k) I 
When/~ _ kl ......... I VI111 .. ~ 1 · K has a negative value. Where k 
ls 6.97. 
Reviewing Table LXV, the average K-v&lue ls -0.96 
ror oonoentrstiona between 0.1 N and 2 N and for a~most 
nll current densities. This means that. the rate o,r hy-
drogen evolution on slumlnum is increased by 0.96 mm3 
per cm2 per ~1nute ror each milliampere. 
From t~he aver~ge K-value given above, and the 
eonatent : 6.97, the dirrerenee of (v3 - v1 ) or hy-
drvc,en discharged can be coloulated .from equat.ion (19). 
'l'bus, 
v3 - v1 = (k - K)I 
= (6.97 + 0.96)1. 
Thie indicated that the local anode waa not suppressed 
by the enodlo ourrent, but on the contrary, the local 
anodic current was used to increase the rate or dia-
solution or aluminum. 
Figure 21 shows the plot or the negative d1Cter-
cnce efrect ln mm3/cm2m1n. obtained tor sluminum 1n 
... ). 
() 
(') 
~ 
+20° 
+10 
_15_ 
Current density in m.a. per cm2 
75 100_ - 125 - _15.2_ 200 
0~~~----------~------+-----~------~------+------;-------r-------
l .'"\ -t.i .... .,__ _ _ 
(Negative dirteren.ce. :efte'ct) 
X 0.10 r~ HCl 
o. 0.25 N HCl 
a 0.50 N hcl 
A O. ·15 ~ f{Cl 
e 1.00 N HCl 
6 2.00 N H~l 
~ -100 .,__ ________________ ....,........_. 
cu. 
~ 
~ . ~ ·120~--------------------------------------------~ ~ 
~ 
-rl 
0 
A 
-locL-------------------------------~-------------------------------figure 21 
Difference e.ffec.t on aluminUm yersus· :CUrrent density in 
six different ~roch1pric aeid ·· c:one~tration~· 
TABLE LlX 
Difference effect on aluminum 1.n 0.1 B BCl. at 25•c 
Average corrected pressure: 711t-.2 rra Bs 
Average room temperature: 25.9•0 
Time I 
(min) ma/ eu/l 
0 
10 
20 
30 
Ito 
50 
60 
70 
8o 
90 
100 
llO 
120 
1.30 
0 .... 
0 
5 
5 
0 (1) 8.6 
~0 
10 
0 (2) 17.2 
15 
15 
0 (3) 17.2 
2~ 
23 
0 (4) 8.8 
Average values: 
Un1 t in llli%P / cm2min. 
---
42.9 
42.9 
---(5) 68.6 
(6) 77 • ., 
-·-(7)120.1. 
(8)145-9 
---197.4 
197.4 
.... 
---
---
---
69.70 
---
........ 
--- .... ., 
---- 0 
~.15 -3.75 
--- 0 
82.6o +9·65 
--- 0 
121.75 -ll.25 
0 
176.79 -20.61 
... - 0 
0 
-0.75 
0 
+0.95 
0 
-0.75 
0 
-0.87 
0 
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'l'ABLE LX 
D:l.tterence effect on aluminum in 0.25 H BCl. at. 25•c 
Averase eorrected pressure: 702.3 
Average room temperature: 23.6 
Time I Vl. Vs V4, • (6.97I) . v,;, + v~ (min) ma/J 
Un1 t in 'fllllt!J, / cm2min. 
0 0 0 
10 0 0 
20 5 
--- ~4J 17.4 3la-.84 39.20 30 5 ---- 5 34.9 
4o 0 (l.) 8.7 
50 10.2 78.5 70.39 83.44 60 10.0 78.6 
70 0 (2) 17.4 ---
8o 15-5 -- t6) 1}0.8 lo6.29 ll9·39 90 15.0 --- 7) 148.3 
100 0 (3) 8.8 
llO 20.0 
--- l8) 174.4 l39.4o 148.1.5 J.20 20.0 --- 9) 174·5 
130 0 8.7 ---
llla 31.0 ---(10) 261.7 219.55 228.,0 150 32.0 ---(11) 270.4 
160 0 8.8 ---
170 50 ---p2) 410.0 327-59 336.34 l.Bo 44 
--- 13) 336.34 
190 0 8.7 ~--
Average values: 
---
+13.05 
+ 4.89 
-20.16 
-26.30 . 
_,7.75 
-56.21 
1
1) and {2) = 1,.10 
2) and 3) • l.'.l. 0 
4) and 5) • 26.15 
(8) and (9) • 174.4 
(1.0) and. (ll) - 266.0 
(12) and (13) a 392·5 
6) and (7) = 139·55 
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K 
mznS/ma 
min. 
0 
0 
+2.61 
0 
+0.49 
0 
-1.32 
0 
-1.31 
0 
-1.19 
0 
-1.1.9 
0 
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Ditterenee effect on Al in 0.5 N HCl.; 25°C 
Average corrected pressure: 695. l. mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 31. 7°C 
~ I 
(min) ma/cdJ. 
V~ Vs Vi. = (6 .. 971) V4 + v1 A K ----------------------------------~/ma Unit in mms/cm2min. min. 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
6o 
70 
80 
90 
100 
llO 
l20 
130 
14o 
150 
l.6o 
170 
18o 
l.90 
200 
210 
220 
230 
24o 
250 
0 
0 -
5 
5 
0 
10 
16 
0 
15 
15 
0 
20 
20 
0 
:50 
31 
0 
43 
41 
0 
55 
51 
0 
75 
66 
0 
0 .... 
--- (6) 24.6 
--- (7) 32·7 
0 ....... 
--- (8) 73.8 
-·- (9) 81.9 (1) 24.6 --
-- (10) 131.1 
-- (11) 1,9.3 
(2) 24.6 --
-- (12) 18o.3 
-- (1,) 196~/1 
(3) 8.2 --
---(14) 21.3.0 
---(15) 262.3 (4) 8.~ --
-- (16) 356.0 
-- (17) 368.8 (5) 16.4 --
-- (18) 450.7 
-- (19) 426.1. 
16.4 --
-- (20) 6o6.4 
-- (21) 549.0 
16.4 
Average valuee: 
io) and 11! • 13.3 2) and ' • 16.4 4) and 5 • 1.6.4 (6) and 7 • 28.6 
---
_ _._ 
--- 0 0 
:54.85 34.85 +6.20 +1.24 
-- 0 0 
69.70 82.00 +4.15 +Ofl41 
0 0 
l.o4.55 129.15 -6.05 -o.~ 
-- -- 0 0 
139.1c-0 15·5.80 .,a~ 10 -1.63 
-- 0 0 
212.56 220.n -16.92 -0.55 
....... 0 0 
292· 74 301+.99 -47 .4:;.. -1.12 
...... 0 0 
369.41 385.81 -52.59 -0.99 
-- 0 0 
491.38 507· 78 -69.92 -0.99 
--
0 0 
Dif':f'erence effect on Al in o. 75 N HC1; 25•c 
Average correeted pressure: 7ll-3 mm Rg 
Average room temperature: 26.8°C 
Time I VJ. Vs V4 = (6.971) (min) ma/c1fiJI. 
Unit in mED'l7 cm2min. 
0 
--- ----10 
--- ---20 0 0 
~ 5 ~l) 34.1 31&..85 4o 5 ..... _ 2) 42.6 
50 0 0 
--6o 10 76.7 69.70 70 10 76.7 
8o 0 8.5 
90 1.5·5 f'> 1,6.~ lo8.03 100 15.5 4) 15:5.4 
110 0 0 
--120 20.5 
--- ~5~ 170.4 142.88 130 20.5 6 187.5 
140 0 8.6 
-- --150 31.0 l7~ 2'12·7 2l.6.(jf l6o 31.0 8 . 255·7 
170 0 a.s 
180 45.0 
---
(9) 357·9 310.16 190 44.0 
--- (10) 375.0 
200 0 8.6 
210 57-0 
--- ~ll} 451.7 ,9,.80 220 . 56.0 
-·- 12) 477.2 
'230 0 8.5 
-- --240 ao.o 
--- fl:5) 611.7.8 540.17 250 75~0 --- 14) 588.0 
26o 0 8.6 --
--270 130.0 
--- fl5)1056.8 84:5.,7 28o 112.0 
--- 16) 894.9 
290 0 8.5 . 
--
160 
v4 + v1 A K 
Jllll3/ma 
min. 
--- --- ---
--- -·-0 0 
. 3)4..85 
-3.50 -0.70 
·-
0 0 
73.95 -2.75 -O.'Z'f 
·-
0 0 
112.28 -32.62 -2.1.0 
0 0 
147.18 -31.77 -1.55 
--
0 0 
224.62 -39.58 -1.27 
0 0 
318.71 -47.74 -1.07 
0 0 
402.35 -62.10 -1.10 
0 0 
548.72 -69.18 -0.89 
0 0 
851.92 -123.93 -1.00 
0 0 
TABL'I LXII (Continued) 
Average values: 
1~ and 12) . 38.35 
' a.n4 4) - JJi.4.9 5 aDd 6) • 178.9 
7) aDd 8) - 264.2 
9) and 10) = 366.4 
ll) and ~12) • 464.4 
13) and 14) - 617.9 
15) and 16) • 975.8 
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ft.Bta :LXIII 
JM.tterence ertect Oil Al. i.D 1 11 an.; 25•c 
Averae;e con eeted. presaure: 696.7 • Ba 
Averase room tellper&ture : :50•c 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
eo 
90 
l.OO 
uo 
120 
1~ 
1'"> 
150 
160 
110 
18o 
190 
100 
I!IO 
220 
250 . 
240 
250 
26o 
..... 
-·-0 
---
·--
---
., ... 
---
..... 
...... 
---
:;4.85 
-- --
69-70 
-· 
--
--
--
,...,.01 
--
·-
--- --- ·--
---
.. .... 
--· 
--- 0 0 
. 43.10 +l.4.20 +2.84 
-- -- --
-- 0 
115.~ ·10.,1 -0.68 
... 0 0 
157.26 .. 16.19 -o.ea 
-- 0 0 
218,6' -&9.17 -1.00 
-- 0 0 
:561.51 .,a..~ .0.706 
-- 0 0 sea..,, -117.55 -1.~ 
-- 0 0 
-,o.,1 ·79·09 -o.77 
--
0 0 
11) aaA~e~ • 20.70 e) 8114 ' • 20.65 a.) aDl ' • 12.1to 16) all4 (7) • ee.90 ~12> aDrl ~u~ • ,96.t..s 8) aDd.. (9) • 78.~&., lit.) ud 15 .. 7a2.10 10) aa4 (11) • ~ 16) aD4 17 . • -·~ 
Difference effect on Al in 2 N HCl, 25•c 
Average corrected pressure: 705.5 mm Hg 
Average room temperature: 29.5•c 
16) 
Time V1 Vs V4, • (6.97I) V4 + V1 (~) ~1~--------------------------------Uni t in IDS'/ cmamtn. 
K 
~/ma 
min. 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
8o 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
14o 
150 
160 
1.70 
18o 
190 
200 
210 
220 
0 
0 0 
10 (7) 58.6 
10 --- (8) 83.8 
0 (1) 8.4 
24.8 --- (9) 184.3 
24.4 --- (10) 192·7 
0 (2) 25.1 --
50.0 --- (11) ,68.7 
50.0 --- (12) 3TI.O 
0 (3) 25.1 --
76·5 578.1 
72·5 578.1 
o (4) a., --
.lll.o -- (13) 879.7 
99.0 -- (14) 779.2 
0 (5) 25.1 --
147.0 -- (15) 1156.2 
127.0 -- (16) 1022.1 
·' 0 (6) 16.8 --
245 -- (17) 1885.0 
198 -- (18) 153:5.2 
0 16.7 
Averase values: 
l) and 2) • 16.75 
4) and 5 • 16.70 . 3) and 4! . 16.70 
5) and 6 • 20-95 
7) aDd 8 • 71.20 
---
69.70 
171.46 
:548.50 
---
519.26 
188.21 
---
373.6o 
535-96 
0 0 
+2.70 +0.~ 
-0.29 -0.01 
-· 
--
731.85 -Bo-90 -0.81 
. 954.89 975.84 ·11:5-31 -0.82 
156o.60 
---
-..--
9) 8Dd (10) • ·188.50 
ll) e4d 112) . J72.85 
13 aDd 14 • 829.45 15~ and 16~ a 1089.15 
17) and 18) - 1709.10 
·-
Slope constant K of the equation A • - K::l obtained in various con-
centrations ot Bel at cl.t.nerent current denai ties 
I Concentration of hydrochloric acid in normall~ K avg rtJIIJ:'3/ 
m.a./crrli 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 2.0 m.a. min. 
5 -0.75 +2.61 +~.24 -0.70 +2.84 -0.89 
~0 +0.95 +0.49 +0.41 -0.27 +0.78 +0.2'( 
15 -0.75 -l..~ -0.40 -2.10 -0.68 
--
-1.05 
ao -l..,l -1.63 -1.55 -0.82 •1..33 
24 
-0.87 
--
-0.01 
~ -l..l9 -0.55 -1.27 -1..00 -1.00 
42 -1..12 
-- --47 
--
-1.19 -1.07 
--
-1.13 
50 -0.70 +0.01 
53 . -0.99 
-- --56 
-· 
-1.10 
-· 
70 
--
-0.99 
7~ -0.56 
8J. -0.89 -~.44 -1.16 
100 -o.n -0.8l. -0.89 
l.a:) 
-.l.OO 
140 
--
-0.82 
--215 -0.67 
Average 
K -0.79 -1.25 -0.95 -l..lO 0.90 -o.n -1.06 
Positive values are omitted from X avg. cal.cul.at1ona. 
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various concentrations or hydrochloric acid versus 
current densities in m.a!/cm2. The curve does not pGss 
exactly through the origin or the ooodinate axis, but 
shows that a positive dirrerence errect appears in the 
current density range between 0 to 10 m.s./cm2. This 
positive er~ect did not show up at higher current densi-
ties because 0~ the stronger negative di~ference errect, 
also poss1b1y t~e positive effect was observed because 
of some experimental errors, or else because or some 
other changes on the surface or aluminum during the 
dissolution. 
It is interesting to point out that ~or either 
o:r the curves, positive or negative effect (Fig. 20 or 
21), the distance between any point on the curve and 
the x-axis (or . the axis or current density), is a measure 
or the difrerence erfeot in mm3/cm2m1n. at the corres-
ponding current density. For the positive dift'erenco 
effect (Fig. 20), this distance is positive. meaning 
that the rate or self-dissolution v 1 oan be obteined by 
adding v2 to the said distance st a certain density 
( Ll + V2 : v1 ). On the other hand, for the n'9gative 
dif~erenoe efteot (Fig. 21), the distance is negative 
meaning that the rate or se1f-d1ssolat1on v1 • is obtained 
by subtracting the distance from v 2 at the respective 
16 
current density (V1 = V2 -A). 
Por the positive d1rrerence e~rect while aluminum 
wss dissolving 1n hydrofluortc sold, an average Elope 
cor1etant K of 5.73 was found by calculation. The dif-
ference (V3 - v1 ) showed t~t.st four-rifths or the curront 
woe used to overcome tho difference effect and only one-
firths contributed to the rate of dissolution or 9luml-
num. In contrast to these rosults, the negative dif• 
ference erreot on aluminum in hydrochloric sc1d, the 
current derived from cell Al-HP-ro~t, contributed to the 
increase ln the rate of" d1Bsolut1on of' aluminum by a 
foetor or 7.9)!. (vJ - Vl : (6.97 1- 0.96)I. P 155) • 
A~ :nent1oned above, 1n the caae of: posltlve dlt'-
rerenoe or:reet, the rete of sol1'-d1ssolut1on of the 
aluminU?.i (when under ourront) deoreaaed. while 1n the 
case o.r negative difference er:rect • the rate of self-
dissolution or aluminum 1noreased. This nomenclature was 
introduced by previous investigators (Thiel end Eekell) 
and apparently tends to be confusing. It would seem 
more proper to reverse this nomenclatur~ by calling 
d1rrerenoe etrect or increasing rete or selT-d1ssolut1on 
a a positive, &nd vice veras. However, the conventional 
nomenclature 1a kept in this dissertation. 
CHAPrER IV 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
42) 
Aooording to Pourbaix , a metal in a corrosive : 
(42) Pourbeix, M. J. N. end Agar, J. N., Thermodynamics 
of Dilute Aqueous Solution with Appl1e&t1on or 
Eleetroohemistry and Corrosion., Edward Arnold 
end Co., London, (1949}. 
env1ron..~ent may ·be considered to exist in one of' the 
three deme1ns on its potential-pH diagram, nsmely1 
corrosion, passivity or passivation. The first of 
... thess represents those conditions of elevated (negative) 
potential where reaction occurs between the metal and 
its environment, thst is to say, the metal corrodes. 
The second of' these domains represents conditions where 
the potential of the metal is so positive that reaction 
is not thermodynamically possible and the metal escapes 
attack. The dome1n or passivation, on the other hand 
represents conditions at a potential where, although 
reaction is thermodynamically possible, the metal may 
either wholly or partially escape attaok. The partial 
or complete cessation of attack is a result of the for-
mation of a protective film, formed by the roaot1on it-
selr, which partially or completely isolates the metal 
from its environment. 
In order to explain these phenomena, many theories 
have been proposed. One of these 1s the electrochemical 
theory of corrosion which postulates local cell action 
on the metal surface. This theo~ has gained wide 
popularity. but there are many details regarding the 
corrosion mechanism whioh are still obscure. This is 
true especially in the case of dissolution or aluminum 
in ~y-drofluoric acid, a phenomenon investigated in de--
tail, and described in the present dissertation. In 
this chspter, the data obtained will be summarized, 1r 
necessary) previous theories will be briefly discussed• 
and then the conclusions will be drawn. However, in 
order to understand better the explanation or the 
phenomena observed, a brief description of the theory 
o~ local elements is necessary. 
A• Theory ~ the local elements. 
In general. when a metal is dissolved in an acid, 
ions tend to flow rrom the metal into the solution at 
anodic areas, and an equivalent quantity of hydroge~ is 
deposited at adjacent sur~acea or the motel functioning 
as cathodic spots or areas. Thus local cells ore formed 
on the metallic surface as the anodic and cathodic areas 
are short circuited in the electrolyte. The emf of such 
irreversible oells is derived mainly !'rom the anode. 
Hence the hydrogen ovarvoltage or the local cathodes 
does not contribute to the electromotive force (emf) or 
the cell. The emf of the cell as a whole 1a 
I 
n • E ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••(20). 
Where n is the hydrogen overvoltage or the local cathode. 
I 
and E 1s the dissolution ot potential of the anode 
(which d1rterent1ates rrom the equilibrium potential E). 
Ir .the internal and external resistances or the cell are 
"r". then, the current "1" produced by one looal cell aa 
an average or vory many cells on the surface will be 
E~ 1 : n - (21) r •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
If Z 1s the number of local cathodes per unit 
end Z
, 
area. is the number of active local cathodes on 
the same area (not shielded by the protective £11m), 
the total current produced is expressed ae follows, 
1z,. - , , : I • Z n - E ( ) t ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 22 • 
r 
Thererore, the rate or dissolution, v, as calculated 
from the increase in volume of' hydrogen, A v (developed 
on the surraoe area, A),dur1ng the time ~tis given by 
. 4o, 43) 
equation (23). which was derived previously • 
<4ol 
<43) 
Straumanis• M. • Loc cit. (thesis pa :~e 132). 
Strauman1s. M., Korrosion u. Metallschutz, 2• 1, 
(1933). 
The equation is slightly modir1ed here to obtain the cor-
rect (positive) sign for the rate or dissolution. 
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V = .A v • a .... .,,( n - v, ( J) E ~ ~ •••••••••••••• 2 • Ax A r 1 
where k is a conver~ion constant. 
According to this theory, the important feotora 
controlling tbe rate of dissolution of a metal ere: 
l) 
11) 
" the potential of the dissolving ~etel E ; 
the h7drogen overvoltage of the local cathodes 
or cathodic potential; 
111) the number of active local cathodes per sur-
race unitJ end 
iv) the realatance of the electrolyte • . Since the 
resistance or the metallic contact betwoen anode and 
cathode may be negligible, while that through the 
electrolyte 1s proportional to the sold concentration. 
A corrosion product may or may not form a pro-
tective rilm. This largely depends upon the chemical 
and physical properties or the corroded s\.lrrsoe and the 
corrosion product. Ir the latter is soluble in the 
corrosion medium, the reaction will continue. On the 
other hand, 1~ the oorrosion product is insoluble, it 
may decrease the rllto or corrosion. If', for . instance, 
the product adheres well to tho surtece, and is in 
addition insoluble in the corrosion medium; a proteotlve 
film is I'ormed which covers more or leas completely the 
local cathodes (decreasing z' ), subatant1all7 retarding 
the rate of dissolution. 
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Faraday r1rst pointed out that the passivity or 
iron in nitric acid could be attributed to the £ormation 
or oxide films on the surraces or iron. such t:ilms or a 
protective character were further observed or aluminum 
which prevents the underlying metal from attaek. Also 
the dissolution or aluminum oxide in acids depends not 
only on the _hydrogen ion activity, but also on the nature 
of the anions and of the und1ssoc1ated molecules present, 
especially where eomplexea are ~ormed, as in the case o~ 
27) 
hydrorluoric acid • 
(27) 
(39) 
,, 39) 
Muller and Low showed that tho protective f11m 
Evens, u. R., Op. olt. P•203, (thesis ~a.c;e 16). 
Muller, w. J., and Low, E., Loc oit.(thesis ~age 
131). 
may be porous in nature. Thus, a common metal is only 
partly protected by the film and the pores are exposed 
to the corrosion medium. When the number of pores per 
unit area decreases (or the total area or the openings 
ot' the pores decreases), there will be a slowing down 
in the rete or dissolution. On the other hand, ir the 
pores become widened, the rate or dissolution increases, 
because tl.le underlying locel cathodes become converted 
into active ones; rz' increases and with it, according 
to equation (23), tho rate o~ dissolution increases. 
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B. 
-
Dissolution of' aluminum 1n bydro!'luor1o ae-1d w1th-
.2Yi addition&e;ents -
The existence or an oxide r11m on aluminum has 
been known f'or many years. This :film is :formed in-
stan~aneously on the meta1 surfaoe exposed to the atmos-
phere. The nature of the .film - present on aluminum 
varies cons1derab1y depending -upon the treatments which 
the metal bas received in the process o~ manufacture. 
In general, this r11m is hard. thin. and has high re• 
sistance to corrosion. 
It was shown by the study of the open-circuit 
potential of aluminum in hydrofluoric acid (see Fig. 
10, p. 113) 1 that the initial potential is strongly 
less negative. and it deoresses (~ecoming more negati~e) 
a:fter some time to the minimum, then increases again to 
a maximum, and levels ot~ to a nearly constant value. 
The less negative potential of the aluminum electrod~ 
1s in an agreement with the concept that the OT.ide film 
on the surface or aluminum causes a more noble potential. 
After immersion in the acid, as time goes on, the weakest 
spots on the sur~aoe film are most probably attacked by 
acid, and sre apt to break down. Where breaks 1n the 
film occur, loca11zed attack or the metal rollowa, and 
the potential or the electrode falls to a new more 
negative value. A new protective ~11m may be formed as 
17) 
a result of the interaction with the corrosive~ and as 
a result the potential of aluminum becomes more pos1t1~ 
The rlat part or the aurve at the r1nal stage or dis-
solution xneans that the . pores ln the new £11m are in 
balance with the reaction o~ d1sso1ut1on. 
Further proor for this film rormatlon phenomenon 
is Qontributed by tl1e potential and current measure-
ments. Figure 15 (p. l22) shows a series of polari-
zation curves or a~~num dissolving in different con-
centrations of hydrofluoric acid. It can be seen that 
ot lower aoid concentrations, the polarization curves 
are steeper upward than the )Olarizat1on curves in the 
higher concentrations or the acid. Apparently. at the 
lower acid concentrations, the protective rtlm has 
smaller pores, which expose only a very small surface 
to the action o1' the acid. As the ac1d concentration 
I increased, the small pores are widened (increasing Z ), 
the current density in the pores decreases and the 
potential o~ the electrode moves toward less noble 
vsl.ues. The widtll of the pores depends on the concen-
tration of: the acid, since at higher concentrations the 
breakdown or the solubility of the film 1~ the acid 
occurs. 
It was observed during the current measurement 
or an Al•Pt oell in hydrofluoric acid that the current 
dellvex-ed by the cell inoPeaeed aubatant1ally if a 
ecratoh on the electrode surfaee was made w1th the broken 
end o~ a g1aas rod. This shows again that the soratoh 
removed a part of the r11m, thus exposing the metal under-
neath, and accelerating the rate or dieaolutlon. 
In the study o~ the rate o~ dissolution of alum1 .. 
num in dir~erent concentrations of hydro~luorio acid, 
for those aoid concentrations below 6 N HF, the rate 
abows a straight line fUnction or the concentration, 
while for acid concentrations above 6 H, it 1s a curve 
(aee Figure ), and pages 30 and 31 ) • 
The experimental results s1eo showed (p. 49 ) that 
the aluminum surfaces a:rter runs are partially covered 
w1tb e white precipitate (alumdn~ fluoride). the amount 
or which decreased with increasing concentration ot: the 
ao1d. The solub111ty of this precipitate in hydro.fluorio 
acid aqueous solution has been shown in T~lble XIX (p. So ) • 
From this tab1e, a graph 1s drawn in Figure 22. which 
shows th.e plot of grama of' aluminum 1'luor1de _per 100 grams 
o~ saturated solution against the calculated normality or 
hydrorluorio aoid. Comparing th1a eurve with the curve 
1n Figure 3, (p .• Jl ), it ia interesting to note that the 
two curves ere somewh.at similar. Hence, the . explanation 
of the straight line portion of Figure 3 is that in add1-
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t1on to daoreaa1ng resistivity or the aoid with concen-
tration the aluminum ~luor1de layer decreased alao; thia 
layer oovored some or the local e1ements and slowed down 
the rate or dissolution.· On the other hand. the part 
or tbe curve with gradually increasing slope or Figure 3, 
may be exp1ained on the basis that the solubility or 
alum~num £luor1de increases strongly with the concentra-
tion or b.ydro.fluorio aoid (beyond 6 N HF) ~ There.roro, 
the aluminum ~luoride layer on the metal was dissolved 
gradua1ly (with 1noreaairtg Nor HF). · This means that 
more oC ti1e metall.io surtaoe was exposed and the number 
or active 1ocal elements ·z.' in('\reased, which 1n turn. 
augmented the rate or dissolution or aluminum at higher 
concentrations of the ao1d. 
Rate o~ dissolution of alum!num and the errect o~ 
the lOCal elements. - - --- -
---- ~---- ---------
As aluminum 1s more electronegative in potential 
than n1oke1. copper, gold, and platinum, it is expected 
that a~uminum will displa.oe the metals from their salt 
solutions. sueh asz N1Cl2 , Pt014• HAuc14 and cusoq, in 
water or 1r added to the hydrofluoric aoid. 
3 N10l2 -t 2Al ____ ., 2 AlClJ + 3 N1°• •••• (24) 
3 PtCl4 t 4Al ----•4 AlCl3 -t 3 Pt0 · ••••• (l5) 
AUCl.3 •HCl +. Al __ ...,_ AlCl3 -t Au0 + HOl. • • • •. (26) 
3 cus04-t 2Al --·• Al2 (s04)3 t3 Ou
0 
••••• (27) 
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The metals displaoed are all low in hydrogen overvoltage, 
and 1r they stick firmly on the surface of alum1num. they 
should 1noreaae the rate or dissolution. 
Th1s 1a the case with nickel wh1oh wee round to 
be on the surface or aluminum, and consequently, the 
rate of dissolution was inoreaeed immediately after tLe 
intrpduotlon of the addition agent. The other three 
addition agents* on the other hand, did not increase, 
but even decreaaed the ra-:e or dissolution of aluminum. 
All rour addition agents showed a general trend 
to make aluudnum more noble in electrode potential in 
hydrorluor1c acid. The order or increase 1n potential 
{'towards o more noble direction) srter addition ot' salta 
~1-t+ WGS n 1 Pt ... 
The respective data from sectiona c and E or 
Chapter III, sre again aummar1zed in the following table. 
The effect of addition agent on the rate or dissolution 
nnd the electrode potential of aluminum. 
Addition 
agent 
N1Cl~ ptQl 
HAuC 4 
Cus04 
ChnnGe 1n rate in ~ 
(air dieplaoed by N2 ) 
+72. 2 ( inoreaee) 
-37·7. (decrease) 
-40.8 (decreaee) 
-)+0 .6 ( decrfta se) 
Alumtnum electrode po-
tential shirt toward 
noble values in v. 
0.16 
o.27 
o.sr. 
o • .52 
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The percentage 1n rate 1o calculAted on the basis of' the 
rate berore and attar add1t1on or the salt. The ob&nge 
1n potent1ol is tl10 d1rt'erenoe 1n volta of potentiala 
mosaured be~ore and at'ter tho addition agent 1s intr-o-
duced. In order to oxpla1n the b&huv!or o1' tho SJOt&l 
ealt•• tho .formula sa der!ved previously o"n be uaed, 
as the c.11aaolut1on of aluminum 1a asawaed to ba an 
electrochem1cal !)rooeao. 
,,. • ~' n • s' (241!1) on p""ae 169 
'# III.U •••••••••••••••• .t# •c r 
Ir tho rato V 1ncreaaoe, 1t 1s uaually ex~la1ned 
by an 1ncreeao or emr, (n - f; ') or dooNaae or resistance 
or the oorrosivo mod1u.. Another poss1b1l1ty is an 1n~ 
crease 1n the n~be~ or active looal cathodes Z' per 
unit area dur1ng tho d1aaolut1on prooeoa. 'l'he ros1atenoe 
of the &o1d oan bo aeeu1110d nearl7 oonatant utter th• 
edd1t1on or the small amount or e noblo metal aalt. 
The ourvo 1n P1guro 16-.a, Pllge 12~ abowe that 1n 
the N1Cla oolut1on in hydrotluorlc acid, tho d1esolut1on 
potential or tho aluainum 1s sh1tted by 0.16 volts toward 
aore noble values and levela otr. s~ultonooual7, tbe 
rate o~ d1aao1ut1on 1noroaaed b7 12.2~. A m1rror~11ko 
n1okcl deposit waa 'rorme4 on the aurrcce o~ aluminum. 
As niokel baa a lower h7drogen overvoltage than alumi• 
33) 
num , 1t rorma tho 1oco1 oetbo~oa on the aur~eoe or 
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(.3.3) Uhlig, H., H. • Op. cit, P•ll44, (thesis page 104). 
aluminum. Thus, the number or active local cathodes ia 
appreciably increased• and also the emf' o~ the local 
elements (aa compared with those prev1ousl,- present); 
the rate or dissolution increased accordingly. 
Upon the addition or PtC14 to the acid solution, 
the electrode potential or the dissolving - aluminum 
shirted by 0.27 volts (see Figure 16-b) towards the 
more noble potent~als. The rate or dissolution or 
aluminum decreased by 37.7 % as compared to that berora 
the salt wae added. Because or the very poor adhesion 
or the precipitated p1atinum particles to the aluminum 
sur:face, the precipitate rslla as observed to the bottom 
of the vessel. Thererore, the number oi active local 
I 
cathodes. Z • is not increased. but eventually dimin-
ished• because some insoluble corrosion product blankets 
the surface or the aluminum. For this reason, and be-
cause of the appreciable potential shift (decrease in 
emf). the rate or corrosion drops immediately. 
The same explanation may be applied to the oases 
of' adding DAuc14 and cuso4 (Figure 17, p. 12·7 ) • for 
whloh, the rate or dissolution was decreased aa the 
electrode potential, E' • moved up (became more noble), 
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I . 
and the number of active local cathodes, Z , did not 
increase but were partially blanketed by the corrosion 
products. 
"---,, 
The reason why the potential of the aluminum 
shifted towards more noble values upon addition of salts. ; 
mentioned, could not be detected. 
The effect of ammonium salt addition on the rate or &ruminwa. - · · - - -
It was observed that during the exposure of 
aluminum to 1 N HF solution containing 1noreaa1ng amounts 
of ammonium salta, such as ammonium fluoride or ammonium 
chloride, passivation of aluminum took ·place. This 
passivation msnirested itself by the decreasing rate o~ 
dissolution with ~creasing concentration or ammonium 
salts o~ either kind as follows (see also Figure 4, P•5B) 
TABLE LXVII 
Dissolution of aluminum in pure 1 N HF and in presence 
of NH4F or NH401 
Solution used Rete of disso1ut1on in mm3/cm2min. 
1 N HF (pure) 
with O.OS M NB4.F 
o.1o 11 NH4F 
g:~~: =~~ 
1.oo » NH4f' 
with o.So M NH401 
Solution used 
1.00 M NH4Cl 
2.00 M NHti,Cl 
3.oo M mt4o1 
TABLE. LXVI (Continued) 
Rate of dissolution in mm3/om2m1n. 
326.5 
135·7 
<?1.7 
From the experimental resulta above, it can be 
aeen that there ia a small erfect on the rate o£ dis• 
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solution if the amount or addition of ammonium rluoride 
or ammonium chloride to 1 N HF is small. When a 
surrioiently large amount or ammonium salt is present, 
the rate decreases strongly. evidently because of a pro-
tective r11m just rormed. The extent or the protective 
action is dependent upon the porosity or the rilm. 
Probably, there is no film on the aluminum surrace with 
a low concentration of ammonium salt addition. In the 
oeae of 0.1 M NH4F and o.2S M NH4F addition, the rate 
or dissolution even increased. This is possibly due to 
the better conductivity of' e~eotrolyte at tl1e 1ow con-
centrat1ona o~ addition agents or simply because or 
fluctuations in rate which were always observed. 
The composition or the white r11m was not 1dent1-
rted because it was not thick enough to be collected ror 
a quantitative chemical analysis. However. it was round 
that both kinds o£ deposita contained NH4 radicals aa 
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evidenced by the evolution or ammonia when heated with 
potassium hydroxide. Thus. the deposits consist of 
some complex salts of e1um1num and ammonium which are 
spsring1y soluble in 1 N HF. 
The erfect or addition or ammonium rluoride to 
1 N HF' w·h1ch yields an ion in common with electrolyte 
itself may be explained on the basis or "common ion 
orreot". In this case. the reaction 
AlP~ ~Al-+++ + ., nt• . . (28) ~  J ~ •••••••••••••••• . 
shifts to the lert tending to diminish the rluoride ion 
concentration, and the ~ormation or e simple or of s 
complex compound is furthered. This compound is white 
1n color and 1a similar in appaaranoe to that or the 
other case which is also sparingly soluble. 
E 
·-· 
The d1rrerenoe effect. 
---- ----------· -------(1) The positive dif~erence erteots 
When a meta1 which 1a being dissolved in corrosive 
agent is made anodic or cathodic by an external polar-
izing current, the rate or di~solution is reduced in many 
cases. Such a reduction in the rate or self-dissolution 
of a dissolving specimen. if it is made anodic, is called 
16, )8) 
"dirference er~ect" , whereas the reduction in the 
(16) Thiel, A. and Eckell, J. 1 Loa • ·gi t. (thesis page 7) • 
(38) Thiel, A. end Eckell, J., Loc.oit. (thesis pese 131). 
the aol.r-d1ssolut1on rate, when tho specimen 1s made ,,, 
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cnthod1o, 1o csllot! "cathodic protection" • An attfni.tpt 
1a rm~de to explain bJ' the 1ncreasoa 1n the poler1aat1on 
11, 18, 4o> 4U> 
or the loocl anodoo and the looal oathodea 
b7 the current applied. 
(.33) 
(ll) 
(18) 
<4o) 
<41.1-> 
Ub11g, a. B., op. o.1t. pJ~32, (~.he s .i 3 pa i-~c 1c~~). 
strauman1s, u., op. cit., pasea6.7 ana 31. (thcsls 
D ..... -c 6' 
• "L J • 
Eroen1g• 1l·. o. and UeponskaJa, v. t~., Loa. o1t. 
{ t:1c s.i s page e.) • 
Stra'W!Ifinia, M., Loc cit. (the sl3 !Jn :;c 132}. 
r~rown, R • H. and Mears, R • D .• , TranG • I; leot:roohem. 
soc •• !L tt.ss, <1942>. 
~ 
Tho dt~rerenoe erteot oan be exp1a1ne~ quant1t$t1ve~ 
17 by- tl1G ~unot1on Of local el.OliMlnts. the action or 1fh1ob 
will be reduced with o1ther an anod1o or cethod1o polar1• 
~at1on ourront pasa1ng through the 1.nn•race or the co~ 
roding metal. Aa the result in tho oaae or aluminum d1a-
solv1ng ln hydro~luor1o acid• the pos1t1ve d1tt"erenoe 
erteot appearing to be noQrly independent or the oonoen• 
tl"&tion or tho oc1d is shown 1n ·F1gure 20. page ll-t2• 
Tho p()s1t1ve e.rrect (when tho rate or aeU-d1a .. 
aolut1on. V1 or alwa11lWI deoHaeea to v2 ) oan be expla1ne4 
by the deoroaae !tbe em!' ot the local elouaonte b7 the t'low 
or the current I. Tl1e rata or d1saolut1on or an active 
metal (zn. cd. T1 or Al) at e certain moment 1n e non-
ox·1d1z.1ng aold 1a determined as already mentioned by 
equation (29) • 
Vl = klz~n- E~ ••••••••••••••••••••(29), 
rl 
polarizing the aluminum electrode anodically by the our-
rent I, the potential difference n1 - Ei of local elements 
decreases and the r$s1stance. :r 1 • may Lncreaae. A lowe~ 
rate of dissolution v2 of aluminum results. 
I 
v2 = klz' tlA - E2 . ( > ~-~:, ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• 30 ·' 
r2 
The positive dirrerenoe errect is then according to 
equation (9), P•J31. 
v1 .. v2 • ~ • k 1z 
I 
Equation (31) is the general expression ~or the 
positive difference e:t't'eot 1f considered rrom the view 
11. 4o> 
point o~ polarization of local elements • Equation 
, (31) can be tranarormed • . assuming that E1 · changes with 
1noreas1ng current I along a. straight 11ne aooordlng to 
equation (32). 
· E~: Ei ~ k2l•••••••••••~•••••••••••(32). 
·. 11, 21, 4o> 4sj 
It h~a been &hown by Straumanie - Meara , Meara 46 ) 4q ) 27 ) 48 ) 
end Brown . , Brown , Evana • and strieoher that 
(l~) Straumanle, M., Op. cit., pages 67 and81 • 
(21) straumanis- M. E. and Chen, P. c., Op. cit. p.354, 
(thesis par;e 8). 
(40) strauman1s, M., Loc. o1t. (thesis page 132). 
<45.> 
<4o> 
(27) 
(lt.8) 
Mears, R. 1l•t J. (and Trans.) Electx-ocbem • . $oo., 25· l. (19'491. . ' 
Mears. n. B •• and Brown 'R. H., J. Eleotroobem. 
2,.oo., XL• 1S. (19$0). 
18S 
Brawn, R • H • • tw1;-~s. 111 ish( 1. 9, .f!!0o )• • c • , and W1111&uas • n • D. 1 Corroa1on• ~- vO ~ 
Evana, u. R., Pt. ott., P• xxxiv, (thesis pace 16). 
StreiobeP1 M. A., J. (and Trona.) Eloct~ocham. :,~oc ... ~. 170, (1949). 
~requentl7 the potential or the anode changes with 1n• 
oroaa1ng anodic polar1aat1on ouM-Ont, aa shown b7 
equation (32). By eubat1tut1ng equat:.on ()2) in aquat10.n 
I (.31) for s 2 , the expreoslon (33) 1a obtained. 
A~kz' (~ .. t:t!.~ E{. ~I)uu())). 
1 ~ rl ~'2 ~'2 v2 
This equation can be s1mpl11'1ed under the tollow1ns 
oond1t1ona: 
1) r-1 ~=l-,;··"2• because it can be aaaumod that the rea1atanoo 
(outa1de end 1na1de) or a local oell rema1na nosrly 
coriatant bortn-e and artera tw:n1ns on tlMt polar1aat1on 
ourrentJ 
. it) n1 ~· na. beoauee 0~ the charaoter1st1c or the over--
voltage .function n • a -t b ln 1, ond as the looal 
cathodes e~e polor . .t.tzed to thet·r maxl~ by tho local 
current 1 and s1nce a slight decrease or 1 Carter 
the current I 1a turned on) w1ll not a~rect n1 
111) 
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apprec1ebleJ end £1nally, 
I Z will not change. assuming that during the 
polarization there occurs no increase or break-
down or the protective layer that still may remain 
on the aluminum surface during its dissolution in 
hydrofluoric acid. 
If the concentration 6r the aoid is not changed, 
equation (33) passes over into 
I . 
il= klZ~ k2I •••••••••••••••••••••••<34), 
2 
orL\: KI••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••(lO). 
As kl• z', k 2 and r 2 are constant, they can be joined 
into a new constant K. The deviation or the d1rterenoe 
effect shows that during the anodic polarization or 
aluminum by I, only the potential or the anodes or the 
local elements are affected and that of the cathodes not 
appreciably. Thus in this way the atra1ght line relation-
ship between the positive dirrerenoe e~feot and current 
density applied can be explained. 
(2) The negative d1frerenoe effect: 
The negative difference errect is observed when 
aluminum dissolving in hydrotltoric acid is connected 
to a more noq1e metal immersed in the same ·solution, or 
an external current is used. The hydrogen evolution on 
the aluminum sur~ace increases while hydrogen is also 
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evolved at the noble metal (sux111ury cathode). So that 
the ael.f-d1suolut1on, vl 0~ aluoinum increases to v2, 
because tbo emf' or tho local elect~odoa ls stimulated by-
tt.te flow of tho curront I. This may be oxplu1ned by 
the !"act tl:eut the nnod1c ourront cousoa 1nton:~1vc anodic 
dissolUtion Which breaks down Q p~rt of thO OXide r11m 
on aluminum oxpos~ng more of tho metall1o stu~ruce to 
Qttack or tl~ aoldio solutions. In thlo way, locol ao-
t1on 1s increased by the anodic current I. The number 
, 
or sotive looal cathodes~ z , exposed on Gluminum D-ur .. 
,, 
fAoe responding ~or v1 w!ll 1norease to Z responding 
II I 
~or V2, 1.o •• Z > Z • The 1narof4ao 1n rete due to 
additional current applied, 1a thererore oloar rrom 
equation (2)). 
no~e, tho rate or so1r~d1scolut1on. Vl can be 
exprc~soc.1 by, 
vl • k1z' n1 - El ) ( )•••••·············<29. rl 
The Gnod1.c currant b~&ks e part or the proteotlve lQyer, 
a process which oan oven be obaorved with the nukod oye. 
Consequentl-y,. the numbor or active local cotl~ot2es 1n-
If f 
creased to Z : the potent.tal d1t1'orenco n1- E1, ot: the 
loool olementa and the resistance. r1• will probably 
not be changed. A h1ghor rat.e or dissolution. v2 or 
olum1num results. 
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accordingly. the negative d1f:ferenoe er-rect. A • w111 be. 
I 
z" n2 - E2 
- r ) ••• (36). 
2 
Equation (36) is the general - expression for the negative 
dir~erence effect if the action or the local current ie 
inc.reaaed by anodic ourrent; however. the positive 
dir~erence etreot rnsy also exhibit itself during the 
~low or the polarisation current. Hence. the anodic 
potential may Change according to. 
E2: El + k2I·••••••••••••••••~•(.32). pagel3h 
Substituting equation (32) 1n equation (36). the ex-
pres8lon (37) 1a obtained. 
z" E' z" k 2 I 
- r 1 + r ) • •. (3 7) • 
2 2 
This equation oan be simpl1ried under the rollowing 
conditions a 
1) r1 : r2• which aasumes _ that the resistance of a 
local cell remains constant berore and arter turn-
lng on the current; and 
11) n 1 : n 2 • because a alight decrease or local current 
1 after turning on the current I will not ar~eot n 1 
appreciably. 
I~ there is no appreicalbe change in concentration 
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of the hydrochloric aoid, equation (37) becomes, 
A=~ f:rz' 
r2 
This expression is responsible for the appea~ance or 
both errects, the positive effect, as well as the nega-
tive one. 
From equation (38), the following conclusion 
can be drawn: 
a) rr z' 
, 
: z • there 18 no breakdown or oxide rilms 
while the current 1s .rlow1ng. 
equation (38) becomes, 
, ,, 
In this case, Z - Z : o, 
A.~ kl , - KI 
.-..:- Z k 2 I - . • r2 
This 1s exactly identical with the equation ror the 
positive difrerenee effeot (equation 34, P•l8b)• 
b) 
,, , 
When Z ~ Z • the oxide tilm .on aluminum breaks 
down partially while the current is flowlng. Under 
( I tf ) this condition, Z - Z will be a negative value while 
t I 'I (n1 - E1 ) is positive. If the result of (Z - Z ) x 
(nl - Ei) in the absolute value· is less than z"k2 I 
(equation 38). the difference ·erfeot will still be a 
positive one. This explains the first few points in the 
diagram (Figure 21, P• 156) at current densities low·er 
than that 10 m·.a. per cm2. Hence, the protective film 
broke down only to s small extent, and the positive effect 
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prevailed. 
c) There may be conditions where. 
I <z' - Z') (n1 - Ei>J = Jz"k2rj 
1/ I 
and aa the lert side is a negative value (Z >Z ). the 
overall result ror the expression in parenthesis (equa-
tion 38) is zero. This :fact is substantiated by the 
observed zero pointe on the diagram (Figure 21. P•l56 ). 
d) It ia easy to understand that with increasing 
the current density, the breakdown o~ the r11m layer 
is increased. A point may be reached where z'' increases 
J ,, 1 
so much that the expression, (Z - Z )(nl- E1 ) in 
equation (38) becomes larger in absolute value than 
,, 
Z k 2 I. Since the first term is negative, the whole ex-
pression becomes negative. This represents the negative 
dirference effect. The meaning of this is that more hy-
drogen is developed on the aluminum surface during the 
/ 
flow or the current than without current (selr-d1ssolu-
tion). 
Conclusion refard1ng the mechanism .2£ rate .2£ .2.!.!.-
solution _2.! a um1num .!!! hzd-rof'luor1o acid. 
./ 
Aluminum is a very electronegative metal and •o 
the chemical dissolution or aluminum in an acid solution 
1s to be expected as represented by the £ollow1ng equa-
tion: 
Al + 3H -t _____ ..... Al3+ 42 H0 ( "29) ~ ~ J ••••••• J • 
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However, a1um1num reacts very slowly with many. acids be-
cause a rather resistant oxide film is readily rormed 
on the aurf'ace of the metal when the metal is exposed 
to air. As this oxide is soluble in hydro:Cluor1c acid, 
one would expect that aluminum would be attacked by 
hydrofluoric acid very easily • . If' the mechanism or 
dissolution of aluminum in scids were as postulated 
above, it would be simply a chemical corrosion process, 
and one should be able to oompute tho rate or such a 
process by the we11 known Law of Mass Action. 
However, experiments performed in th1s · 1nvest1-
gation showed that the addition o:r a small amount of 
nickel chloride to the hydrofluoric acid would increase 
the rate or dissolution or aluminum by 72.2 % as com-
pared with the rate in plain hydrofluoric acid or the 
same concentration. such an increase in rate is unpre-
dictable by applying the •~•• Action Law which states 
that the speed or a chemical reaction at constant tem-
perature varies directly as t .he product of' the molar 
concentration of the reacting substance•• To account 
for such 8 phenomenon, the postulation or eleotroobem1oal 
mechanism o~ corrosion o~ aluminum in hydrorluor1o sold 
was necessary (see page 177) and could setis~aotorily 
explain these end other related experimental results. 
even, the positive end the negative dlfrerence errects. 
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It was also shown experimentally that the addi-
tion of small amounts or ammonium rluoride to the hydro-
fluoric acid would increase the rate o~ dissolution or 
aluminum, but with ~urther increase in concentration or 
ammonium fluoride, the rate or dissolution would then de-
crease. such a phenomenon. ag·ein, could not be explained 
by tl1e Law of Mass Action·J it could be explained by the 
postulation or electrochemical mechanism with the ~or­
mation or protective rilms eta. (see page 180)• 
Further, the d1r~erence errecta as established 1n 
the dissolution of aluminum in both bydrorluoric and 
hydrochloric acids, as previously discussed (page 182) 
could not be explained by the ordinary chemical mechanism 
or corrosion, and the only sat1s~ectory explanation is 
the ohsnge of potential end number or active local ele-
4o) 
menta as given by streumanie • 
<4o) straumanis, M. • Loo c1 t. (the sis ~Ja 3e 13 2) • 
Al1 these raots would 1ead us to the conclusion 
that the mechanism or dissolution or aluminum in hydro• 
fluor1o acid is not just a simple chemical process. but 
mostly eleotroohemioal in nature. 
19). 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
The rate or dissolution of aluminum in hydro-
:rluor1c acid wes determined by the collection and 
measurement or the volume o~ hydrogen gas in mmJ/cm2m1n 
liberated according to the following reaction: 
lA.1 + 6HF ----~ 2AlF3 + .3~ .· • 
In plain acid, eight difrerent concentrations were 
studied. It was :found that 1n the aoid of lower con-
centrations (O.l N, 0.5 N; l N, 2 N; 4 N, and 6 N HF), 
the average maximum rates of dissolution represent a 
straight. line function with the concentration or the 
acid; while ror &cid concentrations above 6 N (6 N to 
10 N HF), an upwards curve is obtained. The aluminum 
surface art~r the runs was part1al1y covered with 
aluminum fluoride; the amount o~ which deorosaed · with 
increasing concentration of the acid. This can be ex• 
p1a1ned by the higher solubility or aluminum fluoride 
in aqueous solutions or hydrofluoric acid o~ higher 
concentration. 
The errect o~ the addition or various amounts or 
ammonium ~luoride or ammonium chloride to 1 N HF solu-
tion on the rate of dissolution o~ aluminum took place 
with an increasing amount of ammonium salt. This pass!• 
vation occurred as a result of a protective film :forma-
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tion on the aluminum surtaoe. The blanket, consequently 
decreased the rate of dissolution. 
When nickel chloride was added to tho eoid• the 
nickel particles displaced from the chloride by aluminum 
stuck to the aluminum surrace and acted as local cathodes 
thereby. the rate or dissolution was accelerated. Other 
nob1er metals were also displaced by a~uminum when small 
amounts of' · salts of' the respective metals such as: 
PtC14• HAuCl~ and ouso4 were added to the acid so1ution, 
but due to poor adhesion or the metal particles to the 
aluminum sur~aoe, and also due to some insoluble cor-
rosion produots which blanketed the surraoo or the 
aluminum, tbe rate or dissolution Of aluminum W88 de-
creased. 
Further investigations were made upon the errect 
o~ mechanical and heat treatment ot a~uminum on its rate 
or dissolution in hydrofluoric eoid. It was round that 
there were no apparent dirferencea 1n rete between the 
specimen, whether the cross •eotion was perpendicular to 
the rolling direction, or parallel to the rolling direc-
tion and perpendicular to the rolling plane. Other 
speo~ens were annealed in vacuum st 4oo0 c or S7S0 c, 
and at the temperature of' S75°c with and without copper 
vapor present. It was also found that there were no 
apparent difrerencea as to the rate of . dissolution when 
annealed and unannealed specimens were compared under 
otherwise the same conditions.. No 1ntergranular cor-
rosion was observed. 
l9S 
The open-circuit potential o~ aluminum in hydro-
~luoric acid ror any particular concentration was meas-
ured. The potential drops at first, and then s1owly 
becomes lass negetlve in the course or time. In most 
cases, there was a steady potential at the end o~ the 
experimental period. It was also noticed that the 
higher the oonoentretlon of' the acid, tl1e more negative 
the potential became. 
The ourrent produced by the Al-Pt oel1 1n hydro-
fluoric acid was pppreciable. The average ourrent in 
m.a. increased with ao1d concentration. Pol&r1zat1on 
arfected the current appreciably at lower concentration 
(O.Ol N, o.oS N and o.l N llF) but at acid concentrations 
higher than 0.1 N. th~ nolar1zat1on was less pronounced. 
A positive dir~erenoe errect was round when 
aluminum was placed in hydro:fluor1c acid of various 
concentrations ea anode and connected with a platinum 
cathode in the sa~e solution. It was round thst about 
four-~irths or the current produced by Al-Pt couple wa~ 
used to overcome the dirference errect, snd only one-
:flfth was used to increase the total rate of dissolution. 
A negetive difference effect was observed in hydrochloric 
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ao1d of var1oue oonoent.rat,1ons. The current 4e.-1ved :rrom 
an Al/801/Pt oel1 oontr1buted to increase the rate or 
d1saolut1on. 
It may- be concluded that ~he meohan1sm or diasolu-. 
t.lon or alum1num 1n hydrofluoric ao1d 1e moe~ly elec\ro• 
chem1oal 1n nature and can be exp1a1ned on t.he bas1e ot 
the theory or local elemen~e. 
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